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ABSTRACT
“Modernity’s Hearing Loss”:
Beethoven, Romantic Critique, and
The Music of the Literary
Edgardo Salinas
This dissertation explores the relationship between the critique of Jena
romanticism and Beethoven’s “neue Manier” in the context of the material conditions
that shaped European modernity around 1800. By taking as a case study the piano sonatas
Op. 31, each chapter examines from a different perspective what represents a key
historical moment in the genealogy of the modern notions of musical form and
experience. The underlying thesis is that instrumental music was legitimized via a
massive epistemic transfer of values from the domain of the literary. From its integration
into the economy of the literary, instrumental music acquired an unstable epistemic
condition introduced in Chapter 2 as the “materiality of the literary.”
The theory of romantic irony serves as a methodological point of entry to
scrutinize how musical practice, literary discourse, and socio-historical transformations
collided and converged to reframe aesthetic experience. Through their critique, the Jena
romantics complicated the relationship between the generic and the particular and upheld
the preeminence of practice over theory in the art of modernity. Tracing connections
between Beethoven’s music and the literary, Chapter 4 suggests a structural homology
between the novel, as paradigmatic form of literary modernity, and sonata form, as the
main compositional strategy of the classical style. Both forms are seen as practices driven
by a principle of openness toward difference that emerges within the formation of the

literary. The formal approach Beethoven initiates with the sonata forms fashioned in Op.
31 will be recast in Chapter 5 as a self-reflexive manifestation of that principle of
openness in accordance with the interpretive framework offered by romantic irony. By
virtue of the formalist thought of the literary, Beethoven’s instrumental works became
aesthetic symbols of the modern self.
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION:
BEETHOVEN AND THE MUSIC OF THE LITERARY
How did Beethoven’s music become an overpowering symbolic presence in
Western culture? What socio-historical conditions made possible the enduring
glorification of his music? What is “it” in Beethoven’s music that has so persistently
captured the aspirations and anxieties of the modern subject? Organized in five chapters
and an epilogue, my dissertation is a project in intellectual history that situates
Beethoven’s music and persona within the general framework of modernity, understood
in its dual nature of intellectual construction and socio-technological configuration. From
this perspective I trace structural connections between the literary theory of the early
romantic philosophers and the self-reflexive notion of musical form that surfaces with
renewed vigor in Beethoven’s piano sonatas Op. 31. I take this set of sonatas as a
paradigmatic case study insofar as they embody Beethoven’s “neue Manier,” a crucial
moment in the composer’s stylistic evolution. By analyzing the first movements of Op.
31, I will show how Beethoven’s sonata forms reflect in their singularity the structural
congruities and tensions that arise from the complex relationship between musical
practice and literary discourse. Ultimately, I intend to elucidate how at the piano, through
the performance of Beethoven’s sonatas in the private space of domestic life, the multiple
revolutions of modernity imperceptibly converged to produce one of the most intimate
experiences of the modern self.
Based in the German town of Jena and led by Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis, the
early romantics articulated throughout the 1790s an aesthetic critique of modernity
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thasought to solve the crisis of the subject instigated by Kant’s “Copernican revolution”
in philosophy. Although it turned music into a source of reflection, early romantic
critique was a literary theory developed from objects of inquiry—the narrative strategies
and genres of modern fiction—that are substantially different from the musical event.
Romantic theory, however, set up the epistemic framework that undergirded the musical
criticism of E. T. A. Hoffmann. Hoffmann’s hermeneutical interpretations of Beethoven’s
music, starting with the trend-setting review of the Fifth Symphony published in 1810,
forever altered the course of Beethoven’s critical reception by applying in non-dialectical
manner aesthetic categories developed by the early romantics. The central premise
underlying my dissertation is that modern instrumental music was legitimized via a
massive epistemological transfer of values from the domain of the literary. By “the
literary” I allude not only to the values instituted in the discourse of modern literature but,
more significantly, to the sprawling network of practices and technologies that coalesced
in Europe around 1800 with the consolidation of print culture. The assimilation of music
into the economy of the literary was also inscribed within an increasing preeminence of
visual over aural culture in Western modernity. This development can be described as a
result of “modernity’s hearing loss,” a recurrent motif that appears in different
metaphorical forms within romantic critique.1 Yet, the process of music’s integration into
the literary can hardly be reduced into the terms of another binary, and is instead better
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The expression “modernity’s hearing loss” is, however, of my own coinage and aimed at describing a
diversified current of thought of great significance within the critique of modernity.
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understood as the result of a tripartite dialogical relationship between philosophy,
literature, and music that identifies the network of the literary.2
This introductory chapter sets the stage to discuss the issues at stake in my thesis
by interweaving them in a historical narrative. The first part addresses the shift in the
early critical reception of Beethoven’s music as reflected in the conflictive perceptions of
reviewers and colleagues. As mentioned above, this shift is a consequence of the
aesthetic revolution that, initiated by the early romantics, led to new forms of
hermeneutical criticism. By turning the work of art into their primary concern, the early
romantics forever altered the epistemic status of aesthetic forms and inaugurated the
interpretive practices of modern criticism. Through these practices Beethoven’s music
became an idealized enactment of the modern condition. However, despite its claims of
universality, hermeneutical interpretation was in fact a discursive practice that directly
responded to the historical contingencies shaping European modernity.
The second part concentrates on the historical contingencies that made possible
the discourse of the literary and their relationship with Beethoven’s music. I discuss how
the material conditions brought about with the consolidation of print culture fostered the
private experience of Beethoven’s music in accordance with the poetic values instituted
2

Leigh Schmidt has summarized with remarkable lucidity the significance of this metaphorical trope in the
critique of modernity, as it played a central role in the “larger narratives that have shaped the history of
hearing in the modern West… This is especially evident in two sprawling discourses about hearing’s
modern diminution, twin narrative structures of loss and absence that have taken on the aura of the
universal. The first involves the eye’s clear eclipse of the ear, the decline of listening in the face of the
ascendant power of vision in modern culture. The second concerns the dwindling of hearing as a spiritual
sense and the lost presence of divine speech—that is, the peculiar acoustics of modern forms of alienation,
disillusionment, and secularism. Recognizing how the sense of hearing has been framed within the
metanarratives of modernity is a prerequisite for a more intricate historical narrative. It allows for
acknowledgment of the universalized philosophical and religious inscriptions with which modern ears have
been marked. The prisoners in Plato’s cave, it is easily forgotten, were troubled not only by flickering
images but also by echoes. What historians hear reflected back to them often proves to be little more than
the sounds of their own tongues, but this particular treachery of knowledge is a reality to face, not efface.”
Leigh Eric Schmidt, Hearing Things: Religion, Illusion, and the American Enlightenment (Cambridge,
Mass. and London: Harvard University Press, 2000), 15.
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within the literary. The technologies of print culture–emblematically represented by the
book and the piano— and their impact in everyday life made it possible to materially
connect composers, critics, performers, and audiences and to configure the network that
legitimized and sustained the forms and practices of modern art. The reign of “pure”
instrumental music came about thanks to a literary culture activated by the explosive
growth of literacy rates and publishing markets. In concluding, I explain why and how
Beethoven’s piano sonatas can help us discover unsuspected connections among literary
discourse, musical practice, and the technologies of print culture.

...

I

Oh, if there were only words to express [my most
intense longing]! But nobody has ever understood
himself yet. Find the words for me: I know the
song. And when that too dies away, then, pointing
at the colors of the pictures before us, we will
signify mutely what we could not say.
(Friedrich Schlegel, Lucinde)3

The early critical reception of Beethoven comprises a dissonant ensemble of
voices that reflected in print the antagonistic reactions brought forth by his music.

3

Friedrich Schlegel, Lucinde, trans. Peter Firchow (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1971),
132.
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Beyond superficial differences in judgment, Beethoven’s instrumental music was
unanimously perceived as demanding a daunting degree of attention on the listener’s part.
The most recalcitrant critics described his music as a vertiginous unfolding of musical
events that provoked in the listener mere wonderment and confusion. Beethoven’s pace,
it was claimed, was so frenetic that it prevented even the experts from perceiving any
unifying principle in the music’s structure. Already in his early works, Beethoven was
defying the ideal of homogeneous unity stipulated by neoclassical norms and cherished
by the academic critics. Even Haydn, by no means an untrained listener when it came to
sudden and unexpected changes, was reportedly taken aback by Beethoven’s “exuberant”
inventiveness. Chronicles about personal and professional difficulties in the relationship
between Haydn and Beethoven abound, reporting episodes that depending on the
witness’s perspective either downplay or exaggerate the composers’ mutual differences.4
In any case, difficulties of various kinds certainly existed between them, and Haydn did
experience a degree of uneasiness in accepting Beethoven’s compositional style. That
Haydn noted something disturbingly different in Beethoven’s music—a new kind of
newness—simply confirms Haydn’s perspicacity in understanding the extent of
Beethoven’s ambitions. According to an episode chronicled by the French flutist Louis
Drouet, on one occasion Beethoven asked Haydn for an opinion on some of his early
works that had just been performed. Having been put on the spot, Haydn reluctantly
responded:

4

For a detailed account of the different chronicles and the historiographical machinations inspired by those
difficulties see James Webster, “The Falling-out Between Haydn and Beethoven: The Evidence of the
Sources,” in Beethoven Essays: Studies in Honor of Elliot Forbes, ed. Lewis Lockwood and Phyllis
Benjamin (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1984), 3-45. See also Maynard Solomon,
Beethoven, second rev. edition (New York: Schirmer Books, 1998), 89-103.
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… because you want me do to so I will tell you that in my opinion there
will always be something—if not eccentric [Verschrobenes], then at any
rate unusual in your works: one will find beautiful things in them, even
admirable passages, but here and there something peculiar, dark, because
you yourself are a little sinister and peculiar, and the style of the musician
is always that of the person himself. Look at my compositions. You will
often find something jovial about them, because that’s the way I am; next
to a serious thought you will find a cheerful one, as in Shakespeare’s
tragedies.5
Haydn’s opinion, expressed in a characteristically straightforward manner, has a
lot in common with the infamous review that the composer Luigi Cambini published in
Paris a few years later:
This composer Beethoven, often bizarre and baroque, sometimes sparkles
with extraordinary beauties. Now he takes the majestic flight of the eagle;
then he creeps along grotesque paths. After penetrating the soul with a
sweet melancholy he soon tears it by a mass of barbaric chords. He seems
to harbor doves and crocodiles at the same time.6
Although Cambini expresses his opinion in crude allegorical language, both
Haydn and Cambini evidently shared the feeling that Beethoven’s music possessed some
uncanny quality that stood in tension with their own aesthetic values. The mention of
something sinister, dark, peculiar, grotesque, chaotic, baroque, or—the favorite one—
bizarre, in Beethoven’s music appears over and over again in early reviews. By 1810,
however, we witness the beginning of a complete reversal in the interpretive significance
of that “bizarre factor” that set apart Beethoven’s music. Not coincidentally, the period
5

Reported by Louis Francois Philippe Drouet (1792-1873), French flutist who interviewed Beethoven in
Vienna in 1816 and published a series of conversations in 1858 in the Zeitung für Gesangvereine
und Liedertafeln, a Hamburg paper. Quoted in H.C. Robbins Landon, Haydn: Chronicle and Works, vol. IV
(Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1977), 63. According to Robbins Landon the works that are
plausible candidates are the piano trios Opus 1, or the piano sonatas Opus 2 played by Beethoven himself.
6

Quoted by Leo Schrade, Beethoven in France (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1942), 3. Originally
published in Tablettes de Polymnie, March, 1811, 310. This is an excerpt from a review by Luigi Cambini
(signed A. G.) of a concert of the students’ orchestra at the Paris Conservatoire. The program included a
piano concerto by Dussek, the sextet from Mozart’s Don Giovanni, Mozart’s Symphony no. 40, the
overture from The Magic Flute, and as last piece “a fragment from a symphony by Beethoven” (Cambini
does not specify which one).
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between 1790 and 1810 saw the definitive consecration of Haydn as the greatest living
composer and the roaring entrance of Beethoven in the Viennese musical scene. It is
revealing to see in Drouet’s account the comparison of Haydn with Shakespeare, an
author of enormous relevance in the modern construction of the concept of genius.7 As I
will discuss in Chapter 3, the early romantics turned Shakespeare into the authorial figure
that sublated the ancient quarrel between invention and rule.
When reading the early reviews of Beethoven’s youthful works one soon
discovers a peculiar pattern. After expressing their feelings of frustration, critics never
fail to point out that Beethoven “is” nonetheless a genius by invoking as telling evidence
precisely what they deride as the music’s chaotic nature. A typical example of this
inconsistent attitude is found in a review of the piano sonatas opus 10 published in 1799:
[Beethoven’s] abundance of ideas, which a striving genius usually is
unable to constrain as soon as it seizes upon a subject suitable for
representation, too often still causes him to pile up ideas without restraint
and to arrange them by means of a bizarre manner so as to bring about an
obscure artificiality or an artificial obscurity, which is disadvantageous
rather than advantageous to the effect of the entire piece.8
One cannot help but notice the chain of buzzwords that seem directly taken from
Kant’s section on genius in the Critique of Judgment. 9 Kant had laid down in his third

7

See for an insightful study of Shakespeare’s critical reception in Germany in relationship with Haydn’s
own position as musical genius: Elaine Sisman, “Haydn, Shakespeare, and the Rules of Originality,” in
Haydn and His World, ed. Elaine Sisman (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), 3-56.
8

“Reviews” Allgemeine musikalische Zeitung 2 (9 October 1799): 25-27. In The Critical Reception of
Beethoven’s Compositions by His German Contemporaries, vol. I, ed. and trans. Wayne M. Senner; Robin
Wallace and William Meredith, musicological editors (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999), 142.
For an exhaustive investigation of the critical reception of Beethoven’s music during his lifetime see Robin
Wallace, Beethoven’s Critics: Aesthetic Dilemmas and Resolutions During the Composer’s Lifetime
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1986).
9

“Taste, like the power of judgment in general, consists in disciplining (or training) genius. It severely
clips its wings, and makes it civilized, or polished; but at the same time it gives it guidance as to how far
and over what it may spread while still remaining purposive. It introduces clarity and order into a wealth of
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critique the philosophical foundations of modern aesthetics, revolutionizing a discourse
that in coming to terms with Beethoven’s bizarre musical forms, will redefine itself. The
decisive turning point in this transformative process is found in E.T.A. Hoffmann’s
extensive reviews of Beethoven’s music. An excerpt from Hoffmann’s review of the
Fifth Symphony published in 1810, here in the strategically revised version included in
Kreisleriana, speaks volumes of the vast conceptual shift that had transpired in the course
of a few years:
Beethoven’s mighty genius intimidates the musical rabble; they try in vain
to resist it. But wise judges, gazing about them with a superior air, assure
us that we can take their word for it as men of great intellect and profound
insight: the good Beethoven is by no means lacking in wealth and vigour
of imagination, but he does not know how to control it! There is no
question of selection and organisation of ideas; following the so-called
inspired method, he dashes everything down just as the feverish workings
of his imagination dictate to him at that moment. But what if it is only your
inadequate understanding which fails to grasp the inner coherence of
every Beethoven composition? What if it is entirely your fault that the
composer’s language is clear to the initiated but not to you, and that the
entrance to his innermost mysteries remains closed to you? In truth, he is
fully the equal of Haydn and Mozart in rational awareness [Besonnenheit],
his controlling self detached from the inner realm of sounds and ruling it
in absolute authority [emphasis added].10

thought, and hence makes the ideas durable, fit for approval that is both lasting and universal, and fit
[hence] for being followed by others and fit for an ever advancing culture. Therefore, if there is a conflict
between these two properties in a product, and something has to be sacrificed, then it should rather be on
the side of genius…” [emphasis added] Immanuel Kant, Critique of Judgment, trans. Werner S. Pluhar
(Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company, 1987), 188-9. See also § 47 “Elucidation and Confirmation of
the Above Explication of Genius,” 176-8, and § 48 “On the Relation of Genius to Taste,” 179-81.
10

David Charlton, E. T. A. Hoffmann’s Musical Writings: Kreisleriana, The Poet and the Composer,
Music Criticism, trans. Martyn Clarke (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989), 98. Hoffmann also
situates Beethoven in relationship to Shakespeare after the comparison with Haydn and Mozart: “Our
aesthetic overseers have often complained of a total lack of inner unity and inner coherence in Shakespeare,
when profounder contemplation shows the splendid tree, leaves, blossom, and fruit as springing from the
same seed; in the same way only the most penetrating study of Beethoven’s instrumental music can reveal
its high level of rational awareness [Besonneheit], which is inseparable from true genius and nourished by
study of the art.” Ibid., 98.
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What has happened, one may keep asking, to make possible this drastic
overturning of categories when facing the challenges posed by Beethoven’s works? How
is it that now, failing to understand the “inner coherence” of Beethoven’s music has
become “my” fault, that of being an illiterate listener, and not the composer’s? For
Hoffmann, we infer, it was already an undisputable reality that Beethoven’s music
contained “innermost mysteries” inaccessible to the amateur listener. More significantly,
lurking behind the alleged incomprehensibility of the work of genius lay a missionary
call for the enlightening presence of the critic. Bridging the gap between the genius and
the musically illiterate come thus the written utterances of the initiated readers, who after
close analysis of the score could unveil the hidden structural principles that escape us at a
first hearing. Through the hermeneutical impulse that animated the interpretive thirst of
modern criticism, music became quintessentially a written text.
In effect, Hoffmann was imbued with the values of a newly developed aesthetic
discourse and the textual methodologies of modern hermeneutics. By interpreting the
instrumental forms of the classical style in accordance with those values, Hoffmann and
the critics that followed him initiated a profound reassessment of Beethoven’s music and
persona. This reassessment was a consequence of a vast shift that transformed the
epistemic status of music itself. Between Kant and Hoffmann, however, there was a
crucial intellectual link that made all the difference: the thought of early romanticism. In
trying to fill the void carved out at the core of Kant’s unknowable subject, the early
romantic philosophers turned art—or rather, the modern forms of literature—into the
ideal vehicle of critique. This variegated group of philosophers, writers, and critics laid
out throughout the 1790s the philosophical foundations for the metaphorical discourse
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Hoffmann so fervently deployed when analyzing Beethoven’s music. As intimated above,
the group was based in the town of Jena, one of the main German university centers of
the time. The group’s founding members were the Schlegel brothers, Friedrich (17721829), who is considered its intellectual leader, and August Wilhelm (1767-1845). The
poet Novalis (Friedrich von Hardenberg, 1772-1801) was another prominent and active
member.11 Although they participated in a less organic fashion, we should also mention
because of their direct influence on Hoffmann, Wilhelm Heinrich Wackenroder (17731798) and Ludwig Tieck (1773-1853). The Jena romantics, as they are usually called,
published what constitutes the main theoretical corpus of the group’s collective work in
the Athenäum, a short-lived journal the Schlegel brothers edited between 1798 and 1800.
As such, the Athenäum contains the ambitious philosophical program of Jena
romanticism. From its pages and in a manner that deliberately avoided a systematic
approach, the early romantics articulated the first full-fledged literary theory of
modernity.
As first exemplified in Friedrich Schlegel’s review of Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters
Lehrjahre, the Jena romantics rejected the rule-based aesthetics of neoclassicism, and
privileged instead the work’s structure as source and site of critique.12 In a dissertation
that shaped the reception of early romanticism in the twentieth century, Walter Benjamin
pointed out that Schlegel effected a groundbreaking liberation from the aesthetic
dogmatism rampant throughout the Enlightenment. 13 Benjamin noted that this crucial
11

The group’s formation, its activities, the names of all its participants, and the roles they played are
discussed in detail in Chapter 2.
12
Friedrich Schlegel, “Über Goethes Meister,” in Kritische Friedrich-Schlegel-Ausgabe, vol. I, Ernst
Behler, Jean-Jacques Anstett and Hans Eichner, eds., 126-146.
13

“If one wants to see and must see what is characteristic of the modern critical spirit in its refusal of all
dogmatism, in its respect for the unique sovereignty of the productive creativity of artist and thinker, then
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shift in the history of aesthetics had been overlooked by the “academic” critics, who
failed to see that Friedrich Schlegel had
secured a basic concept that could not have been previously introduced
into theory with any definiteness: the concept of the work. For not only
did Schlegel’s concept of criticism achieve freedom from heteronomous
aesthetic doctrines, but it made this freedom possible in the first place by
setting up for artworks a criterion other than the rule—namely, the
criterion of an immanent structure specific to the work itself. He did this…
with a genuine theory of art… [understood] as a medium of reflection and
of the work as a center of reflection. With this he secured, from the side of
the object of structure, that very autonomy in the domain of art that Kant,
in the Third Critique, had lent to the power of judgment [emphasis
added].14
This emphasis on the work’s “immanent” structure as a “center of reflection” was
the early romantics’ response to what they considered Kant’s failure in grounding the
ideal unity of the three philosophical domains—the true, the good, and the beautiful— he
had undertaken in his systematic critique.15 Under the leadership of Friedrich Schlegel,
the Jena romantics envisaged the possibility of overcoming the “crisis of the subject”
instigated by Kant. The principal aim of their project was summed up in a quasi-mythical
fragment that has been considered an inaugurating manifesto of German romanticism.
Fittingly of uncertain author, attributed alternatively to Hegel, Schelling, and Hölderlin—
and most likely written in 1796 by Hegel under Schelling’s supervision—“The Oldest
the Schlegel’s awakened this modern critical spirit and brought it to what is in principle its highest
manifestation.” Carl Enders, Friedrich Schlegel: Die Quellen seines Wesens und Werdens (Leipzig, 1913),
p. 1. Quoted by Walter Benjamin, “The Concept of Criticism in German Romanticism,” in Selected
Writings, vol. 1, 1913-1926, ed. Marcus Bullock and Michael W. Jennings, trans. David Lachterman,
Howard Eiland, and Ian Balfour (Cambridge, Mass.: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press,
1996), 154.
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System-Programme of German Idealism” set the agenda for a whole new generation of
idealist philosophers. In seeking that which makes manifest in experience the unity of
subject and object in their ideality, the System-Programme proclaims in its signature
ardent prose:
At the close, the idea that unifies all [is] the idea of beauty, the word taken
in its higher, Platonic sense. For I am convinced that the supreme act of
reason, because it embraces all ideas, is an aesthetic act; and that only in
beauty are truth and goodness of the same flesh. The philosopher must
possess as much aesthetic force as the poet. Those human beings who are
devoid of aesthetic sense are our pedantic philosophers. The philosophy of
spirit is an aesthetic philosophy [emphasis added].16
The System-Programme embraces the idea that in the sensuous forms of art lie the
possibility of achieving the highest aims of philosophy. This new conviction triggers the
aesthetic revolution of early romanticism and constitutes the epistemic foundation that, as
Philip Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy have pointed out, “changes everything –or
almost everything.”17 However, we should make here a crucial distinction: according to
early romantic critique, the work of art is the provisional instantiation of an aesthetic act,
and as such never a finalized product. It is in this sense that we should understand the
legendary definition of romantic poetry that Friedrich Schlegel included in Athenäum
Fragment no.116:
The romantic kind of poetry is still in the state of becoming; that, in fact,
is its real essence: that it should forever be becoming and never be
perfected. It can be exhausted by no theory and only a divinatory criticism
would dare try to characterize its ideal. It alone is infinite, just as it alone
is free; and it recognizes as its first commandment that the will of the poet
16
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can tolerate no law above itself. The romantic kind of poetry is the only
one that is more than a kind, that is, as it were, poetry itself: for in a
certain sense all poetry is or should be romantic [emphasis added].18
The form through which the poetic work manifests itself constitutes a locus of
critique only insofar as it is considered an in-between point in an infinite reflexive
process, a process that by no means ends with the author’s final touch. For this reason,
the fragment was the archetypal form of Jena romanticism. Paraphrasing Walter Pater,
one can say that according to the premises of early romantic critique all works aspire to
the condition of the fragment. The notion of artwork thereby instituted is essentially
different from the one that would later prevail in the discourse of modern musical
analysis. The idea of poetry described in Athenäum Fragment 116 does not refer to
poetry as “a” poem, but to poetry as the process through which poetry generates itself,
that is, as poesy.19 As defined by Aristotle and reconceptualized by Jena, poesy is
production, an act of making by which the poet-thinker brings into presence that which is
concealed, making it known to us as material appearance.20 According to LacoueLabarthe and Nancy, “romantic poetry thus sets out to penetrate the essence of poesy, in
which the literary thing produces the truth of production in itself, and thus… the truth of
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the production of itself, of autopoesy.”21 More significantly, this autopoesy meant a
critical self-consciousness on the part of the artist, who as agent comprehends that
through the process of creating artificial forms only provisionally and fragmentarily can
ideas be brought into presence. This radicalized awareness of the impossibility to ever
achieve formal closure represents the main symptom of modernity, or rather, the
symptom of the historical consciousness that, as fleshed out in romantic critique,
produces nothing less than art’s modern condition.
For the Jena romantics, the modern condition is a historicized philosophical
problem. As a consequence, modern consciousness is historical through and through.
This consciousness makes the subject reflexively aware of her own temporal finitude by
creating a fracture between past and present that helps to interpret contemporary reality.
Time is no longer—if it ever was—the naive moment-to-moment experience of
biological life but a logical construction that implies critical thinking and a political view
of the present in relationship with the many pasts reconstructed by history. In a fatal way
the modern consciousness is ontologically wounded with a sense of urgency, often
despair, that is generically described and subjectively experienced as a crisis. As first
shown in the work of Winckelmann, this state of crisis is denounced through comparisons
with an idealized Antiquity in order to provoke change in contemporary society.22 In this
framework, the romantic –the true—work of art should self-consciously make intrinsic to
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the form that feeling of crisis, and the critic is the one who reads into the work’s formal
tensions to divine an interpretation. This type of hermeneutical practice had an
extraordinary impact in the reception of instrumental music because it assimilated that
sense of crisis as the inherent tension by which the work “makes flesh” the infinitude of
poesy.
It is not until the second half of the eighteenth century that the instrumental forms
of “Western art music” came to be seen as possessing a formal logic held to be intrinsic
to its polysemic condition.23 With the advent of the Viennese classical style and, more
specifically, with the development of sonata forms, composers could reflect in their
compositional practice the formal self-consciousness that defined the literary. The basic
principle of sonata forms relies on exploring in structural ways possibilities of dramatic
expression that stemmed from the tensions lying at the core of functional tonality. This,
of course, can be said generically of other musical forms, but the operative distinction
here is that the compositional strategies of sonata form transformed a tonal polarity that
was originally a technicality into a dramatic conflict invested with a subjective
dimension. The form’s singularity, as well as its intelligibility, emerged from the ways in
which tensions latent in the materials seem to generate their own presentation to provoke
the illusion of auto-poesy.
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Stretching the formal conventions of his immediate past, Beethoven powerfully
conveyed the romantic sense of crisis by exacerbating conflicts between the particularity
of raw materials and the generality of abstract principles of form. As it turned out, what
in principle seemed a misguided, “bizarre” change in degree with respect to Haydn and
Mozart, was transfigured through hermeneutical practices of interpretation into a change
in kind. In contemplating the extent of this historical shift, one should note that,
remarkably, Beethoven’s music can still today be perceived as violent or harsh,
conveying that “bigger than life” feeling. This lasting phenomenon surely involves a
series of intertwined factors, chief among them ready-made comparisons with Mozart and
Haydn, Beethoven’s companions in the venerated triumvirate of the classical style.
Although historiographically construed, such interpretive contrasts have carried on since
the time of their inception, and remained ingrained as general perceptions in the social
imaginary of modernity. Still, what seems to set apart Beethoven’s music is the presence
in an unprecedented degree of the formal self-consciousness first theorized in early
romantic critique as a response to the Kantian crisis of the subject. This feeling of crisis
that determines the modern unambiguously inhabits Beethoven’s music.
This formal self-consciousness went hand in hand with the constant search for
singularity that constitutes the other side of modernity’s art equation. In the forms of
modern art, the distinction between past and present arises from tensions among the
institutionalized praxis, the new—or rather, the different—and the desire to legitimize the
different. These tensions are negotiated in compositional practice through a dialogical
relationship with the formal and stylistic conventions of the past, usually codified in
notions of genre and formal types. By way of this multi-layered relationship, the temporal
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immediacy of musical experience can be turned into a lasting object that simultaneously
creates and records within itself the trace of historical time. The task of the romantic
critic was to make explicit hidden universal meanings arising from this temporal
dialectics between the phenomenological and the historical that permeates the musical
forms of modernity.

II

Even though the hermeneutical reader sought to extract from the form the timeless
and the universal, romantic critics exposed the historicity of their own literary critique.
As soon as we scratch the surface of the interpretive text, we see the sheer historical
contingency of the hermeneutical practices of criticism. Refuting claims of universality
behind modern hermeneutical discourses, David Wellberry has remarked:
Under the optic of genealogical analysis, the universality claim of
hermeneutics evaporates, and hermeneutics is exposed in its situational
boundedness, its particularity. Hermeneutic understanding is not at all
what human beings always do with written or spoken texts, it is not a
foundational condition for the processing of significant marks. Rather, it is
a contingent phenomenon within the evolution of discursive practices in
Europe; it rests on a host of preconditions such as alphabetization, the
expansion of book production, the organization of the modern university,
the emergence of the civil service; it presupposes specific forms of
socialization to which in turn it contributes; and it is linked with other,
equally contingent discourses such as those of pedagogy and poetry
(Dichtung). 24
The conditions itemized by Wellbery constituted the economy that nurtured
modern European literature and subsequently, the theory about that literature. As
24
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Friedrich Kittler has described, that set of interrelated material conditions formed a
“discourse network,” a system that organizes and channels all relevant information in a
particular society. Through their influence in everyday life, such networks frame
knowledge, experience, and subjectivity itself while simultaneously regimenting the
access to that information. According to Kittler’s own definition:
The term discourse network… can also designate the network of
technologies and institutions that allow a given culture to select, store, and
process relevant data. Technologies like that of book printing and the
institutions coupled to it, such as literature and the university, thus
constituted a historically very powerful formation, which in the Europe of
the age of Goethe became the condition of possibility for literary
criticism.25
The literary theory of the early romantics was enmeshed in the discursive
network of the Goethezeit. In fact, romanticism as a movement makes little sense when
removed from the values and practices instituted within that historical formation. It goes
without saying that the change of perception I have pointed out in Beethoven’s critical
reception was no exception. Operating within that network, hermeneutical interpretation
transformed that which was first perceived as chaotic and bizarre into the structural
markers of Beethoven’s genius. Romantic critics would translate throughout the
nineteenth century Beethoven’s sophisticated handling of form into the poetic language
of the literary. In doing so, critics opened the doors for the increasing popular acceptance
of his music. Beethoven’s instrumental music caught on so enduringly thanks to a
criticism that appealed to the literary imagination of an audience that was for the most
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part musically illiterate.26 That the ultimate success of music without words—eventually
deemed “absolute music”—is the crowning achievement of the advent of the literary
represents a telling paradox of modernity. In noting this paradox, Carl Dahlhaus has
stated that,
Instrumental music’s claim to being taken seriously as a manifestation of
“pure art,” rather than being dismissed as empty sound, was nourished by
literary models that guided a new musical consciousness to its
formulation, [literary models] through which it was able to constitute itself
as musical consciousness in the first place.27
Indeed, the emergence of the modern musical consciousness was directly related
to that vast epistemological shift effected by the discourse of the literary. The early
romantics were not able to discern the extent of this intricate process of appropriation, as
they took for granted the technological reality that suffused their own theory. To be sure,
literary critique came about once the book had been made widely available by the second
printing revolution in tandem with a “silent reading revolution.” As I discuss in Chapter
3, when situated in the context of print culture, the early romantics’ claim that the truth of
art lay in the infinite processes of poesy—not in the finalized product—acquires a new
significance. To emphasize the processual nature of aesthetic experience meant the
rejection of a society that relished knowledge and labor in their reified forms.
Literary discourse, understood as the professional writing practice that generated
its own theory, also entailed a critique of language as dead, printed letter. Just when print
culture consolidated and its institutions sought to contain all valuable knowledge,
26
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romantic thinkers turned to rescue sound and speech as primeval utterances of the poetic
that would expose the artificial nature of writing. As Michel Foucault has described it:
Literature leads back language from grammar to the naked power of
speech, and there it encounters the untamed, imperious being of words….
There is nothing for [literature] to do but to curve back in a perpetual
return upon itself, as if its discourse could have no other content than the
expression of its own form…. At the moment when language, as spoken
and scattered words, becomes an object of knowledge, we see it
reappearing in a strictly opposite modality: a silent, cautious deposition of
the word upon the whiteness of a piece of paper, where it can possess
neither sound nor interlocutor, where it has nothing to say but itself,
nothing to do but shine in the brightness of its being.28
In other words, literature is a modern construal that problematized its own condition of
written text in relationship to the primordial orality of language as an act of creation. The
Jena romantics are credited with the invention of literature in this modern sense. For
Schlegel, modern literature was aimed at reflecting and capturing the infinite dynamism
that was the essence of romantic poesy. And yet, although the literary’s highest aspiration
was to recover the ephemerality of the poetic act—the “pure poetic flash that disappears
without trace, leaving nothing behind” in Foucault’s words, echoing Benjamin—the
modern consciousness knows that it will never succeed in pursuing this endeavor. This is,
quintessentially, the irretrievable loss mourned by all forms of romanticism.
The modern consciousness was assailed by the angst that loss caused and felt
compelled to vicariously denounce the harsh realities of the industrial economy.29 For the
early romantics, this crisis of the modern best manifested itself through the irreducible
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tension between the generic and the particular that materialized in the forms of literary
modernity. As I will discuss throughout the subsequent chapters, the theory of the Jena
romantics also meant a devastating critique of the system of genres instituted in the
neoclassical poetics of the Enlightenment. This tension between the generic, as
represented by the neoclassical system, and the particular, as represented by the
exemplary works of modern literature, represented a battle field in which the modern
subject fought to assert its autonomy. Friedrich Schlegel rendered this generative tension
in his theory of romantic irony, a sophisticated speculative construction that is considered
the Jena’s greatest contribution to the history of Western thought. In Schlegel’s
formulation, romantic irony is an open-ended dialectic of conflictive forces that identifies
the singular forms of modern art. As embodied in the exemplary works of the “modern
masters,” irony entailed an undoing of the conventional to create forms that, like
Goethe’s Meister, could not be judged according to pre-established rules of style. Their
singularity stemmed from the ironic capacity to generate a difference that becomes its
structural core. Such a difference is the visible residue of the metaphysical tension that
engenders modern subjectivity. The literary is the production of that difference.
Beethoven audibly expressed these metaphysical anxieties by channeling in
overpowering ways tensions among the received formal conventions, the latent
tendencies of his raw materials, and the urge to produce a singular form that carried a
distinct authorial voice. Freely paraphrasing Deleuze, Beethoven made audible forces that
theretofore were inaudible. Radically expanding the compositional practices for sonata
form, Beethoven developed a structurally new way of handling form that privileged and
complicated the subjective dimensions of the temporality elicited by music. This new
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approach, I argue, stands in a relationship of cognitive consonance with the theory of
romantic irony insofar as it problematizes the relationship between the generic and the
particular in order to legitimize difference. The tensions thus arising materialize in
Beethoven’s forms and coalesce with unprecedented cogency to become the arresting
marker of the experience generated by his music. Although Beethoven’s emblematic
works have been long considered modern paradigms of structural coherence, it has
always seemed to me that the main attribute of his music resides in an inherent
galvanizing force that threatens to break loose from the frozen structure and shatter, at the
most unexpected moment, the sleek surface of what presumably is a tightly assembled
artifact. The self-reflexivity introduced by Beethoven meant in fact a careful crafting of
the form in order to create in the listener’s imagination the illusion that the musical work
constitutes itself “ in the moment,” as its own performance progresses.
This formal approach surfaces with remarkable strength in Beethoven’s piano
sonatas, the classical genre he reinvented. As a musical genre originally conceived and
confined to the private space, the piano sonata enabled Beethoven to experiment boldly
with compositional strategies and keyboard technique while at the same time having a
direct access into the homes of amateur musicians and audiences. By the end of the
eighteenth century the piano had already become the main technological medium for the
dissemination of new music, becoming by the same token a site in which multiple sociohistorical factors came together in the act of musical performance. To trace structural
connections between the discourse of the literary and Beethoven’s approach to musical
form, I focus on the sonata forms from Op. 31 insofar as they epitomize a transformative
moment in the self-fashioning of his compositional style as well as his artistic persona.
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As historical evidence shows, these sonatas are the first fruits of Beethoven’s “neue
Manier,” a new approach to composition he initiated right at the time of the traumatic
crisis that changed his life.
In taking these sonatas as a paradigmatic case, my goal is to investigate a key
episode in the modern genealogy of both musical form and experience, a genealogy
inextricably linked to the concept of subjectivity located at the center of the literary.
Beethoven’s “neue Manier” represents a defining moment in the history of art when the
very abstract and the very concrete came into contact and merged to originate one of the
emblematic experiences of romanticism. Panning in and out from this moment will allow
me to explore from various vantage points the confluence of Beethoven’s music and the
literary. My analysis of the first movements of Op. 31, included in Chapter 5, interprets
through the prism of romantic critique how Beethoven’s sonata forms enact in their
structural differences the anxieties that afflicted modern subjectivity. One might infer
then that the lasting presence of Beethoven’s music does not come from an immutable
essence concealed within its form, but rather from the composer’s capacity to assimilate
and reflect in the form the multiple contingencies from which the modern condition has
emerged. It is in this fundamental sense that Beethoven’s instrumental forms incarnate
the music of the literary.
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CHAPTER 2.
TO “POETICIZE WIT” FROM THE ABYSS OF THE SUBJECT:
JENA ROMANTICISM AND THE INVENTION OF THE LITERARY

Romantic poetry is a progressive, universal
poetry. Its aim isn’t merely to reunite all the
separate species of poetry and put poetry in
touch with philosophy and rhetoric. It tries
to and should mix and fuse poetry and prose,
inspiration and criticism, the poetry of art
and the poetry of nature; and make poetry
lively and sociable, and life and society
poetical; to poeticize wit and fill and
saturate the forms of art with every kind of
good, solid matter for instruction, and
animate them with the pulsations of humor.
Friedrich Schlegel
Athenäum Fragment 116 1

I.
PRELIMINARY METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
1. Language, Writing Style, and Historical Situation
If I had to sum up the literary theory of the early romantic philosophers in a
rhetorical formula, it would probably be “to be is to write.” Perhaps no other philosophers
within the tradition of Western thought have reflected as zealously as this group of
thinkers on the intricate mediations at stake in any writing process. For the German early
romantics, the variegated group of intellectuals led by Friedrich Schlegel, August
Schlegel, and Novalis, language was an arbitrary system of representation that
transformed reality and lent itself to be transformed, while making possible the
1
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constitution of our own reflexive self. Above all, the early romantics were interested in
the written forms of language, or more accurately, in the subjective nature of the creative
processes involved in the production of those forms. Because writing systems made
possible to produce lasting material traces that structured and recorded the free play of
our faculties, the early romantics regarded writing—and by extension, any signifying
medium of expression—as the ideal way of becoming an autonomous subject. Yet, in an
irony that harks back to their own theory of irony, the early romantics have been
disparaged for what some considered the superfluous intricacy of their writings. They
indeed fancied in expressing their ideas in fragments and paradoxes, exploring so-called
“irrational” aspects of experience in order to contest what they perceived as the sterile
rationalism of the Aufklärung. For this reason, early romantic theory has been oftentimes
dismissed as a hodgepodge of wildly speculative ideas and marginalized within the
master narratives of Western thought. This negative perception might remind us of those
unsympathetic reviewers that, as discussed in the previous chapter, heard in Beethoven’s
early works no more than a mystifying whirlwind of musical ideas.2 As Stanley Cavell
has remarked, until the 1980s early romanticism was not even considered a serious topic
of research for graduate studies in philosophy departments within Anglo-American
academia.3 The publication of The Literary Absolute in 1988, the English translation of
L’absolu littéraire by Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe and Jean-Luc Nancy, initiated a
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reevaluation of early romantic thought also within American academia, launching a
revision of the received wisdom about the philosophical foundations of early romanticism
that remains a work in progress.4
However, that alleged lack of rigor in the early romantics’ writing style should not
be mistaken for a lack of sophistication in their thought. As they plunged into the arcane
processes of cognition and arousal induced by aesthetic experience, the early romantics
experimented with literary styles and genres to investigate the connections among desire,
knowledge, and sensual pleasure. Their peculiar writing style was actually a consequence
of the complex epistemological problems arising from a critique of aesthetic phenomena
that was articulated from a historicized vantage point they called modernity. Seeking to
bridge theory and praxis through literature, the early romantics articulated an antisystematic critique that sought to reflect the chaotic nature of poetic creation. As we shall
discuss later, the idea of chaos as constituting the primordial source for processes of
cognition and artistic production was a fundamental category of romantic thought. The
key concept they employed to refer to this process was poesy (Poesie in German), a term
whose origin the early romantics traced back to Plato’s Symposium (from the Greek
poiesis).
As the reader is dazzled by an ardent prose striving to reach beyond what is
posited as a disenchanted world of appearances, it is often overlooked that the early
romantics lived and wrote in the context of traumatic socio-political events that
convulsed late eighteenth-century Europe. These included not only the violent episodes
of the French Revolution and the side effects occasioned by the initial wave of the
Industrial Revolution, but more specifically the severe economic crisis that assailed
Prussia from the 1780s onwards.5 The neglect of this historical situation probably derives
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from a misleading perception that interprets romantic critique as exclusively focused on
the “immaterial,” abstract aspects of aesthetic experience. Such a view entails an
oversimplification of early romantic theory because, as I shall discuss, they were in fact
concerned with the material aspects involved in the production of artworks.6 The
romantics of Jena were certainly aware of the tectonic shifts taking place in the European
society of their time. One may argue that they grappled with basic existential questions
precisely because the turmoil of their times brought those questions to a pitch of
excruciating tension. Their writings –a multiform assemblage of bigger-than-life
philosophical essays, poems, fragments, and unfinished novels—represent an
orchestrated response to an ominous historical present that seemed to preclude the
viability of the ideals of freedom, equality, and progress the Enlightenment had promised
to realize for the benefit of all humankind. It was with this frightening reality in mind
(best exemplified by the Reign of Terror in revolutionary France) that this group of
young poets and philosophers brimming with ideals but short in money worked in a
collective philosophical project during a brief period in the late 1790s.
The social reality of early romanticism also encompassed the uncertainties caused
by the incipient industrial economies. Establishing new models of production and
consumption, the industrializing wave would transform everyday life in the most
important urban centers of Western Europe (despite obvious differences in magnitude
and pace). Confronting this reality, romanticism would denounce the industrial economy
as a “soulless” system based on a technology exclusively oriented towards utmost
efficiency in mass production at the costly price of ravaging Nature (this worldview of
modernity was first fleshed out in the work of Rousseau).7 Eventually, it was argued, the
mechanization of labor would obliterate the essence of the human condition (the essence
of Being, to invoke Hölderlin). This worldview led romantic thinkers to bestow on art a
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privileged status within society as the safeguard of that essence. More importantly, they
posited art as the best antidote against the alienations effected by processes of
industrialization. The work of art was turned into a privileged site of philosophical
critique. This new conception of the artwork as a medium of philosophical reflection
signaled nothing less than the birth of art’s modern condition. As Walter Benjamin has
argued, the early romantics of Jena were the first philosophers who articulated a
thoroughly modern notion of the work of art. By turning the artwork into an entity whose
form generates a critique in turn shaped by the narrative strategies and genres of Western
fiction, the early romantics invented what I call the “the literary” condition of modern
art.8
Therefore, historical situation and philosophical program tangibly fused in the
writing style of the early romantics to generate a critique that entailed the self-reflexive
exploration of language. The mayhem rampant in early romantics’ times surely
manifested itself in the themes and motives of their critique, and sizzles through the
idiosyncratic twists and turns of their style and rhetoric. At crucial junctures, the texts of
writers such as Friedrich Schlegel, Novalis, and Tieck, dangle on the verge of nonsense
as if the authors had sought to melt meaning itself into thin air, leaving the impression
that they intoxicated themselves in a free play with paradox and ambiguity. As best
exemplified by their fragments and aphorisms, the early romantics rejoiced in a
proliferation of meaning occasioned through poetic licenses. This play on the
indeterminacy of meaning was performed as if walking on a tightrope that stretched
between the symbolic materiality of language and the alleged immateriality of abstract
thinking. Early romantic thought stemmed from the constant movement of reflection that
is carried out by a subjectivity posited against all odds as autonomous. In drawing this
circus-like analogy, I intend to dispel those perceptions that have depicted romantic
theory as oblivious to the material aspects of art. The Jena romantics surely understood,
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after Lessing, that artworks could produce meaningful experiences only by following a
material logic that was specific to each aesthetic medium.9
Language itself was considered first of all a medium that imposed on thinking its
own structural logic. On a first impression, my description of early romantic writing as
seeking to dissolve meaning itself into thin air would seem to contradict this
“structuralist” view of art. For the early romantics, however, to engage in a game of
seduction with the abyss of non-sense was the best way of exposing the sheer mediality
of the linguistic sign. The precipice that opens in nonsense symbolized, from the
romantics’ perspective, the absolute absence of the self caused by death, the ultimate
non-experience in which desire and representation are annihilated. It is according to this
metaphysical view of language that we should interpret Novalis’s Monologue:
Speaking and writing is a crazy state of affairs really; true conversation is
just a game with words. It is amazing, the absurd error people make of
imagining they are speaking for the sake of things; no one knows the
essential thing about language, that it is concerned only with itself. That is
why it is such a marvelous and fruitful mystery –for if someone merely
speaks for the sake of speaking, he utters the most splendid, original
truths. But if he wants to talk about something definite, the whims of
language make him say the most ridiculous false stuff. Hence the hatred
that so many serious people have for language. They notice its
waywardness, but they do not notice that the babbling they scorn is the
infinitely serious side of language [emphasis added].10
Novalis’s text discloses the “infinite” self-referentiality of language as a system of
social signs in which meaning surges from its intrinsic logic; a system that only indirectly
reflects the external reality of Nature. According to Novalis, the innermost truth of
language reveals itself only at the outer limits of signification, at the moment in which the
chain of signifiers breaks loose from traditional discursive practices to lay bare the
9
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artificial nature of representation. This awareness of the arbitrary nature of language in
tandem with the tensions arising from Kant’s formulation of modern subjectivity, led the
early romantics to develop their theory of irony. The crucial importance they attributed to
irony derived precisely from the idea that “the infinitely serious side of language” turns
up in “babbling.” The theory of romantic irony, perhaps a vain formalization of the
formless, was aimed at capturing in the sealed structure of the artwork the ungraspable
lightness of the trivial. Humor, wit, profanity, sudden laughter, just as they spontaneously
burst into the scene of everyday life may reveal in their candor the most profound
metaphysical truths about Being and Nature. By giving form to the crudest manifestations
of our finitude, irony could offer us a glimpse of the absolute. The semiotic paradox
outlined by Novalis sets up an epistemological blueprint for my investigation of early
romantic thought. This initial framework, which I intend to delineate more thoroughly in
the rest of this chapter, will guide us in navigating the slippery terrains upon which the
early romantics advocated a fusion of philosophy, literature, and music that turned out to
be a defining episode in the genealogy of modern aesthetics.
2. The Radical Moment: The Athenäum
Given the diversity of early romantic thought and the changes of philosophical
stance in the evolution of each thinker, I will focus exclusively on Jena romanticism, that
is, on a particular group of intellectuals at a very specific time. The German town of Jena
serves us well to identify the group and to single out its members in the turbulent waters
of German idealism. The time under consideration will be roughly the period between
1795 and 1800, and the main texts under discussion those they published from 1798 to
1800 in Athenäum, the group’s legendary journal.11 I will primarily conside texts written
by Friedrich Schlegel, the leader and most accomplished thinker of the group, with
additional references to theoretical writings by Friedrich von Hardenberg, widely known
by the pseudonym of Novalis. The early romantics formed a dynamic and diverse group,
with the number of its members fluctuating constantly. Through a substantial
correspondence among themselves and with members of other circles (based in Berlin
11
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and Homburg, Hölderlin’s town) as well as through an active participation in the most
prestigious literary salons of the time, the Jena romantics knitted a wide discursive
network and promoted a vivid exchange of ideas.
During the years under discussion, Jena romanticism shined forth from the
combative pages of the Athenäum, and reached its most radical moment as the group’s
members strove to bridge theory and practice through their writings. By concentrating on
this particular period my main goal is to see in the radical tendencies of their thought an
effort to legitimize on metaphysical grounds an experimentation with forms and genres
that had already transformed the Western artworld by the last quarter of the eighteenth
century. The sweeping range of these formal innovations, best exemplified in music by
the Viennese classical style, amounted to a change in paradigm. In the Western Europe of
the 1790s, writers, artists, and composers, imbued with a new self-consciousness of their
role in society as agents of change and novelty, had undertaken drastic innovations of
form and style, stimulated by a new socio-economic conditions that particularly benefited
artists and writers. Among these conditions we should mention the increasing importance
attributed to the figure of the author in the context of a growing publishing market, and a
system of law that would eventually confer on authors the exclusive rights of intellectual
property.12
According to the early romantics, practice superseded theory in the art of
modernity. This is why their aesthetic theory introduces a historicized consciousness that
embraces the contingent nature of all art forms. Adorno cogently summed up the
romantics’ historicized worldview stating in the opening of his Aesthetic Theory that “the
[modern] concept of art is located in a historically changing constellation of elements;
[hence] it refuses definition.”13 The conundrums of romantic theory derived precisely
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from their attempts to go beyond the limits of Cartesian logic and to reappraise the
relationship between theory and practice within a philosophical critique of modern art.
Nevertheless, the project of achieving the fusion of theory and practice in romantic
literature proved to be a utopian enterprise. According to Novalis and F. Schlegel, such a
fusion characterized the culture of Ancient Greece but it had become an impossible task
under the conditions of modernity. Jena romanticism self-consciously became the literary
thought of that impossibility.
However, the difficulties the Jena romantics faced in articulating their aesthetic
critique, surely in tandem with personal disagreements and conflicts of interest,
constituted the main reasons why the group disbanded after publishing in 1800 the last
issue of Athenäum. More significantly, the leading members progressively abandoned the
radical stance that distinguished the group in its beginnings. The Schlegel brothers best
exemplify the switch to more conservative views of art, aesthetics and politics. Maurice
Blanchot has eloquently contrasted the beginning and ending moments of Jena
romanticism as epitomized by the political trajectory of Friedrich Schlegel:
Friedrich Schlegel is the symbol of [the] vicissitudes [of romanticism]: as
a young man he is an atheist, a radical, and an individualist. The freedom
of spirit he displays, the intellectual richness and fantasy that each day
lead him to invent new concepts, not irreflectively but in the high tension
of a consciousness that wants to understand what it is discovering, are
surprising to Goethe himself –who feels less intelligent, less learned and
free than those Wieland names “the proud seraphim,” and who feels
grateful to know he is honored by them. Some years pass: the same
Schlegel, converted to Catholicism, a diplomat and journalist in the
service of Metternich, surrounded by monks and pious men of society, is
no longer anything but a fat philistine of unctuous speech, lazy, empty, his
mind on food and incapable of remembering the young man who had
written: “A single absolute law: the free spirit always triumphs over
nature.”14
form. It exists only in relation to its other; it is the process that transpires with its other. Nietzsche’s late
insight, honed in opposition to traditional philosophy, that even what has become can be true, is axiomatic
for a reoriented aesthetic. The traditional view, which he demolished, is to be turned on its head: Truth
exists exclusively as that which has become. What appears in the artwork as its own lawfulness is the late
product of an inner-technical evolution as well as art’s position within progressive secularization; yet
doubtless artworks became artworks only by negating their origin.” Theodor W. Adorno, Aesthetic Theory,
Gretel Adorno and Rolf Tiedemann, eds., trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota Press, 1997), 3 [emphasis added].
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Setting aside Blanchot’s melodramatic overtones, this passage is certainly
enlightening. With a single stroke Blanchot ties the regressive fate of the Frühromantiker
to the Realpolitik of Metternich, the so-called “Grand Inquisitor of Europe” who laid the
dubious foundations of the German modern states. To be sure, the fierce urgency with
which the Jena romantics collectively produced their most brilliant contributions to
philosophy and literature quickly vanished after 1800. To focus on the Athenäum period
unavoidably exposes the group’s regressive evolution and the betrayal of its original
premises. Yet, it is the heroic improbability of their project that has been regarded its
most important philosophical legacy.
Providing another dramatic snapshot, György Lukacs has also described the early
romantic movement by further developing the motif of its failure, and furnished us with
quite a vivid and certainly romanticized picture of the group:
Jena at the end of the eighteenth century. An episode in the lives of a few
human beings, of no more than episodic significance for the world at
large. Everywhere the earth resounds with battles, whole worlds are
collapsing, but here, in a small German town, a few young people come
together for the purpose of creating a new, harmonious, all-embracing
culture out of the chaos. They rush at it with that inconceivable, reckless
naivety that is given only to people whose degree of consciousness is
morbidly high, and to these only for a single cause in their lives and then
again only for a few moments. It was a dance on a glowing volcano, it
was a radiantly improbable dream; after many years the memory of it still
lives on in the observer’s soul as something bewilderingly paradoxical
[emphasis added].15
Particularly striking in this passage is its resemblance to the prose of Schlegel and
Novalis: a pervasive allegorical mode, the concatenation of epic metaphors, and the
incandescent imagery that is so characteristic of early romantic writing. Lukacs’s
nostalgic evocation is in itself a wonderful example of the rhetoric of Jena romanticism.
Seizing Lukacz’s heated rhetoric and developing further its motifs, I will argue that
Beethoven actualized the romantic dream by instantiating through musical form the selfconscious temporality of the literary subject. The music of Beethoven often feels like a
frenetic “dance on a glowing volcano,” one full of unexpected stops that leave us hanging
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with an uncertainty provoked by spasmodic suspensions of goal-oriented time. In the
interruptions of the imaginary flow of time that the music itself creates and contradicts,
we experience what Friedrich Schlegel deemed the highest form of irony: a suspension of
the suspension of disbelief that turns the protocols of representation upside down just to
reveal the arbitrariness of aesthetic media and expose the fragmentary condition of all
works.
Although the motif of the Jena romantics’ failure constitutes in itself a dramatic
representation of the facts, it is true that they did not succeed in producing a “great”
literary work that was at the same time a critique of its own condition as an aesthetic
medium. In this scenario, my working hypothesis is that the early romantics’ ideas
actually found their most successful realization in the formal and temporal ambiguities
Beethoven progressively instantiated in his music after the “neue Manier” he announced
in 1802. As the young rebels of Jena had it, if art ultimately is the expression of the
changing dynamics of its material practices, it reveals to us some truth only at the
moments in which the frozen structure of the work seems to collapse all of a sudden,
revealing art’s contingent nature. This is essentially, I think, what we experience when
listening to Beethoven’s emblematic works. In the felicitous occasions when such
profane illuminations occur, whatever trace of the romantic “spirit” still lingers in us feels
that the ephemeral truth at the heart of music reflects our own. In this capacity to produce
a presence that instilled by the values of the literary is perceived as mirroring something
unknowable dwelling within us, lay the main reason why Beethoven’s music became a
lasting aesthetic symbol of the modern condition.

II.
KANT, JENA ROMANTICISM, AND THE QUESTION OF THE SUBJECT
It was the fall of 1799 and the air was filled with the battle cries of the French
Revolutionary wars. In the midst of a growing political and military chaos, a group of
young idealists gathered at the house of August Wilhelm Schlegel (1767-1845) in the
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German town of Jena. There, a group of aspiring writers and philosophers held regular
meetings in the manner of the fashionable literary salons of the time to discuss the latest
trends in art, politics, and philosophy. Jena was then one of the main university centers in
the German-speaking lands, and harbored a vibrant community of students, professors,
and self-taught intellectuals. Because of the town’s significance in their sentimental
education, the early romantics have come to be known as the “Jena group,” and the
school of thought they initiated is usually identified as “Jena romanticism.”
The origins of the group’s meetings go back a few years. Attracted by luminaries
such as Friedrich Schiller (1759-1805) and Johann Gottlieb Fichte (1762-1814), both
affiliated with the university, the group’s members came to Jena either to study, teach at
the university, work as private tutors for wealthy families, or just to mingle with the
university intelligentsia. For instance, August Schlegel first moved to Jena in 1796 and
got a university chair in literature in 1798. Friedrich Schlegel (1772-1829), August’s
younger brother, moved to Jena a few months later with the intention of getting a degree
at the university. However, Friedrich relocated to Berlin in 1798 interested in pursuing a
literary career. Once there, he made himself known as a witty character in the thriving
literary salons of the Prussian capital.16 From Berlin and with Friedrich as chief editor,
the early romantics started publishing in 1798 the Athenäum, the legendary journal that is
considered its most important contribution. Already after the first issue the journal began
to make big waves in the German intellectual circles, stirring heated controversies that
put the group at the center of public debates on art, religion, and morality. In trying to
seize the philosophical momentum, the Schlegel brothers thought it was indispensable to
16
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create an actual forum that would give the whole group an opportunity to develop its
philosophical and aesthetic project under the same roof. This is how the Jena romantics
started holding their symposia regularly during 1799. The main purpose was to foster a
real sense of community among the members and to write collectively, as a way to put
into practice the grand philosophical ambitions set forth in the journal’s first issue.
With these dignifying purposes in mind, Friedrich moved back to Jena in the fall
of 1799, and other members of the group followed suit. Unfortunately, despite all the
excitement surrounding their project of becoming a sort of intellectual commune, the
Athenäum had a brief life (only six issues were published between 1798 and 1800).
However, the poetic and philosophical program written out in a few published issues had
an enormous and lasting influence in the history of aesthetics. In the pages of Athenäum
the Jena romantics laid out the philosophical foundations for a aesthetic theory that was
conceived as radically modern, and developed the highly metaphorical discourse that, as
discussed in the previous chapter, Hoffmann keenly deployed when interpreting
Beethoven’s music.
Besides the gracious host, Schlegel senior, and his razor-sharp brother Friedrich,
the third leading member of the group was Novalis (Friedrich von Hardenberg, 17721801). Novalis lived by then in the nearby town of Wessenfels, where he held a well-paid
position as inspector of the salt-mines, but he visited Jena and was in constant contact by
mail. Other regular members of the group were Friedrich Schleiermacher (1768-1834),
who remained in Berlin serving as a Lutheran pastor; Friedrich Schelling (1775-1854);
Ludwig Tieck, who shared with August Schlegel a passion for Shakespeare and
collaborated in the translation of the plays (1773-1853); and Wilhelm Heinrich
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Wackenroder (1773-1798).17 Of great importance was the active participation of women,
both at the meetings and through a copious correspondence with other group’s members,
and who also contributed in word and deed to the project. They were Dorothea Schlegel
(1764-1839), Moses Mendelssohn’s daughter, who abandoned her husband, the banker
Simon Veit, to move with Friedrich Schlegel to Jena in 1799; Caroline Michaelis (17631809), who was August’s spouse but left him in 1803 to marry Schelling; and Sophie
Tieck (1775-1833), Ludwig Tieck’s younger sister.18 Their participation is noteworthy
not only because they were an important intellectual force within the group but also
because Jena romanticism advocated groundbreaking views (considered scandalous by
the group’s ideological enemies) regarding the role and position of women in society, the
morals governing sexual relationships, and the very institution of matrimony. 19 The
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group’s writings on these subjects and some juicy gossip about their lifestyle, particularly
after Friedrich Schlegel published his novel Lucinde, gave its opponents plenty of
ammunition to accuse them of immoral behavior. 20
Friedrich Hölderlin, the most prominent poet of early romanticism, was not a
regular member of the group; still there existed important programmatic and biographical
connections between him and the Jena romantics that are worth discussing. To be sure
Hölderlin neither participated in the group’s meetings nor ever wrote for the journal.
Moreover his thinking would diverge from that of the group in important aspects, even
more so after the Schlegels took a conservative turn during the Napoleonic era.
However, at least during the 1790s, Hölderlin and the leading members of the group
shared a fundamental ground in rejecting any absolute principle as foundation of a
transcendental system of thought. Fichte’s work and in particular his idea of the “absolute
I” in the first volume of the Wissenschaftslehre was thoroughly studied by the young
romantics. Fichte’s idealist theory was one of the main philosophical referents against
which the Jena romantics and Hölderlin developed their aesthetic critique.21
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To notice that Friedrich Schlegel, Novalis, and Hölderlin shared fundamental
philosophical principles has the added benefit of dispelling a serious misunderstanding in
the reception of early romanticism that has often led to characterize the movement as a
less substantive branch of German idealism. To be sure, connections between the thought
of German idealism and that of Jena romanticism abounded, as their leading figures
followed trajectories that often intersected in their responses to Kant’s Critiques. Yet, in
consonance with Hölderlin, Jena romanticism had a specificity that drastically set it apart
from the totalizing philosophical systems articulated in the works of Schelling and
Hegel.22 Jena’s specificity lies in its rejection of any philosophical system founded on
absolute principles, as such systems were seeing as bringing definitive closure to the
combined movement of reflection and imagination. This difference with German
idealism is crucial because from this romantic rejection of closure derives the most
significant meta-theoretical insight produced by Jena: the embrace of anti-systematic
forms of presentation for the articulation of their thought. As Manfred Frank has argued,
The thought of Hölderlin and that of Hardenberg (Novalis) and Schlegel
[Friedrich] cannot be assimilated to the mainstream of so-called German
idealism, although these philosophers developed their thought in close
cooperation with the principal figures of German idealism, Fichte and
Schelling (Hegel, a late-comer to free speculation, played at that time only
a passive role). The thought of Hölderlin, Novalis, and Schlegel implies a
tenet of basic realism, which I will provisionally express by the formula,
that that which has being—or, we might say, the essence of our reality—
cannot be traced back to determinations of our consciousness. If
ontological realism can be expressed by the thesis that reality exists
independently of our consciousness (even if we suppose thought to play a
22
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role in structuring reality) and if epistemological realism consists in the
thesis that we do not possess adequate knowledge of reality, then German
Romanticism can be called a version of ontological and epistemological
realism [italics original].23
To understand how and why the early romantics combined in their theory
ontological with epistemological realism we first need to discuss the enormous impact of
Kant’s Critiques. Situating early romanticism in the context of post-Kantian thought we
will allow us to unpack the massive amount of philosophical data that Professor Frank
has tossed at us in his definition of the Frühromantik. The Jena romantics’ attempt to
unite through art those two forms of realism –epistemological and ontological—should
be understood above all as a response to the “Copernican revolution” that Immanuel Kant
initiated with the publication of the Critique of Pure Reason in 1781 (followed by the
Critique of Practical Reason in 1788). With the publication in 1790 of the Critique of
Judgment, Kant intended to complete his system by investigating how the power of
aesthetic judgment could bring to fruition the unity of the three domains of critical
philosophy –the cognitive, the moral, and the aesthetic. After reading the Critique of
Judgment, the early romantics argued that Kant had once again failed to satisfactorily
describe the structure of subjectivity. This perceived failure in defining what the subject
actually is opened up the philosophical discourse of modernity, to use Jürgen Habermas’s
terms.24 The question that remained unsolved was however a basic one: “what is man?”
To be fair, Kant had stated from the outset of his first Critique that this question could
never be answered, and that therefore philosophy could not pursue it. Kant, however,
23
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offered a tentative answer in the third Critique. By setting aside the question of the
subject, Kant’s critical turn was in fact aimed at formulating new questions that would
allow philosophy to investigate the conditions of possibility under which we know, act,
and desire. The questions Kant posed for each Critique were: 1) what can I know? 2)
what ought I to do? and 3) what may I hope for?
In the Critique of Pure Reason Kant claimed that the subject is the unity of
consciousness that constitutes the necessary and universal condition to make all cognition
possible. 25 For Kant the subject is a function of synthesis that unifies the endless
difference of manifold singular perceptions under the categories of the understanding that
frame experience. The subject is then what unifies and makes sense of the multiplicity of
perceptions, the continuous flow of information we receive through the senses
(perceptions, called by Kant “intuitions”). 26 Kant refuted the extreme skepticism voiced
by David Hume, who following the British empirical tradition denied the possibility of
any a priori formulation of the subject, that is, as an entity existing before the processing
of sensory data. It was to supersede Hume’s counterintuitive claims –according to which
25
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we are just a “bundle of sensations” 27—that Kant conceived of the so-called
transcendental deduction.28 By way of the transcendental deduction Kant claimed that
categories of understanding such as cause (Hume) and substance (Berkeley) are a priori
concepts, that is, they do not/cannot derive from sensory experience. Although these
categories cannot be traced back to any empirical data in order to objectively verify their
existence, they must exist because they are the necessary and universal conditions that
make possible for us to know anything at all. Ergo they exist a priori. As Kant concludes,
the “synthesis of cause and effect” (the concept of cause being his main example in the
explanation of the transcendental deduction) “is imbued with a dignity [as an a priori
category of understanding] that cannot be at all expressed empirically: viz., that the effect
is not merely added to the cause, but is posited through the cause and results from it
[emphasis original].” 29
The posited a priori condition of the subject constituted the fundamental problem
that remained unsolved all throughout Kant’s oeuvre. Within the strict epistemic
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boundaries Kant had set for his system, the subject had no intuition of itself; thus, there
was no way to objectively verify its existence as a synthetic unity (the unity of
apperception Kant called it). As Kant himself acknowledged:
… in the transcendental synthesis of the manifold of presentations as such,
and hence in the synthetic original unity of apperception [that which
constitutes the condition of possibility of all knowledge, the “I” that
thinks], I am not conscious of myself as I appear to myself, nor as I am in
myself, but am conscious only that I am. This presentation is a thought,
not an intuition. Now cognition of ourselves requires not only the act of
thought that brings the manifold of every possible intuition to the unity of
apperception, but requires in addition a definite kind of intuition whereby
this manifold is given. Hence although my own existence is not
appearance (still less mere illusion), determination of my existence can
occur only in conformity with the form of inner sense and according to the
particular way in which the manifold that I combine is given in inner
intuition. Accordingly I have no cognition of myself as I am but merely
cognition of how I appear to myself.30
The question of the subject posited by Kant’s epistemological/metaphysical
dilemma set the stage for the trajectory of early romantic thought. The Jena romantics
wrestled to articulate a comprehensive solution (or rather, a “dissolution” of this
dilemma). Kant’s claim regarding the “unpresentability” of the subject to itself had a very
unsettling consequence that surely stirred heated controversies in the German academic
circles of his time. As Andrew Bowie has succinctly explained, the impossibility to
access any substantial presentation of the subject, that is, the absence of an intuitus
originarius means that
The highest cognitive point of philosophy [the “I”] cannot know itself,
even if it must assume the necessity of its own existence. In the
Paralogisms Kant claims that the “The proposition, I think, or I exist as
thinking is an empirical proposition.” Empirical propositions require
intuitions if what they express is to be real, but what kind of intuition does
the I have of itself? … Kant claims in the Prolegomena to Any Future
Metaphysics that the “representation of apperception, the “I,” is in fact
30
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“nothing more than the feeling of an existence without the least concept
and only a representation of that to which all thinking relates.”31
To summarize Kant’s reasoning: in the absence of an original intuition, the
subject has no hope of knowing itself because cognition occurs only through the interplay
of intuition (information received through the “means of sensibility”) and understanding
(the thinking that gives concepts to the objects of intuition). 32 A thought inevitably
should refer back to a previous intuition, as the object of this thought cannot be produced
by the understanding in itself, that is, out of nothing.33 Kant summed it up in a famous
formula: “thoughts without content are empty; intuitions without concepts are blind.”34
This is why the thinking “I,” the so-called unity of apperception, dangerously shortcircuits Kant’s critical system. Freely paraphrasing Kant, although intuitions without the
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unity given by the subject would be meaningless, the subject is blind to any intuition of
itself.35 The disturbing conclusion is that the subject is no more than an empty thought.36
Hence, Kant conceived a comprehensive philosophical system founded on a
fundamental principle –the autonomous subject— that cannot be known. In many ways,
this paradox actually constitutes Kant’s most important legacy for the development of
Continental philosophy, even more so from the perspective of early romanticism.37 As
stated above, the kind of subjectivity formulated by Kant inaugurated “the” crisis that
defined modernity’s thought: the crisis of the subject. Kant’s demotion of the subject to
the mere role of a regulatory idea awoke in younger philosophers an almost obsessive
interest in the conundrums posed by his formulation of autonomous subjectivity. The
early romantic thinkers in particular felt that the chasm at the heart of Kant’s subject
exerted an irresistible allure, and zealously explored it even at the risk of losing
themselves in the attempt (the emblematic case is of course Hölderlin, who spent the last
35 years of his life in reclusion).38
Kant was certainly aware of the epistemic dissonance that, reverberating
throughout the first and second Critiques, brought the idea of the subject to a point of
extreme tension. With the Critique of Judgment Kant intended to seize that tension by
35
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positing that in the judgment of taste elicited by the contemplation of beauty there existed
the possibility of sensing the transcendental synthesis of all the faculties, the moment of
unity in which the domains of the cognitive, moral, and aesthetic come together.39 Kant
envisaged in the critical investigation of the judgment of taste the possibility of
completion for a comprehensive “system of pure philosophy under the title
metaphysics.”40 As Kant himself defined it, a judgment of taste
is merely contemplative, i.e., it is a judgment that is indifferent to the
existence of the object: it [considers] the character of the object only by
holding it up to our feeling of pleasure and displeasure. Nor is this
contemplation, as such, directed to concepts, for a judgment of taste is not
a cognitive judgment (whether theoretical or practical) and hence is
neither based on concepts, nor directed to them as purposes.41
That the judgment of taste is merely the reflection of a “feeling” (of pleasure or
displeasure) is a key distinction that Kant makes to separate the aesthetic from the
cognitive and the practical domains (this feeling neither leads to concepts, nor has
purpose whatsoever). As such, “all judgments of taste are singular judgments,” and
therefore they are eminently subjective.42 Yet, when someone declares an object beautiful
there is also the “demand” that everyone else agrees with that judgment, which brings a
claim to universal validity for the declared beauty of that particular object.43 This claim to
universal validity is for Kant the essential trait of a true judgment of taste. The crucial
39
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question here is, following Kant’s own critical premises: what are the a priori subjective
conditions that give universal validity to the judgments of taste?44
Kant answers by defining this as a universal capacity of the subjects (a “feeling of
the beautiful”) that is
nothing other than the mental state that we find in the relation between the
presentational powers [imagination and understanding] insofar as they
refer a given presentation to cognition in general. When this happens, the
cognitive powers brought into play by this presentation are in free play
because no determinate concept restricts them to a particular rule of
cognition. Hence the mental state in this presentation must be a feeling,
accompanying the given presentation of a free play of the presentational
powers directed to cognition in general. [emphasis added]. 45
For Kant, the universal subjective conditions for the experience of the beautiful is
the free and harmonious play of the faculties of imagination and understanding from
which we derive pleasure without ever linking it to a determinate concept, letting the
mind linger in a state whereby all the cognitive powers enter into a zone of “free play.”
This free play of the faculties is a reflection of the supersensible that brings the
possibility of a reconciliation of freedom and nature. Through this free, unlegislated play
of the faculties the subject gets a sense of its unity. Kant is however careful in keeping at
bay such a reconciliation as it dangerously brings together the positive separation
between nature and consciousness that is the keystone of the two first Critiques. Hence
the importance he attributes to the concept of genius, which as a reflection in the
exceptionally gifted subject of the creative powers of nature opens a window within
Kant’s system to at least a tentative reconciliation of freedom and necessity. Kant
considered genius a necessary condition for the production of art, and tied both genius
and art to the creative might of nature in his well-known definition:
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Genius is the talent (natural endowment) that gives the rule to art. Since
talent is an innate productive ability of the artist and as such belongs itself
to nature, we could also put it this way: Genius is the innate mental
predisposition (ingenium) through which nature gives the rule to art.46
Although an exceptional endowment, genius makes possible a direct connection
between autonomous subjectivity and law-bound nature that manifests itself in the work
of art, establishes art’s laws, and provokes in turn in the rest of mortals a feeling of
pleasure that is subjective yet, as seen above, also universal. This idea signals a crucial
shift from Kant’s previous stance, as at the very least, it blurs the strict separation
between consciousness and reality established in the first Critique. In other words,
through the work of genius and in the feeling of pleasure such works elicit, the subject is
offered a glimpse of its own, previously inscrutable nature. As Bowie has explained it,
If nature gives rules to the free productivity of the genius, the division of
sensuous and intelligible is no longer absolute, and this threatens the
whole edifice of Kant’s previous philosophy. The artwork of the genius
seems to be where the subject can intuit itself in terms of its spontaneous,
intelligible capacities, and can therefore objectify itself, something which
Kant had consistently denied was possible in relation to the capacity for
knowledge, or in relation to freedom [emphasis added].47
To be sure, we touch here upon one of the main metaphysical concerns in Kant’s
critical system, one that discloses the place of privilege given to the contemplation of the
beautiful in the identification –and possible reconciliation— of subject and object. The
power of judgment (in its character of free play of the faculties of the imagination and
understanding) precisely because is a process that remains free of both, conceptual
determination and practical purpose, hovers in between subject and object to make
possible a harmonious interplay of all of the human faculties (cognitive, moral, aesthetic).
In doing so, the feeling of pleasure elicited by aesthetic experience brings about an image
in which the subject sees the reflection of its own unity, and therefore, somehow sense
itself from within itself. To conceive of aesthetic experience in this manner had farreaching implications because it meant first of all that a judgment of taste offered the
possibility of uniting practical and theoretical reason in a common “supersensible
46
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substratum.” Kant was certainly aware of the magnitude of his formulation and knew
well its potential ramifications. As he states at the end of the first part in the Critique of
Judgment,
… because the subject has this possibility within him [the harmony of all
its faculties that occurs with the judgment of taste], while outside [him]
there is also the possibility that nature will harmonize with it, judgment
finds itself referred to something that is both in the subject himself and
outside him, something that is neither nature nor freedom and yet is linked
with the basis of freedom, the supersensible, in which the theoretical and
the practical power are in unknown manner combined and joined into a
unity [emphasis added]. 48
This acceptance of the indeterminate nature of aesthetic judgment and the
transcendental role it might play (bridging the abyss Kant had previously opened between
nature and freedom) is particularly striking in a philosopher who as a rule warily
refrained from any speculative turn. With this new position, reversing what he posited in
the two first Critiques, Kant opened up a whole new path of critical reflection in
aesthetics, one the romantics would eagerly seize. In commenting on the extraordinary
significance of that new stance, Gilles Deleuze has pointed out that in the Critique of
Judgment
We see Kant, at an age when great writers rarely have anything new to
say, confronting a problem which is to lead him into an extraordinary
undertaking: if the faculties can, in this way, enter into relationships which
are variable, but regulated by one or other of them, it must follow that all
together they are capable of relationships which are free and unregulated,
where each goes to its own limit and nevertheless shows the possibility of
some sort of harmony with the others. Thus we have the Critique of
Judgment as foundation of Romanticism. [emphasis added]. 49
This opening towards the supersensible that occurs in the free and nonhierarchical play of the faculties is however the loose epistemological end of Kant’s
systematic critique. As we shall see, the notion that through the sensuous presentation of
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ideas embodied in the work of art50 (or nature), the subject could get in touch with the
supersensible basis of freedom was a favorite motif of romantic theory. After the Kantian
operation effected in the Critique of Judgment, Western art came to be seen (at least
within Continental philosophy) as inexorably bound to the task of unconcealing, healing,
or at least soothing the grievances and alienations that the travails of modernity
ostensibly inflict on the subject’s true Being.
Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy have cogently explained the significance of Kant’s
third Critique in the emergence of romanticism by summarizing the two possibilities of
resolution it offered to the crisis of the subject. Because it will give us a comprehensive
panorama of the conceptual landscape contrived by Kant, I shall quote Lacoue-Labarthe
and Nancy’s summary in its entirety:
On the one hand, [in the Critique of Judgment] a resolution was envisaged
in the reflection of the synthetic function of the subject, in the reflection of
judgment and transcendental imagination. Reflection, here, does not of
course mean speculation (Kantian reflection is not a “mirror stage”; it
produces no “jubilant” assumption of the subject, no self-awareness as
awareness of substance) but connotes only a pure referral or reflecting
back, obtained by a simple, optical pattern and presupposing, moreover,
the mediation of an inert, dead body, of a blind tain. Insofar as reflection
operates in the judgment of taste as the free play of the imagination (that
is, as a function of synthesis in its pure state, producing no object
whatsoever), it brings about the unity of the subject only insofar as the
subject sees itself in the image (Bild) of something without either a
concept or an end.
But on the other hand, the resolution was envisaged in the Darstellung
(the presentation, the figuration, the staging –to point to a highly equivocal
word) of the never substantial “substance” of the “subject” by means of
the Beautiful (in art, nature, or culture). Or rather… let us say that the
resolution was envisaged in the Darstellung of the “subject” by means of
the Beautiful in works of art (the formation of Bilder able to present
liberty and morality analogically), by means of the “formative power”
(bildende Kraft) of nature and life within nature (the formation of the
organism) [because Genius is the reflection of the formative power of
nature that manifest itself within the subject], and finally by means of the
Bildung of humanity (what we retain under the concept of history and
culture) [italics original].51
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Above all, by claiming that in the presentation (Darstellung) of the beautiful lay a
plausible solution to the question of the subject, Kant gave a transcendental dimension to
the feelings of “disinterested pleasure or displeasure” elicited by sensuous forms (found
either in nature or in art). Hence, appearance, mere semblance, the charms of art’s
voluptuous forms will no longer be per se –ontologically— falsifiers of the truth, as Plato
had first warned us, but rather a chance to intuitively penetrate the truth from within our
finite selves. The early romantics were extremely receptive to these possibilities of
resolution latent in the presentation of the beautiful, and for this reason turned the work
of art into the primary object of their critique. The artwork became then the only
possibility for the substantial presentation (Darstellung) of the subject, a subject that
succumbs to the sensuous allure of the work’s beautiful form seduced by the promise that
in the aesthetic pleasure elicited by that form he could sense a reflection of his own
unknowable self. As instituted by Kant in the third Critique, the epistemic gesture that
moved the work of art to the center stage of critical philosophy represents the
foundational moment of romanticism. Moving further in the direction opened up by
Kant, and claiming that only through the presentation of the beautiful could the void at
the heart of the subject be filled, the Jena romantics bestowed on the artwork a privileged
condition as site and source of critique that ultimately divested philosophy itself of its
preeminence as the discourse of aesthetic reason.52 This privilege is the defining trait of
what can be called the literary condition of romantic art.
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III.
ROMANTIC POESY AND
THE FRAGMENT
Once the work of art had been turned into the most plausible solution to the crisis
of the subject, the early romantics had to confront more pressing questions. To begin
with, what kind of work was the one able to accomplish the task that philosophy itself
had failed to fulfill? And more importantly, what was the most adequate form for such a
work? In response to these questions, the Jena romantics articulated a concept of artwork
that was not only a sophisticated one, but more significantly the first one formulated from
a perspective that was self-reflexively modern. As I will argue, this concept of artwork
carried within itself an irresolvable dialectical tension between the materiality of aesthetic
forms (as products of contingent technologies) and the never-ending movement of
reflection and imagination that presumably came to fruition in the process of poetic
creation. The romantics conceived of this poetic process of creation as an abstract totality
they invoked under the notion of poesy, arguably the main category of their aesthetic
critique.53 In their view, every work of art was merely a provisional instantiation of the
infinite possibilities of creation that present themselves to us in poesy. It was through
poesy that the subject could sense the infinite power of boundless freedom. More
importantly, because this boundless freedom was materially irreducible every artwork
could not be but the fragmentary trace of poesy.
Freedom and poesy then were inextricably tied in the thought of early
romanticism. This is extremely significant, because after Kant’s critical turn freedom
definitively emerged as the essential trait of the modern subject. The pragmatic nature of
early romantic theory was ontologically founded on the liaison of freedom with poesy.
Kant somehow anticipated this position with his concept of genius, aimed at showing that
the subject’s freedom manifested at its highest powers through the creation of artworks.
Through the process of artistic creation genius gave “to art its rule,” mirroring the power
53
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(Kraft) of regeneration immanent to Nature. For the early romantics, this new
constellation formed by the concepts of genius, freedom, nature, and poesy posited an
urgent question: how to supersede the restrictions imposed by finite forms in order not
“to clip the wings” of genius’s freedom?54 Furthermore, if freedom was a boundless
power, what kind of form was the most adequate to represent the infinitude of freedom?
How to convey in the material form the formless movement of reflection and imagination
that constituted the utmost expression of that freedom? For the Jena romantics, the
rational systems of thought inherited from the Enlightenment were completely inadequate
forms of representation for any thought that aspired to set freedom free in order to
transform the social conditions of modernity.
However, it was Schiller who first claimed that works of art are “freedom in
appearance,” the thesis of his most influential work in aesthetics, On the Aesthetic
Education of Man in a Series of Letters.55 As Jochen Schulte-Sasse has described it,
Schiller envisaged a utopian society whose members lived in harmony under an
“aesthetic state, a form of government in which the dissension of politics has been
overcome and the political state has been turned into a work of art.”56 Schlegel and
Novalis were also deeply concerned with the relationship between freedom and art in
modern society, but they were highly critical of Schiller’s Letters. Dissenting with
Schiller, the Jena romantics maintained that there was no definitive end to the progress of
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history, and no work –no matter how beautiful, comprehensive, and perfected— could
ever claim to have attained absolute completion. This is one of the crucial differences that
separated the thought of Weimar classicism, represented by Schiller and Goethe, from
that of Jena romanticism. While Schiller argued for the culmination of history in a
political state that was in itself a perfect work of art, Friedrich Schlegel discerned the
menace that the idea of a final, all-encompassing work contained within itself. For him,
to bring history to its end in the form of a totalizing artwork-state represented nothing
less than the suppression of the constant movement of reflection and imagination that
constituted the sine qua non condition of freedom. As Schlegel warned in one of his
fragments, “there is no more dangerous an error for art than to seek it, like Schiller, in
politics and universality.”57 In Schlegel’s opinion Schiller turned the work of art into a
closed system, complete in itself, thus neutralizing the capacity of aesthetic reason to
revitalize philosophy. This resistance to the completion of an aesthetic system also
differentiated Jena romanticism from the dominant strain of German idealism represented
by Schelling and Hegel.58
It was no news that Schiller and Schlegel held conflicting philosophies of history.
Following parallel trajectories, both Schlegel and Schiller wrote almost simultaneously
long essays on the relationship between antiquity and modernity. Both authors attempted
to lay out in these works new foundations for a post-Kantian aesthetic critique. In 1795
Schiller published On Naïve and Sentimental Poetry (Über naïve und sentimentalische
Dichtung), a work in which he compared the poetry of Ancient Greece with the literary
and dramatic works of the moderns.59 Schiller argued that in the poetry of ancient times,
as best exemplified by Homer, there was a direct connection between Nature and man’s
feelings that resulted in a style he called the naïve. In the modern times, which according
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to Schiller started with the Roman poet Horace, poetry adopted the sentimental style to
express the longing for the lost unity of freedom and nature. For Schiller, the naïve was
the style modern poets had to strive for in order to recover the poetic glories of Antiquity.
The exception to this rule was Schiller’s friend and foe Goethe, whose poetry Schiller
considered the only example of the naïve to be found in modernity.
Schlegel wrote his own reflections on this subject between1793 and 1794,
actually a little earlier than Schiller. Yet, Schlegel’s essay, entitled On the Study of Greek
Poetry, was not published until 1797. Although Schiller’s work was far more influential,
Schlegel’s Study presented a more comprehensive understanding of the philosophical
issues at stake in the relationship between the ancient and the modern. As Stuart Barnett
has pointed out, Schiller did not “resolve the antinomy between antiquity and modernity”
and “it was Schlegel who assessed this large-scale historical dilemma and drew from it
radical conclusions about literary and cultural production.” 60 Indeed, Schlegel dug
deeper in his critique of the antiquity-modernity antinomy by abstracting from the
dialectical opposition of those historical formations new philosophical principles that he
later developed during his tenure at Jena. Unlike Schiller, Schlegel claimed that any form
of imitation of antiquity would preclude the attainment of an art that was truly new, that
is, an art that by reflecting on its own conditions of possibility could transform society for
the betterment of all Humankind. Schlegel maintained that modern poetry’s desire for a
new synthesis could be achieved not by imitating the styles of antiquity, but by
abstracting the “inner principles” from which ancient poetry was able to effortlessly
reflect its own historical contingency. As Schlegel put it, “experience teaches us that
praxis precedes theory in all realms, in every age, in every nation, and in every part of
human development [Bildung].”61 Following this path of thinking, Schlegel arrived to the
conclusion that an aesthetic critique aimed at solving the question of the subject had to
articulate its principles from a thoroughgoing examination of the changing nature of
beautiful forms. For him, art was a privileged kind of cultural production that set its laws
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through practice.62 Schlegel repeatedly asserted in the Study that the transcendental
importance of any aesthetic theory lay in understanding the possibilities that the arts
offered to bridge the incommensurable distance separating theory from praxis. From the
perspective of Jena romanticism, bridging that distance was the urgent task that critical
philosophy had been unable to fulfill.63
The corollary of Schlegel’s Study was that modernity’s poetry could accomplish
the task of attaining a synthesis superseding all historical dichotomies only by leaving
behind any vacuous imitation of antiquity. As Barnett has put it, according to Schlegel
“the essential task of modernity… is to diagnose and move beyond both antiquity and
what has up until then defined modernity.”64 A few years later, Schlegel and his
intellectual companions in the Athenäum, embraced the idea that the “essential task of
modernity” was to be fulfilled only with a poetic praxis able to produce its own theory. In
doing so, such a praxis would bring the synthesis needed to overcome any antinomies
between antiquity and modernity. Although they never quite defined it and the name
stuck almost by omission, the Jena romantics called this all-embracing praxis “literature.”
As discussed above in the preliminary considerations, with the term literature the
romantics alluded to a selective body of secular works that represented by exemplarity a
sophisticated writing practice that privileged the workings of fantasy and imagination.
The general principles of literature were established by the critical analysis of the actual
works. In producing its theory through praxis, literature had to simultaneously be “poetry
and the poetry of poetry.”65 Under the premises of this concept of literature, which also
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worked as an abstract category, each new work was expected to create a synthesis that
derived from a reflection on the work’s own conditions of possibility. This reflection had
to be performed against the background of the work’s representative predecessors, or
rather, through such a reflection the work chose its predecessors as a way to forge its own
identity. Works of art true to their own historical time were expected to point –through
the originality presented in its singular form— towards the possible reconciliation of the
modern with the ancient, understood as representations of the one (self) and the other
(object). As Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy have explained it, that demand to undo through
aesthetic praxis
the separation [between the ancient and the modern that was] constitutive
of history… is the reason [why] romanticism implies something entirely
new, the production of something entirely new. The romantics never really
succeed in naming this something: they speak of poetry, of the work, of
the novel, or … of romanticism. In the end, they decide to call it –all
things considered—literature. This term, which was not their own
invention, will be adopted by posterity (including their own, most
immediate posterity) to designate a concept… [The romantics] will
approach [literature] explicitly as a new genre, beyond the divisions of
classical (or modern) poetics and capable of resolving the inherent
(“generic”) divisions of the written thing. Beyond divisions and all
definition, this genre is thus programmed in romanticism as the genre of
literature: the genericity, so to speak, and the generativity of literature,
grasping and producing themselves in an entirely new, infinitely new
Work [emphasis original].66
The invention of literature as an abstract category that is however produced and
constantly modified by its practice is one of the greatest contributions made by Jena
romanticism to the history of aesthetics and to Western culture as a whole. Beyond the
written thing itself –constrained by the forms and genres of modern fiction— literature
was for the early romantics, first and foremost, the act of producing aesthetic forms,
whereby the creative power of the subject’s free imagination is able to weave from out of
chaos new shapes and patterns. To put it in a nutshell: literature was the evolving
sort of poetry should unite the transcendental raw materials and preliminaries of a theory of poetic
creativity –often met with in modern poets—with the artistic reflection and beautiful self-mirroring that is
present in Pindar, in the lyric fragments of the Greeks, in the classical elegy, and, among the moderns, in
Goethe. In all its descriptions, this poetry should describe itself, and always be simultaneously poetry and
the poetry of poetry [Poesie und Poesie der Poesie].” Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, 50-1. Schlegel,
KFSA II: 204.
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materialization of poesy. In many ways, for the early romantics literature and poesy were
inextricably tied, and sometimes almost indistinguishable. Even though they deliberately
never demarcated their concept of literature, they invoked poesy in every important piece
of writing. Exhibit A is the legendary Athenäum Fragment no. 116 (hereafter AF 116),
which has been considered the programmatic definition of German romanticism. In this
fragment, poesy is unequivocally presented as the central category of romantic theory.
Schlegel ostensibly wanted AF 116 to stand as the blazing manifesto of Jena
romanticism, firing off a fusillade of the philosophical and poetic motifs that crisscrossed
their thinking. Because this fragment carried an extraordinary influence in the reception
of Jena romanticism and came to represent a universal declaration of principles for the
romanticism as a whole, I shall quote AF 116 in its entirety:
Romantic poetry [Die romantische Poesie] is a progressive, universal
poetry [Universalpoesie]. Its aim isn’t merely to reunite all the separate
species of poetry and put poetry in touch with philosophy and rhetoric. It
tries to and should mix and fuse poetry and prose, inspiration and
criticism, the poetry of art [Kuntspoesie] and the poetry of nature
[Naturepoesie]; and make poetry lively and sociable and life and society
poetical; poeticize wit [Witz] and fill and saturate the forms of art with
every kind of genuine cultural material [Bildungsstoff], and animate them
with the pulsations of humor. It embraces everything that is purely poetic,
from the greatest systems of art, containing within themselves still further
systems, to the sigh, the kiss that the poetizing child breathes forth in
artless song. It can so lose itself in what it describes that one might believe
it exists only to characterize poetical individuals of all sorts; and yet there
still is no form so fit for expressing the entire spirit of an author: so that
many artists who started out to write only a novel ended up by providing
us with a portrait of themselves. It alone can become, like the epic, a
mirror of the whole circumambient world, an image of the age. And it can
also –more than any other form—hover at the midpoint between the
portrayed and the portrayer, free of all real and ideal self-interest, on the
wings of poetic reflection, and can raise that reflection again and again to
a higher power, can multiply it in an endless succession of mirrors. It is
capable of the highest and most variegated refinement, not only from
within outwards, but also from without inwards; capable in that it
organizes –for everything that seeks a wholeness in its effects—the parts
along similar lines, so that it opens up a perspective upon an infinitely
increasing classicism. Romantic poetry [Poesie] is in the arts what wit is
in philosophy, and what society and sociability, friendship and love are in
life. Other kinds of poetry [Dichtart] are finished and are now capable of
being fully analyzed. The romantic kind of poetry [Dichtart] is still in the
state of becoming; that, in fact, is its real essence: that it should forever be
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becoming and never be perfected. It can be exhausted by no theory and
only a divinatory criticism would dare try to characterize its ideal. It
alone is infinite, just as it alone is free; and it recognizes as its first
commandment that the will of the poet can tolerate no law above itself.
The romantic kind of poetry [Die romantische Dichtart] is the only one
that is more than a kind [Art], that is, as it were, poetry [Dichtkunst] itself:
for in a certain sense all poetry [Poesie] is or should be romantic
[emphasis and German original terms added].67
The ambition of the aesthetic program sketched in this fragment is surely
breathtaking, meriting an extensive discussion. From a close reading of key passages in
AF 116 we can tease out the connections of its main literary themes with the
constellation of philosophical motifs that sustained early romantic thought. More
significantly, by indirectly alluding to the epistemological problems undergirding those
motifs, AF 116 contains a detailed outline of what I call the literary condition of modern
art. The following discussion will focus on four statements that I consider the theoretical
struts of the fragment: 1) “The romantic kind of poetry is still in the state of becoming…
and should forever be becoming”; 2) “There still is no form so fit for expressing the
entire spirit of an author”; 3) “The will of the poet can tolerate no law above itself”; and
4) romantic poetry should “poeticize wit.”
Before delving into the philosophical implications of each statement and the
interrelationship of the epistemic problems they bring into play, we should first address a
crucial problem of translation presented by the fragment. In the German original text the
opening statement reads: “Die romantische Poesie ist eine progressive
Universalpoesie.”68 Although the majority of the published English versions of AF 116
have rendered the German word “Poesie” as “poetry,” its most accurate translation is
“poesy,” as its historical usage proves.69 The author of the most comprehensive German
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dictionary of usage published at the end of the eighteenth century, Johann Christoph
Adelung, defined “Poesie” as “the skill to produce (or ‘fabricate’) a written poem.”70
This is indeed the primary sense Schlegel intended for the word. Within romantic theory,
poesy –the artwork’s process of production— was thought of as that which included and
at the same time superseded poetry, or rather, the written forms and genres of poetry. In
the translation quoted above I have included in brackets the original German terms that
allude to poetry and/or poesy throughout the fragment, as a way to make clearer the
subtle differences in meaning conveyed by the original text. It goes without saying that
most of the lingering ambiguities elicited with each usage of the word “Poesie” get
inevitably lost in the English translation of the fragment. Notice also that when Schlegel
refers to “other kinds of poetry” (according to the translation) he does not use “Poesie”
but “Dichtart.” By the end of the fragment it becomes apparent that the relationship
between poetry and poesy is conceived in the manner of an open-ended dialectic, setting
in motion a tension that ideally should be resolved in favor of poesy (or rather, the
processual condition the romantics considered constitutive of the poetic). The claim that
this tension cannot be resolved under the conditions of modernity led the romantics to
articulate their theory of irony.
Schlegel concludes AF 116 by asserting that in its fundamental sense, poetry
(“Dichtkunst,” the art of written poetry) should be like poesy (“Poesie”). This is why
literature, i.e. the romantic kind of poetry (“romantische Dichtart”) is described as a
category beyond any kind (beyond the contingent forms and genres of prose and poetry).
In other words, literature should constantly aspire to convey the fluid condition of poesy.
Literature, the self-reflexive residue of poesy, is the improbable attempt to reconcile in
the finite form of the written thing the dynamic nature of poesy with the material
conditions of modernity. By doing so, literature was expected to achieve the new
translated as: “Romantic poesy is a progressive universal poesy.” See Schulte-Sasse, ed., Theory as
Practice, trans. Haynes Hornes et. al., 320-1. Johann Pillai offers a very interesting alternative by
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synthesis between antiquity and modernity that Schlegel argued for in On the Study of
Greek Poetry. Moreover, in reformulating through aesthetic practice the philosophical
conundrums that exacerbated the crisis of the subject, literature was able to bring us a
step closer to the lost unity of freedom and nature, although never getting us quite there.
By now it has become sufficiently clear that what was at stake in the romantic
project was the fulfillment of man’s desire for freedom through the workings of poesy.
As J. M. Bernstein has argued, “Friedrich Schlegel comes to think of modern, romantic
poetry as the exemplary instance of human freedom, its fullest expression and
articulation.”71 Literature –a.k.a. romantic poetry/poesy—faced the enormous challenge
of somehow preserving in its written forms the creative spontaneity of poesy. According
to the early romantics, this spontaneity best manifested itself during spoken dialogue as
originally conceived in the Socratic tradition. As the synthesis of poesy and philosophy,
literature was meant to generate a never-ending reflection on the conditions of possibility
of man’s freedom of imagination. Furthermore, in allowing the poet to establish through
praxis her own laws for the products of her understanding and imagination, poesy
becomes the supreme locus of freedom. As Schlegel states in AF 116, “the will of the
poet can tolerate no law above itself.”
But if freedom is the primordial essence of the subject, and as such infinite, there
will always be an incommensurable distance between the absolute freedom that thrives in
poesy and the material form of the work, which in its necessary finitude inexorably halts
the movement of poesy. The romantics sought to find at least provisional, tentative ways
to bridge the abyss that as described by AF 116 goes from “the greatest systems of art”
(the theories of form) to the “kiss that the child breathes forth” (the ungraspable
complexity of experience). By becoming aware of the abyss that under the conditions of
modern society separated all forms of representation from the experience of freedom that
transpires in poesy, the modern subject qua romantic poet must resign herself to accept
that “there is no [adequate] form” to reflect that boundless freedom (or the “entire spirit
of an author” as Schlegel put it).
This inadequacy of the forms known to modern art brings us back to Manfred
Frank’s thick description of the Frühromantik as “a version of ontological and
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epistemological realism.” This is because in following Kant, the Jena romantics admitted
from the outset that there was an unbridgeable gap between consciousness (autonomous
subject) and reality (nature), and turned this gap into the main foundation of their theory.
As a consequence, the subject is able neither to acquire an immediate knowledge of
reality nor to concoct forms that adequately represent that reality. This why ontological
and epistemological realism are inextricably intertwined in early romantic thought. More
significant, the acceptance of this realism to the second power exacerbated the romantics’
desire to strive for an aesthetic form that would best convey the freedom experienced in
poesy.
Schlegel and Novalis found a possible solution to the antinomy of freedom and
form in the genre of the fragment. Indeed, it is no accident that Schlegel wrote the
manifesto of German romanticism in the form of a fragment. The Athenäum Fragments
as a whole are regarded the most emblematic work of romantic theory insofar as they
represent the romantics’ attempt to bring together poesy and philosophy, or rather
practice and theory. The fragment also gave to the romantics a chance to articulate their
reflections on the conundrums of modern subjectivity with a remarkable power of
synthesis, avoiding any systematic exposition. However, despite the importance that
Schlegel and Novalis gave to the fragment as ideal vehicle of critical thought, we will not
find in their writings any theoretical definition of the fragment as a literary genre.72 In
fact, they had a very good reason to keep us guessing.
The Jena romantics thought that the fragment was the most adequate form to
represent poesy precisely because the artwork was for them just the tentative instantiation
of poesy that was self-consciously riven by a critique of its own finite condition. In its
incompleteness, the fragment unequivocally points to the moment of its estrangement
from the open processes of poesy. Under the “will of the poet” the work is torn asunder
from the chaos of imagination and materializes as a singular, crystallized form. The
tearing away of form from poesy is then the necessary rite of passage that brings the work
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into being within the world of appearances. As Lacoue-Labarte and Nancy have
explained it,
the essence of the fragment is individuation. As an indicator of a process
[poesy] rather than of a fixed state [the work], this term [actually coined
by Nietzsche] is in agreement with the important Athenäum Fragment
116, where the ‘particular essence’ of romantic poetry is ‘that it should
forever be becoming and never be perfected.”73
In choosing the form of the fragment to define literature, Schlegel sought to show
that the fragment was the most adequate representation of the constant flux of poesy. The
adequacy of the fragment lay in its capacity to show that the work –prior to and beyond
any thought it conveys—is always irrevocably truncated. Just like Richard III, one of
Schlegel’s favorite Shakespearean characters, the fragment instantly appears to us
“deformed, unfinished, sent before its time into this breathing world,” asserting itself as
the signifier of modernity’s incompletion.
The romantics, however, by no means believed that the fragment was the only
adequate form in the art of modernity. The fragmentary condition of the modern artwork
did not reside in the lack of completeness evinced by its actual form, but rather in how
each work established in its own terms a critical relationship with the conventions of
form and genre to which every work was genealogically bound.74 After all, every modern
work could not help but to be a fragment, because no form could ever fully convey what
AF 116 called the infinite “essence” of poesy. By turning the chaotic condition of poesy
into a philosophical foundation of their theoretical edifice, the early romantics radically
altered the neoclassical concept of art that had prevailed up to the end of the
Enlightenment. As Haynes Horne has summarized it,
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Jena romanticism describes a modern, romantic episteme that recognizes
flux as an essential characteristic of the age. In unromantic fashion, Early
Romanticism seeks accommodation with this flux, inviting it into its
knowledge-theoretical premises, and tapping its power to drive the
production of modern poesy.75
Therefore, the “essence” of romantic poesy materialized in any artwork that selfconsciously conveyed, independently of its form and genre, the fragmentary condition of
the modern subject. This fragmentary nature of the subject stemmed from the temporal
dislocation effected by the separation of modernity from antiquity that constituted the
source of history. I shall argue in the next chapter that Beethoven integrated into the
musical structure this sense of temporal dislocation that pervaded modern life by eliciting
in the listener, at the caesural crucibles of the work, the feeling that “time is out of joint.”
Beethoven’s manipulation of the perception of time through music is in my opinion a
direct reflection of the fragmentary condition of the modern subject.
Certainly, Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis wrote an impressive number of
fragments in which they laid out the basic principles and problems of their aesthetic
critique, yet they did not consider the fragment the only formal paradigm of modern art.
For this reason it is more appropriate to talk of the fragmentary condition of the modern
work rather than of the fragment as a universal form. Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy, who
made the romantic fragment the leitmotif of The Literary Absolute, repeatedly state
throughout the book that “the fragment as such does not incarnate the work,” and adding
that,
Nowhere in the [early romantics’] texts will we find a theory of the work
as fragment, purely, and simply, although the signs or tokens of such a
theory are everywhere. For the romantics, the work [any work] never
ceases to imply the fundamental motif of completion. Indeed, they raise
this motif to a peak of intensity. The genuine work, the absolute,
harmonic, and universal work, is a “life of the Spirit” in which “all
individuals live,” according to the last of the Fragments (AF 451),
particularly as opposed to “works of isolated,” and hence fragmented
“poetry and philosophy,” whose very completion remains incomplete
[emphasis added].76
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Indeed, Schlegel states in AF 451 that for a complete work to be possible at all it
is first necessary to bring about the universal unity “of all forms and substances…
through the conjunction of poetry and philosophy.”77 As long as the fusion of poetry and
philosophy remains unattainable, no complete work can ever be produced. Yet every
work can become an attempt on the road to achieve that fusion by disclosing its
fragmentary character, and turning itself into one more positive step in the infinite
progression towards completion. For Schlegel, even the “greatest, most universal works
of isolated poetry and philosophy seem to lack [the] final synthesis” that brings
completion. In the romantics’ opinion the best that literature could do was to produce
works that self-consciously assumed the incompleteness of the modern world and subject.
But if the fragmentary condition of the literary does not lie in the actual form of
the work then, what is that which warrants to the work such a condition? As stated in AF
116, the romantics’ answer to this question was Witz (wit). In Schlegel’s words, to
achieve the fusion of theory and practice, literature had to “poeticize wit.” Wit meant for
the Jena romantics irony, and although in many instances they used both terms
interchangeably, they did not exactly mean the same. Within romantic theory, irony is
actually identified as the “putting-into-form” of the whims of wit. As such, irony
becomes the formal attempt to integrate and record the spontaneity of wit into the work’s
structure. As I described it in the methodological considerations, romantic irony can be
said to be a vain attempt to formalize the formless. However, from the romantic
perspective, to know a priori that such an attempt is doomed from the start should by no
means preclude us from striving. In fact, the awareness of this improbability was for the
romantics the most urgent reason to keep trying even harder. In sum, “to poeticize wit”
meant to materialize in the beautiful form the dislocations effected by the whims of wit as
a way to convey through the work’s structure the fragmentary condition of the modern
subject.
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In the midst of the crisis of the subject in which completion is no longer possible,
to poeticize wit, that is, to make something beautiful out of the sour ironies elicited by
our understanding of the futility of existence was regarded as the most sensible and
productive way out. In Frank’s words, romantic irony “corrects [with a laugh] the false
esteem of an atomized world, in that it –for the time being only within the realm of the
imaginary—mocks as null that which spreads itself out as substantial reality.” To be sure,
irony cannot solve the divisions that assailed modern society after the disenchantment of
nature. Yet, the cathartic laugh provoked by irony works as the scratching that brings
momentary relief to the existential itch of the modern subject. According to the Jena
romantics, irony as the carrier of existential humor makes possible to simultaneously
embrace and critique the illusory character of representation, giving us the chance to step
out even from the necessary representations of our own self (the subjective identity we
develop for ourselves). As Schlegel has explained it:
The one activity, however, through which consciousness announces itself
most as a fragment is through wit. The essence of wit is to be found
precisely in disjointedness and originates in turn from the disjointedness
and derivation of consciousness itself. This ability, which is not usually
given enough attention, is the particular, individual form in which the
highest appears to human consciousness, insofar as it is derived and
subordinated at all.78
In its capacity to create “disjointedness” within the work, dislocating the
subjective perception of time and/or space via the forms of the literary, wit was the basic
principle that identified modern art. Furthermore, by transitorily opening for the
observing subject an imaginary place lying “in between” the signified and the signifier
(somewhere outside the webs of representation) irony could expose the fragmentary
nature of all artworks, reflecting the condition of the modern subject. Within romantic
thought then, fragment and irony are two sides of the same coin. However, irony
ultimately supersedes even the contingencies of form because, no matter the actual form,
as soon as a work is illuminated by the sudden flash of the ironic, its fragmentary nature
is at once revealed.
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IV. “TO POETICIZE WIT”:
IRONY AND THE LITERARY CONDITION
By now, we have sufficiently established the critical importance of irony in the
articulation of romantic theory and literature. However, before moving on to discuss the
relationship between music, irony, and the literary condition, it is first necessary to delve
into the philosophical and historical significance of the word irony, its etymology, and
the role it played in situating the discourse of early romanticism in relationship to other
discursive traditions. The German word Witz, which the early romantics likened to the
French esprit, was in fact the originary generic term they used to describe the ironic
worldview in philosophy. The literal equivalent in English is wit, or witticism, but irony
has become the standard translation, particularly in aesthetic theory.79 For the Jena
romantics Witz stood for a wholly new, vital attitude that worked as an alternative
perspective in life. This attitude empowered the modern author to play freely with the
established formal conventions in order to create a singular work.
As we have discussed above, irony was not only a motif but also a pervasive
mode of critique in the Athenäum Fragments. As such, romantic irony was by no means
confined to the genre of the fragment. Kicking it up another notch in his controversial
essay On Incomprehensibility, the closing text in the last issue of Athenäum, Schlegel
stated that all of the writings published in the journal had been imbued with an ironic
spirit. 80 In this essay, Schlegel articulated an ardent defense of the philosophical ideas
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presented in the journal as a response to accusations of obscurity and arrogance from
other German intellectuals of the time. Schlegel claimed that writings such as the
Athenäum Fragments deliberately played with the semantic indeterminacies of language
both through their form and content. Irony itself, Schlegel added, was an ambiguous,
dynamic concept that resisted any definition and its reason of being precisely was to
create ambiguity and dislocation in the structures of representation. This ironic
experimentation with the ambiguities arising from the gap between aesthetic thought and
representation was a direct consequence of the romantics’ skeptical attitude towards all
forms of knowledge. Already in his early writings, Schlegel had traced back this general
skepticism to the Socratic method of inquiry that shaped the course of Western
philosophy. Laying out the linkage between philosophy, irony, and poesy, Schlegel wrote
in Critical Fragment no. 42:
Philosophy is the real homeland of irony [Ironie], which one would like to
define as logical beauty: for wherever philosophy appears in oral or
written dialogue –and is not simply confined into rigid systems—there
irony should be asked for and provided. And even the Stoics considered
urbanity a virtue. Of course, there is also a rhetorical species of irony
which, sparingly used, has an excellent effect, especially in polemics; but
compared to the sublime urbanity of the Socratic muse, it is like the pomp
of the most splendid oration set over against the noble style of an ancient
tragedy. Only poetry [Poesie] can also reach the heights of philosophy in
this way, and only poetry does not restrict itself to isolated ironical
passages, as rhetoric does. There are ancient and modern poems that are
pervaded by the divine breath of irony throughout and informed by a truly
transcendental buffoonery. Internally: the mood that surveys everything
and rises infinitely above all limitations, even above its own art, virtue, or
genius; externally, in its execution: the mimic style of an averagely gifted
Italian buffo [emphasis added]. 81
Here irony is described as the element of reflection that makes it possible to think
differently and to question the conditions of possibility of thinking itself, that is, to
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critique. Philosophical irony leads us to see beyond the schemes of logical-discursive
thinking that “confined into rigid systems” the freedom of reflection and imagination.
However, even though the ironic gaze initially belonged to philosophy, Schlegel
maintains that only in poesy could irony be more than an isolated rhetorical gesture, by
producing a work whose entire form was to be “pervaded by the divine breath of irony.”
For the early romantics irony operating as a formal principle could expose from within
the work itself the arbitrariness of representation, and reveal the fragmentary condition of
modern art forms by suddenly interrupting the suspension of disbelief demanded by the
protocols of representation. The Jena romantics therefore maintained that the existential
questioning implied by irony could only be fully experienced in poesy, where chaos and
heterogeneity –as opposite principles of discursive logic—reigned supreme. As LacoueLabarthe and Nancy have explained it:
As a result of a tradition that goes back to the seventeenth century, Witz is
basically qualified as a unification of heterogeneous elements; that is, both
as a substitute for true conception (which occurs in and by the
homogeneous) and as the double of judgment (which links together the
heterogeneous only under the control of the homogeneous). It is as if, on
the basis of its semantic origin… Witz (wit) constituted the other name
and the other “concept” of knowledge, or rather the name and “concept”
of knowledge that is other: of knowledge that is other than the knowledge
of analytic and predicative discursivity [emphasis added].82
Poesy was then the locus for the “other” of analytic knowledge based on
Cartesian logic. Wit, the source of irony, found itself at home in poesy because
heterogeneity, non-linearity, chaos, and the sudden and unexpected constitute the
unfettered rules of poesy.83 For the early romantics wit was that element of thought that
flashes in a moment of sudden inspiration to disrupt the linear logic of a conversation,
82
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and it was most vividly experienced in the quick and unexpected response that turns
upside down a concept or an argument during a stimulating dialogue at the salon. Hence,
the primordial source of irony was to be found in the oral exchange occasioned by live
dialogue. It was this spontaneity of wit that according to Schlegel had to be assimilated
into the work in a carefully planned fashion. The main goal was to provoke the illusion of
autopoesy, creating a form able to elicit the feeling that the work constitutes itself “in the
moment,” as the reading or the performance progresses. Elaborating further on this
notion, Schlegel wrote in AF no. 394,
It’s a great mistake to try to restrict wit to society. By their overwhelming
power, their infinite content, and their classical form, the best ideas often
cause an embarrassing pause in the conversation. It’s just that real wit is
still conceivable only in written form, like laws. 84
In order to acquire a lasting presence through beautiful appearance, wit had to be
transferred from the oral realm to the written form, with the goal of breathing new life
into the established conventions of form and genre. In its capacity to productively
transform those conventions, wit was seen as the reaffirmation of freedom in the work.
Once it has been assimilated into the written form, wit becomes romantic irony. More
importantly, as the self-reflexive formalization of wit, irony turns what otherwise would
remain a mere artifact (the “product” of craft) into a work of art (the “fruit” of poesy).
For Schlegel and Novalis in particular, the irony at play in an original artwork makes
possible to create in the subject’s perception an imaginary space that hovers between the
spontaneous and the systematic, the formless and the formed. Here we have touched upon
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what I consider the furthest reaching aspect of irony, not only for the depth of its
philosophical implications but also because of the enormous influence this romantic
formulation of irony had in the development of the formal practices of modernist art,
literature, and music. Dwelling on the paradoxical nature of that irreducible relationship
between form, wit, and irony, Schlegel stated in AF no. 383 that,
There is a kind of wit [Witz] which, because of its solidity, thoroughness and
symmetry, one is tempted to call architectonic wit. Expressed satirically, it
produces the only real sarcasms. It has to be properly systematic, and then again
it doesn’t; with all its completeness, something should still seem to be missing, as
if torn away. This baroque quality may very well be the source of the grand style
in wit [emphasis added].85
By architectonic wit Schlegel means irony, that is, the formal disruption through
which wit materializes in the work and acquires a lasting presence.86 In other words,
irony is the putting-into-form of wit. As Walter Benjamin has demonstrated in his
groundbreaking dissertation on the early romantics, romantic irony is first of all “formal
irony.”87 Benjamin’s reading of Schlegel, Novalis, and Hölderlin, and his concept of
formal irony were surely instrumental in his own project of redefining literary critique. In
the process, Benjamin presented romantic theory as a discursive practice whose protocols
were aimed at framing the task of the critic (or “translator”) as a continuation of the
author’s creative process, or rather, as an interpretive reenactment of the work’s initial
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poesy.88 Despite a few serious mistakes due to a combination of lack and mishandling of
primary sources, Benjamin’s insights into early romantic theory in general, and into irony
in particular are certainly illuminating. For first time in the reception of Jena
romanticism, Benjamin called attention to the revolutionary ways in which romantic
theory investigated the medium-like condition (the “mediality”) of art and language and
reflected on the “infinite” mediations occasioned in the production of aesthetic forms.
According to Benjamin, formal (romantic) irony represented the objective
moment in the work, the moment of rupture in which by leaving behind the contingencies
of form the work pointed towards the universal idea of art (for the romantics, this
universal idea lay in an infinite progression towards the fusion of theory and practice,
philosophy and art). Freely paraphrasing Schlegel in his groundbreaking review of
Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister,89 Benjamin famously defined formal irony “as the paradoxical
attempt to build the edifice by undoing it.”90 Formal irony becomes then the strategic
operation that makes possible to problematize the form from within itself by breaking the
limitations imposed by the dominant practices for a given medium at a given historical
time. In doing so, irony exposes the illusion behind any system of representation. By
shaping a form that self-reflexively acknowledge that illusion, romantic irony becomes
the necessary condition to transcend the deceptive nature of modern forms. As such,
irony generates those moments of change and uncertainty that seem to shatter the work’s
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structure. Benjamin describes the contradictory nature of romantic irony with a
compelling metaphor:
What dissolves in the ray of irony is the illusion alone; but the core of the
work remains indestructible, because this core consists not in ecstasy,
which can be disintegrated, but in the unassailable, sober prosaic form.91
Echoing writings by Schlegel, Hölderlin, and Novalis, Benjamin points out that
the work’s possibility to transcend its deceiving nature ultimately lies in the very
materiality of the prosaic form. At the end of the day, the author’s truth lay in his
capacity to manipulate materials and make out of them a form.92 Yet, the
“indestructibility” of the work can only spring from the capacity to disruptive elements
aimed at the undoing of certain conventions on which the form is founded. The romantic
theory of irony casts in a revolutionary light the irreducible relationship between
convention and innovation that regulated modern aesthetic practices. It is my contention
that by way of its concept of irony, early romantic theory ultimately meant the
legitimization on metaphysical grounds of the dynamics of constant innovation that
propelled the art of modernity. In the trajectory of thought that goes from the crisis of the
subject to the undoing of form performed through irony, the Jena romantics validated art
as a set of practices whose reason of being was their constant progression towards a
future that is projected onto infinity (an “infinite progression”).93
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The undoing of the work performed by irony was nothing else than a reappraisal
of the combined forces of “self-creation” and “self-destruction” that they considered
intrinsic to poesy. The work was the result of an arbitrary and unstable balance between
those forces under conditions imposed by the material limitations of finite forms. From
this perspective, irony was the ideal medium to convey the irresolvable dialectical tension
between material form and poesy. As Fred Rush has pointed out, irony itself was for
Schlegel a “form of historical dialectic,” and Hegel himself was perhaps influenced by
Schlegel’s ideas in the development of his own notion of dialectic.94 In AF 121 Schlegel
maintained that romantic irony carried out a special kind of dialectic, one that does not
foresee a possibility of resolution. Quite to the contrary, the dialectic of irony produces “a
continual self-creating interchange of two conflicting thoughts.” 95 The romantics argued
that this resistance to any form of sublation made possible to keep producing new,
singular forms in art. The interchange of “conflicting thoughts” constituted the
historicized source that generated the subject’s creative energies thriving in poesy. As
Rush has further explained it,
Romantic irony juxtaposes a definite content with the fact that it is not
definitive, in this way obliquely indicating an unspecifiable total context
forever beyond reach. While it is true that irony does not involve a
contradiction involving the content of two claims, an ironic work does
contrast the apparent completeness of a work of fragment with its
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“opposite,” i.e. with its ultimate incompleteness. Ironic dialectic is
historical, contextual and open-ended…” [emphasis added].96
This open-ended dialectic of irony was the romantics’ way of finding, as Schlegel
would put it, a way of getting to the middle by joining the extremes while at the same
time rejecting the possibility of sublation. I argue that this attempt to preserve both
“extremes” of a dialectical pair is a general principle that identifies the literary condition.
Minimally, this condition means that the self-reflexively modern work carries within
itself an ironic questioning of its own conditions as a representational form. The literary
condition also entailed the privileging of the form from an idealist standpoint that
ultimately disdained the most “prosaic” elements of the work, its thing-like nature as
technological artifact. Even though the early romantics first acknowledged the mediumspecificity of artistic practices, the concept of artwork that was instituted within the
literary rested on an abstracted notion of aesthetic form. The concept of form that
emerged was thus riven by an insidious anxiety over the thing-like condition of artworks.
As an open-ended dialectic, romantic irony was a way to productively channel that
anxiety. In this sense, romantic irony was shot through with the irreducible tension
between that abstract idea of form and the medium-specific practices and technologies
that made possible modern art. This uneasiness in accepting the artifactual nature of the
arts was exacerbated by the romantics’ longing for a reconciliation of consciousness and
nature that lay far beyond and unattainable in an ideal world (the alleged primordial unity
of Being). In sum, the concept of aesthetic form introduced by the Jena romantics
eventually prompted a naturalized notion of form that eschewed material aspects
involved in the production of artworks. To be sure, this view of art got ingrained in the
social imaginary of Western modernity and neutralized the subtle dialectic approach that
had characterized early romantic thought.
Through the interpretive criticism that E.T.A. Hoffmann initiated, that tension
between abstract form and material practice was ultimately resolved in favor of the
“immaterial” tendencies contained within early romantic discourse. Music was as a
consequence idealized as the vehicle of “the ineffable.” As a consequence, we see that
music appears in innumerable romantic novels as the ubiquitous locus for that which
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language was unable to convey. Presumably free from the constraints that socially
determined meaning imposed on the linguistic sign, instrumental music was assumed to
be “pure form,” and declared the most abstract of all arts. As such, music without words
was upgraded to the top of the pyramid in the system of the modern arts, rebutting a long
tradition that had considered it an inferior form of entertainment. Hence, taking
instrumental music as the paradigm, and with Beethoven’s works as exemplary instances,
the concept of artwork brought about by the literary effected an operation of
epistemological purification of art from which the modern work has never fully
recovered. 97 Musical form then acquired an unstable epistemic condition that I call the
materiality of the literary. This status sweeps under the carpet the technological aspects
that are necessary conditions for the composition, performance, and reception of music,
and deems trivial the practices that, developed within the economy of print culture, were
instrumental in the emergence of the romantic/modern aesthetic experience. I claim that
this elusive type of materiality, which was a projection of the substance-less condition of
the subject, is the defining attribute of the literary, and that Beethoven’s instrumental
music archetypically embodied this condition.
The transfiguration of musical form into a materiality of the literary had a
metaphysical foundation that can shed light on the connection that existed between the
modern condition of the subject and the interpretation of Beethoven’s instrumental music
as aesthetic symbols of that condition. Yet, before discussing this metaphysical linkage,
we should retrace our steps and bring back here the concept of romantic irony. As
discussed, above, wit—he original source of irony—was considered a spontaneous,
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ungraspable element of thought that disrupted the expected turn of events. The essence of
irony lay for this reason in the disjointedness that formal irony could generate from
within the form. Disjointedness, indeterminacy, and the angst that comes with them
constituted for the romantics the true nature of subjectivity. In the words of Ludwig
Tieck, “humans are nothing but inconsistency and contradiction.”98 Thus, artworks
themselves cannot be but contradictory and inconsistent insofar as they reflect in their
forms the essence of the modern self. It was this awareness about the flawed condition of
humanity that led the early romantics to conceive of artworks as fragmentary entities. 99
In following this reasoning, the semantic indeterminacy of instrumental music was turned
into its most valuable attribute, and ultimately led E. T. A. Hoffmann to declare music
“the most romantic of all arts.” Music’s indeterminacy thus made it the freest of all art
forms. As Schlegel explained it,
[the medium of] music has an infinite advantage [over language, the
medium of poetry], insofar as it is something completely mobile; for
through [music], one distances oneself one step further from the rigidity
and immobility of the thing [the work] and [one step closer] to freedom.100
Schlegel’s statement sums up what became the predominant view of music in
subsequent literary discourses. Assumed to be pure form, music was deemed the source
of an ever-changing process liberated from the limitations imposed on language. It is for
this reason that, according to Frank, “music, as a completely temporal art form,
corresponds best to the fluidity of a substance-less I.” 101 Therefore, the emergence of
Beethoven’s instrumental works as symbols of the modern had its metaphysical
foundations in crisis of the subject triggered by Kant. Music, now regarded the best
medium to convey that “substance-less” subject, was perceived as an embodiment of the
elusive material condition that identified the forms of the literary. As the concept of
aesthetic form introduced by the early romantics induced an abstraction that erased the
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technological aspects of the work, the discursive categories and values of the literary
were transferred to music through the interpretive practices of hermeneutical criticism
(with E.T.A. Hoffmann’s reviews representing the first models of this application).
Above all, this maneuver implied a massive epistemological transfer of values and
categories from the domain of the literary that paradoxically legitimized instrumental
music as a privileged source of critique. Music, in its character of performing art, was
simultaneously abducted and privileged through this transfer: first idealized as aesthetic
vehicle of the absolute (“pure form”), and then discursively subsumed into the domain of
the literary. The materiality of the literary thus originated in the precarious symbiosis
adumbrated with these epistemic maneuvers.
Beethoven developed through the new formal strategies of instrumental music the
possibilities of experimentation that romantic theory legitimated. Furthermore, Beethoven
enjoyed of greater freedom than his classical predecessors when manipulating the
subjective perception of time, and could go even further than the literary authors of his
time. One may argue that in works of the late style such as the piano sonatas opp. 106 and
111 the listening subject can experience something very close to the “babbling” that, as
Novalis stated, expresses the ultimate truth of any medium that works as a system of
representation.102 Judging from a crucial shift in the handling of form he started in 1802,
Beethoven intuitively understood the new path that the early romantics opened in
Western aesthetics. From then on, Beethoven developed musical structures that
increasingly complicated the subjective perception of time in ways that no composer
before him had even dared to try. By repeatedly interrupting the course of events and
deceiving expectations nurtured through the syntax of functional tonality, Beethoven
sought to elicit in his listeners a heightened sense of uncertainty. This manipulation of
musical time would be seen as a reflection on the existential crisis lying at the heart of the
modern self. In this sense, Beethoven’s instrumental forms represent compelling
instantiations of that elusive materiality of the literary.
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CHAPTER THREE.
LITERARY CRITIQUE VERSUS NEOCLASSICAL POETICS:
EARLY ROMANTICISM AND PRINT CULTURE
The true artist has no pride. He sees
unfortunately that art has no limits; he has a
vague awareness of how far he is from
reaching his goal; and while others may
perhaps be admiring him, he laments the
fact that he has not yet reached the point
whither his better genius only lights the way
for him like a distant sun.
Beethoven,
Letter to Emilie M., 1812.1
Everyone’s view of poetry is true and good
as far as that view itself is poetry. But since
one’s poetry is limited, just because it is
one’s own, so one’s view of poetry must of
necessity be limited... In reaching out time
and again beyond himself to seek and find
the complement of his innermost being in the
depths of another, [one] is certain to return
ever to himself. The play of communicating
and approaching is the business and the
force of life; absolute perfection exists only
in death.
Friedrich Schlegel,
Dialogue on Poetry, 1800.2
I. ROMANTIC IRONY IN THE CONTEXT OF PRINT CULTURE
According to the Jena romantics, the rule-based aesthetics of the Enlightenment
had been rendered obsolete by the great literary works of the “modern masters,” an
eclectic group including Goethe, Shakespeare, Dante, and Cervantes. Arguably, the
romantics’ literary theory was primarily aimed at questioning the received wisdom about
1
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the nature of artistic practices by reflecting on a set of literary works that had already
revolutionized the forms of prose fiction in the Western world. For this reason, romantic
theory entailed a critique of the rhetorical tradition that had dominated aesthetic criticism
throughout the Enlightenment. The most influential works of criticism published in the
seventeenth and early eighteenth century were based on rhetorical notions of genre and
style, and sought to regulate the contemporary poetic genres by prescribing the strict
imitation of the models inherited from Antiquity. However, as the early romantics were
quick to point out, works like Cervantes’s novels or Shakespeare’s plays fell outside the
rules of genre and style established by neoclassical norms.3 In a stark contrast, the early
romantics built their theory using as models precisely the works by such authors. For the
early romantics, irony was the “spirit” that identified the genius of both Shakespeare and
Cervantes. In order to understand the far-reaching implications of the romantic theory of
irony as well as its significance within post-Kantian critique, we must first situate the
concept of irony in the context of the debates taking place in the field of literary criticism
during the late eighteenth century. In doing so, we shall see that the early romantics
disputed the legitimacy of neoclassical norms insofar as they also rejected the classical
notion of mimesis, the tradition of aesthetic thought upholding that art was above all an
imitation of nature.
Without exception, the authoritative reference works in literary criticism make a
clear distinction, set up against the background of eighteenth-century aesthetics, between
two very different concepts of irony. Camille R. La Bossière has cogently synthesized the
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profound discrepancies between the two concepts of irony in the Encyclopedia of
Contemporary Literary Theory:
The critical history of irony invites a broad distinction between two uses
of the term. In its first sense, dominant till the end of the 18th century, the
term refers to a rhetorical or verbal mode –the dissimulation of ignorance
(Gr. eironeia) by one who says other or less than he means (eiron) – as
exemplified by Socrates in the Dialogues. Classical rhetoricians defined
irony as a figure and a trope… Use of the term irony in its second, and
much more complex sense, was introduced by German romantic theorists
in the late 18th and early 19th centuries. Friedrich Schlegel’s redefinition is
pivotal: irony is “the recognition of the fact that the world in its essence is
paradoxical and that an ambivalent attitude alone can grasp its
contradictory totality” (Wellek, 14).4
On the one hand, there existed a concept of irony that was transmitted through the
tradition of neoclassical rhetoric that had been first codified in the works of Cicero and
Quintilian. On the other hand, we have the theory of irony the early romantics
formulated as a response to the crisis of the subject inaugurated by Kant.5 For the
romantics, irony was certainly much more than a rhetorical figure—surfacing as such
only in “isolated passages” as Schlegel remarked—and represented the main symptom of
an existential attitude that governed the examined life of the poet-philosopher. It comes
as no surprise then that romantic irony was aimed at contesting neoclassical aesthetics
and rhetoric, for which irony was just another figure of speech.6 Quintilian, whose
treatise Institutio oratoriae was one of the most influential sources for the revival of
rhetoric in the Renaissance, had formulated what at the time of the romantics was still the
most widely accepted definition of irony. Considering irony a special kind of allegorical
figure, Quintillian offers in Book 8 of his treatise the following definition:
In the other kind of allegory, where what is expressed is quite contrary to
what is meant, there is irony, which our rhetoricians call illusio, and which
4
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is understood either from the mode of delivery, the character of the
speaker, or the nature of the subject. If any of these are at variance with
the words, it is apparent that the intention is different from the expression.
Indeed, as with most tropes, it is requisite to consider what is said and of
whom, because it is doubtless allowable, as is observed elsewhere, to
censure with pretended praise, and to praise under the appearance of
censure.7
Later in his treatise, after invoking Cicero’s description of irony as a form of
“urban dissimulation,” Quintilian reiterates that irony is either a figure or a trope used by
speakers to mean “the contrary of what is actually said.”8 From this definition we can
tease out the most important epistemological difference between rhetorical irony and
romantic irony. According to the linguistic theory embodied in the practices of rhetoric,
language was an instrument of persuasion to be mastered by following pre-established
rules that remained impervious to the winds of history. Hence, the rhetorical notion of
effective speech relied on the principle that words had a stable and definite meaning,
unaffected by historical changes in usage. For this reason, it was assumed as a selfevident fact that audiences could distinguish the “intended” meaning of the words from
the words’ “actual” meaning. In opposition to this worldview, the Jena romantics
disclosed through their critique the arbitrary nature of language as a medium of
representation, a medium they described as a system of signs that generated meaning
through inter-subjective processes in constant evolution. Both Friedrich Schlegel and
Novalis argued that it was actually impossible to make clear-cut distinctions between
“what is said” and “what is meant.” In the rhetorical tradition instead, contradictions
between meaning and intention were considered to be self-evident. On the contrary, the
romantics held that the ambiguities generated by irony actually permeated every
utterance regardless of our intentions. Irony merely exacerbated those contradictions for
an aesthetic end. For this reason, the romantics claimed that any critical understanding of
language had to start by accepting that ambiguity was intrinsic to any process of
signification. As Claire Colebrook has explained it,
7
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[Romantic] irony was not just signaling the opposite of what was said; it
was the expression of both sides or viewpoints at once in the form of
contradiction or paradox: “Irony is the form of paradox. Paradox is
everything simultaneously good and great” (Schlegel, 1991, 6). And any
reader who feels that ‘behind’ the irony there is a hidden sense has fallen
into the very simplicity and singleness of viewpoint that irony sets out to
destroy.”9
For the romantics the notion that language worked as a transparent medium, that
is, reflecting reality without mediation, was nothing but a sophistic illusion. Indeed, both
Schlegel and Novalis argued that the strength of “romantic poesy” lay in its embracing of
the arbitrariness of the linguistic sign.10 This attitude also opened the doors for the
infinite perfectibility of art, turning its history into an infinite progression. The Jena
romantics disclosed through their theory of language that the material opacity of the
linguistic sign had been all along hiding in plain sight. Such a view also dismissed
classical logic, insofar as it considered that the validity of an argument relied on the
universal principle of non-contradiction. Romantic irony, as we discussed in the previous
chapter, was actually the romantics’ way to embrace contradiction through an open-ended
dialectic that rejected the idea of a final, absolute synthesis (or Aufhebung). In the
romantic sense, to be ironic meant to be always open to the possibility that the contrary of
what we believe can also be true, and that in a conception of time in which no “end of
history” is possible, both poles of a binary actually coexist and reshape each other
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through a perpetual alternation.11 According to Colebrook, irony is “not saying something
other than what is meant in the form of a simple opposition, but saying something while
allowing the possible validity of its contrary.”12 Novalis summed up the philosophy of
language embodied by romantic irony in his thought-provoking Monologue, one of the
emblematic texts of Jena romanticism. According to Novalis, language is just like
mathematical formulae insofar as “they constitute a world in itself… and express nothing
but their own marvelous nature.”13
By way of their ironic understanding of language, the early romantics also
introduced a historicized view of the processes of signification that ran counter to
theological theories of language upholding that “the Word” was originally a divine
revelation. In this regard, Condillac and Herder were the predecessors of the early
romantics’ view of language, as both introduced theories in which the relationship
between the linguistic sign and the thing it names was deemed arbitrary and socially
mediated.14 More importantly, both authors considered that thought itself was shaped
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through the idiosyncratic structures peculiar to a given language.15 In their critique the
Jena romantics developed much further those two notions and complicated the
relationship between language and nature by taking into account the aesthetic dimensions
of experience as intrinsic to any process of signification. As Kurt Mueller-Vollmer has
summarized it,
...the Romantics felt obligated to raise for themselves the fundamental
issues of language, that is, its relation to thought, the nature of reality and
human creativity, and to articulate linguistic theories that would be
relevant to their own endeavours. This was their way of breaking with the
rationalist and empiricist traditions and the deeply ingrained
representational notion of language upon which neoclassicism had erected
its mimetic ideals of literature.16
Language was subjected to the rigors of Kantian (transcendental) critique, and
romantic irony became the formal instrument that performed such a critique. Irony was
thus also a form of aesthetic critique. Furthermore, in early romantic hands, language was
an evolving medium that produced meaning and efficient communication while at the
same time having the power to elicit a sensual pleasure by way of the excess of meaning
that identified the poetic. Aesthetic pleasure was that which made any form of meaning
memorable. Therefore, irony, language and aesthetic pleasure were inextricably
interrelated. For the Jena romantics, irony also summed up the philosophical constellation
of post-Kantian critique by acting as a dynamic force aimed at fusing practice and theory
through artworks. The romantic theory of irony went surely hand in hand with the
romantics, developed further the historicized notion of language introduced by Condillac. The relevant
works in linguistic theory by these authors are: Etienne Bonnot de Condillac, Essay on the Origin of
Human Knowledge, trans. and ed. Hans Aarsleff (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2001), first
published in 1746; and Johann Gottfried Herder, On the Origin of Human Language, ed. and trans. John H.
Moran and Alexander Gode (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1966), first published
in 1772.
15
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romantics’ methodology of aesthetic criticism, which signaled the beginning of “modern”
literary criticism. Indeed, the Jena romantics introduced a new set of interpretive
practices that are still widely used. René Wellek’s general description of romantic irony,
included above in La Bossière’s definition, encapsulates well the philosophical vantage
point of romantic critique. From that ironic perspective the romantics transformed the
discursive practices of criticism in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. The
repercussions of their critical work has been so far-reaching that Wellek chose to open his
ambitious History of Modern Criticism by invoking the extraordinary significance of the
romantic revolution:
The history of literary criticism between the middle of the 18th century and
the 1830s is the period which raises most clearly all the fundamental
issues of criticism that are still with us today. It is the period in which the
great system of neoclassical criticism, as it was inherited from antiquity
and built up and codified in Italy and France during the 16th and 17th
centuries, disintegrated, and when diverse new trends emerge which early
in the 19th century crystallized into romantic movements.17
In replacing the “system of neoclassical criticism,” the early romantics laid out
the foundations for the discursive practices that identified modern criticism.18 The key
operative word in this transformation was of course “critique,” as understood in its
philosophical formulation. The word itself—Kritik in Germany, criticism in England—
also acquired its current meaning in the second half of the eighteenth century. Criticism
has become such an integral part of modern humanistic disciplines that, as Alfredo De
Paz has argued, criticism/critique can be even regarded as the “distinctive trait of
modernity.”19 The figure of the critic itself, as a professionalized distinctive endeavor,
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started to emerge a century earlier, and the concept of critic became clearly delineated—
in the usage we give it today—at the end of the eighteenth century. As Douglas Lane
Patey has argued, throughout the Enlightenment the task of the critic was to judge literary
works according to the rules of style and genre that had been first codified by Aristotle.
To be sure, Aristotelian poetics constituted the backbone of neoclassical aesthetics and
rhetoric.20 Following a tradition initiated in the seventeenth century, literary criticism was
above all the criticism of versified genres. At the turn of the eighteenth century France
indisputably was the leading nation in all matters aesthetic, and the French Nicolas
Boileau-Despréaux, the most important aesthetic authority of the period.21
In the tradition of neoclassical criticism, poetic genres had to be classified and
interpreted according to prescriptive rules that set up strict boundaries of style, metrical
structure, and content. Critics such as Boileau analyzed in their treatises examples of
classical poetry, more rarely also including contemporary poetry, to establish and
illustrate the inherited rules of style.22 Fiction in prose, as represented by the “newly
born” novel, remained however in the lowest echelon of the hierarchy of genres, being
either totally ignored or barely mentioned in academic works on poetics.23 The early
romantics inverted the hierarchies established by the neoclassical taxonomies of genre. In
so doing, they reevaluated fictional writings in prose and ultimately turned the novel into
the most representative genre of modernity, insofar as it reflected modern times in a sui
generis way that was fundamentally different from how classical epic poems reflected the
societies of Antiquity. The emergence of modern criticism as prompted by the early
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romantics meant by the same token the romantic glorification of the novel. Prose in the
form of the novel became thus the highest possible form of poetry.24
Friedrich Schlegel first fleshed out the notion that the novel was the modern
poetic genre par excellence in his famous review of Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters
Lehrjahre, considered the foundational text of modern literary criticism.25 In it, Schlegel
disdained and mocked the methods and genres of neoclassical poetics while sketching
general principles for a new method of literary criticism that would comply with the selfreflexive rigor of philosophical critique. Schlegel’s revolutionary program for a modern
literary criticism was at the same time inscribed in the broader socio-historical process
that marked the consolidation of print culture at the end of the eighteenth century.
Schlegel’s new concepts of literary criticism and of literature itself reflected the vast
transformation in writing and reading practices made possible by new material conditions
for the transmission of knowledge.26 As we shall see, chiefly among those new conditions
were: a) the so-called “silent reading revolution,” a consequence of the sustained rise in
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literacy rates together with an explosive growth of the publishing market, bringing about
the privatization of literary experience; b) the emergence of the legal figure of the author,
sanctioned by the first copyright laws, thereby legitimizing the romantic notion of artistic
genius; and c) new pedagogical methods, implemented at all levels of education, methods
that founded on the modern notion of the subject promoted critical thinking as the means
to achieve autonomy. Schlegel’s theory of the novel rode on the crest of the sweeping
wave occasioned by the silent revolution of private reading.27 Before analyzing in detail
Schlegel’s review of Goethe’s novel, we shall first take a detour and discuss aspects of
that socio-historical transformation. An historical analysis of these material conditions
will help us see how they fostered a new network of social practices that transformed the
production as well as the consumption of literature, and how the romantics’ literary
critique was also a way to make sense of those larger transformations.
In spite of the novel’s increasing popularity throughout the eighteenth century,
which fueled the growth of the publishing market, academic circles and critics of the
neoclassical tradition were quite slow in accepting it as a valued fictional genre. As we
discussed above, it was not until the arrival of the early romantics that the novel started to
be regarded as the highest “poetic genre” in modernity, even though it was written in
prose. The rise of the novel in the hierarchy of fictional genres marked the culmination of
what has been called the “privatization of literary experience,” undoubtedly one of the
major developments in the emergence of Western modern culture. As a consequence, the
predominantly oral structure of civic life that had been codified through the rules of
rhetoric underwent a comprehensive overhaul. In a culture in which the silent reading of
books becomes the dominant practice both for the transmission of knowledge and for the
“pleasures of the imagination,” the importance of rhetoric, a discipline originally
intended to teach the skills for public speech and the oral delivery of poetic texts, had to
necessarily begin to wane.28 As David Wellbery has explained,
27
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Rhetoric was an emphatically social art. Its field of application was the
immediacy of face-to-face communication and interaction, a field
stratified, of course, according to social rank… Rhetorical doctrine [fell]
into desuetude as the participants in literary communication extricated
themselves from the constraints of oratorical interaction. The privatization
of literary experience, in other words, occurred within a cultural situation
organized around the medium of print, a literary culture of writers and
readers… Romanticism is perhaps the first major epoch in cultural history
to have shaped itself within the medium of print [emphasis added].29
The privatization of literary experience altered the originally communal nature of
aesthetic events and experience, so much so that one may well argue that of all the many
traumatic revolutions taking place in the late eighteenth century, the silent revolution
occasioned by private reading may have been the most significant of all. As I discuss in
more detail below, the complex structure of Goethe’s novels would be unthinkable
without the assumption that readers had to immerse themselves, almost with religious
fervor, in the introspective temporality a novel could create when arresting the reader’s
imagination. Developing further this idea in the next chapter, I will discuss how the new
formal approach that Beethoven started in 1802—as represented in the piano sonatas Op.
31—reflected in musical form the type of temporal complexity that developed with that
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privatization of literary experience.30 The practices of silent reading surely did not belong
to the kind of civic life in which rhetorical speech was conceived. However, the decline
of rhetoric in the so-called philosophical discourse of modernity started much earlier than
the late eighteenth century.
To be sure, Plato had attacked rhetoric already in many of his works. Yet, it was
not until early modernity that the philosophers’ attacks on rhetoric started to really affect
the centrality of the oratorical disciplines in leading intellectual circles. The attack on
rhetoric in fact started at the very beginning of modernity, in the early seventeenth
century, with the first attempts to articulate a “scientific” discourse that would accurately
describe the objects under investigation. 31 Francis Bacon, one of the founding fathers of
modern science, criticized rhetoric on the grounds that it was a corrupted mode of
discourse that falsified the “simple truths” of Nature.32 However, not surprisingly, the
attack on rhetoric that capped this long dispute within the philosophical discourse of
modernity was delivered by Kant. As Renato Barilli has explained, Kant argued that
rhetoric and poetry were inimical modes of discourse, representing two opposite
philosophical worldviews. In Kant’s terms, rhetoric followed preconceived rules without
concerning itself with the pursuit of “the truth.”33 In the Critique of Judgment Kant
30
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argued that rhetoric, as the arts of oratory whose only goal was to persuade a particular
audience, was essentially a deceitful practice. According to Kant,
Since the machinery of persuasion [that describes rhetoric] can be used
equally well to palliate and cloak vice and error, it cannot quite eliminate
our lurking suspicion that we are being artfully hoodwinked. In poetry [on
the other hand] everything proceeds with honesty and sincerity. It informs
us that it wishes to engage in mere entertaining play with the imagination,
namely, one that harmonizes in form with the laws of the understanding; it
does not seek to sneak up on the understanding and ensnare it by a
sensible exhibition.34
Building up on Kant’s arguments, the early romantics set up rhetoric as the
discursive other of the literary. As discussed above, the new institutions and practices of
print culture progressively transformed civic life, and the printed word increasingly
became the most popular medium for the dissemination of ideas. For the philosophers of
Jena, literary writing had very little to do with the idea of having to shape one’s speech to
the particularities of a circumstantial audience. Literature, as the product of romantic
poesy, was supposed to reveal the inner truth at the core of the writing subject, regardless
of the preferences and tastes any potential audience might have. Writing as well as
reading were deemed essentially private acts performed in the intimacy of domestic
spaces.
The discourse of the literary introduced by the romantics was inextricably tied to
the interrelated transformations that characterized the consolidation of print culture. Print
culture, as an interrelated set of new technologies and practices, made possible the
cultural formation that I call the network of the literary. As I see it, the practices that
defined this network radically altered the experience of everyday life in the Western
world, and made possible for individuals to shape their identities according to the new
values of modern subjectivity. The early romantics incorporated those values and
practices in their theory, articulating them in a critique of modern society. In doing so,
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their theory set up the epistemic framework for the modern system of the arts, in which
music and literature occupied—for metaphysical reasons discussed in the previous
chapter—places of privilege.
The number of social transformations taking place at the end of the eighteenth
century is by all measures astonishing. As I have intimated above, the rapid expansion of
the publishing market was certainly one of the most important factors in the consolidation
of the literary network. 35 This growth worked in tandem with a continued rise in literacy
rates that in the course of a few decades added thousands of new potential readers, avid
of purchasing the latest novelties in prose fiction. Particularly in Germany, the second
half of the eighteenth century witnessed what has been considered the “second
printing/reading revolution,” as new methods for typesetting facilitated book production
and made reading more accessible for the middle classes.36 These new material
conditions made possible the definitive consolidation of the institutions of print culture,
such as copyright laws and the modern university. In summing up the major
developments we have so far described, John Bender and David Wellbery have given us
an eloquent portrayal of the conditions that paved the way for early romanticism:
One need only consider the great publishing enterprises of the period—
foremost of all perhaps the Encyclopédie of d’Alembert and Diderot—or
the expansion of literacy that occurred across the eighteenth century, with
its proliferation not only of books but of learned and moral journals.
Practical and theoretical knowledge, not to speak of literature, were no
longer tied to a situation of oratorical exchange, no longer simulated the
35
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scene of face-to-face contact. From mid-century on, print established itself
as the dominant medium of linguistic communication, reading became the
passion of the age, and publishing statistics for the first time caught up
with and surpassed the post-Gutenberg boom of the sixteenth century.
This is another feature of Enlightenment that caused rhetoric’s demise, for
rhetoric took its point of departure form the direct and oral encounters of
classical civic life… it inevitably referred back to a face-to-face oratorical
situation… Rhetoric drowned in a sea of ink.37
These extraordinary changes would have not been possible without structural
changes in the system of public education, which played a fundamental role in
consolidating the empire of the written word. During the last quarter of the eighteenth
century the educational system of the leading European nations increasingly abandoned
the pedagogical practices of the “Latin schools,” whose origins went back to the Middle
Ages. At Latin schools students were expected to memorize classical texts together with
the established rules of rhetoric in order to deliver speeches that imitated the models of
classical Antiquity.38 In the particular case of eighteenth-century Germany, pedagogical
reforms in the public system and new methods of instruction that valued critical reading
radically transformed the learning process of students at all levels of education. The
German speaking lands under the aegis of Prussia progressively abandoned rhetorical
recitation to give priority to the teaching of essayistic writing and the practices of
interpretive reading. To illustrate better this transformation, we will consider two of the
most representative changes, the first regarding children’s alphabetizing in elementary
education, the second one implemented at the highest level of the education system, for
university instruction.
Friedrich Kittler has shown how the new methods to alphabetize children that
started to appear in Germany during the 1770s were inextricably linked to the
philosophical formulation of romantic subjectivity and the new social values it instilled.39
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As Kittler has explained, pedagogues such as Pestalozzi, Campe, and most conspicuously
Heinrich Stephani, published new ABC books for basic instruction in grammar that
abandoned the old rhetorical methods of learning by rote (i.e. entire passages taken from
the Bible) in favor of the “more natural” phonetic method. The importance given to this
method of instruction is made apparent when noting that the list of authors of primers
also included intellectual luminaries such as Herder.40 Stephani, who wrote one of the
most successful ABC books of that time, perfected a phonetic method by which children
learned the sounds of two given letters when combined in a syllable and within a familiar
word they could use in quotidian life.41 This phonetic method was aimed at replacing the
traditional spelling of words taken from religious texts, a method by which children
memorized words they could barely understand or incorporate into everyday experience.
First published in 1797, Stephani’s method applied for the purposes of elementary
instruction the theories of language of early romanticism. Furthermore, in Stephani’s
method, as in any other phonetic primer, writing and reading were taught as interrelated
skills aimed at instilling in children the rudiments of language in an allegedly “natural
way.” Such methods sought to elicit cognitive processes that would help every child to
develop her/his “inner voice.” This inner voice, later equated with the authorial voice of
the writer, was considered an indispensable condition in the process of linguistic
individuation that made it possible to become an autonomous subject. More significantly,
the phonetic ABC books were actually intended to the child’s mother, who was expected
to teach children basic reading and writing skills before they started any formal
schooling. As Kittler has remarked,
Stephani’s method for mothers [meant also] their “self-education as
teachers” and belongs to the great program of education for educators that
had been in progress since Lessing and Kant. Self-education dismissed
imitative learning and produced pure pronunciation for its motherly
teachers through a methodical exploration of the oral cavity. All of
Stephani’s reading-and-writing-instruction books declare war on the
copying of empirical, and therefore imitative, models.42
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In understanding that the subject ultimately becomes so through self-education,
these methods definitely abandoned the practices of memorization and imitation that had
been the staple of rhetorical instruction. This fundamental change in the methods for
children’s alphabetization was actually preceded by reforms in the methods of instruction
employed at German universities. At the institutions of higher learning the progressive
abandonment of rhetorical practices went hand in hand with the beginnings of modern
philology and its new model of interpretive reading, a socio-historical development that
has been traced back to a new type of seminar introduced at the university of Göttingen in
the 1770s. Robert Leventhal has shown how the emergence of the modern disciplines of
interpretation based on a self-reflexive, hence subjective, reading of texts—the
beginnings of modern hermeneutics—meant a revolution in classroom teaching that
ultimately propagated throughout the most important institutions of higher learning in
Western Europe.43
According to Leventhal’s exhaustive research, Christian Gottlob Heyne (17291812), a renowned professor of philology and classics admired by Herder, Goethe and
Schlegel, first developed a modern method of university instruction based on the critical
of language” (as understood by the romantics). Stephani’s “oralization” of the alphabet in order to teach
children how to read “opposed all rote learning and exteriority [that characterized previous rhetorical
methods] with an inner voice, which made letters (as if to illustrate the epistemological break) into ‘nothing
but meaningful tones that together we call language.’” Kittler, Discourse Networks, 33-5.
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interpretation of classical texts. Heyne kept perfecting this method throughout his long
tenure as director of the Philological Seminar at Göttingen, which lasted from 1763 to
1812. In presenting the rationale behind his new method, Heyne argued that in order to
instill in the students the necessary skills to read critically, they had to “be awakened to
their own individual activity, to reflect on what they have heard, [and] to write down
what they have thought.”44 As Leventhal has shown, Heyne’s seminar should also be
understood in the context of the German academic institutions of that period. During the
last years of Heyne’s seminar, German intellectuals produced a series of groundbreaking
studies in philology, written among others by Friedrich Schlegel, Herder, and Wilhelm
von Humboldt. In pointing out the significance of the new interpretive practices
introduced by those studies in conjunction with the changes in methods of instruction,
Leventhal argues that
breakthroughs in modern philological study cannot be considered merely
rhetorical events. They had a profound effect on the workings of the
[modern university] seminar and on the process of self-formation of the
students who passed through it. While strict grammatical interpretation
still preceded the hermeneutical disclosure of the text, dialogue and
individual interpretation replaced the old forms of recitation and
disputation. Of particular significance in this regard is the critical defense
of the written essay. The gradual eclipse of the rhetorical structure of
praesus, respondent, and opponent; the individual production of the
written Aufsatz and the preference for interpretive criticism of the text’s
historical framework mark the birth of the modern seminar [italics
original].45
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The Aufsatz, the written essay that still today is a fundamental component of
university instruction, allowed students to present their personal reflections on a text,
matter, or historical event. Its introduction as part of university education represented a
key development within the network of the literary. Through the process of writing a
personal essay, students could articulate their subjective interpretation of a text under
class discussion, and start developing their singular authorial voice. In the transformation
of university instruction effected through interpretive reading and the personal essay, we
see coming together by way of pedagogical practices, the central values and categories of
romantic discourse, such as the belief that a subject individuated itself through the
combined exercise of reason and imagination, and the need to develop an inner voice in
writing in order to fulfill the desires for freedom and singularity. Students were expected
to produce writings inherently original by being faithful to their inner voice, staying clear
from any vestige of direct imitation.46 Within the domain of the literary, authorship and
imitation became, at least in principle, mutually excluding terms.
Already in 1772, still an unknown young author, Goethe doubted that anything
truly good could be taught by way of rule-based imitation. Reviewing a book on the
cultivation of taste in public schools (Zufällige Gedanken über die Bildung des
Geschmacks in öffentlichen Schulen, by J. G. Purmann), Goethe disparaged the author’s
emphasis on the imitation of famous rhetoricians of Antiquity. In closing his review,
Goethe declares:
We, however, hate all the imitation that the author recommends at the end.
We know there are many whose claim to fame is that they write like
Cicero or Tacitus, but it always demonstrates a lack of genius when they
fall into this misfortune… We would have rather preferred that he [the
author] had stated first of all that taste is formed and emulated from the
contemplation of Nature, and that this is how the young minds should be
educated and informed; nothing feels as beautiful as that which is true and
beautiful in Nature [emphasis added].47
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In opposing rhetorical imitation to the contemplation of Nature, Goethe touches
upon what soon became the metaphysical principle that the romantics invoked to
legitimize the modern concept of authorship. Once again, it was Kant the philosopher
who first articulated the most compelling argument against imitative theories of art. In his
discussion of the concept of genius, Kant affirmed that the true artist reflected the
processes of creation that take place in Nature, and that in imitating nature in its manner
of operation the genius gave “to art its rules.” The artistic genius creates based on a
disinterested contemplation of Nature and by reflecting on its inner, mysterious
processes. As the early romantics would have it, the subject’s freedom manifested itself
at its highest powers in the creative imagination of genius. As we have already discussed,
this power of imagination, which as Kant stated in the Critique of Judgment occasioned
the free harmonious play of all faculties, gave form to the work of art through poiesis, a
chaotic process that did not quite follow or imitate previously established forms.
The notion of genius completed the constellation undergirding the romantic
discourse of the literary. This constellation stemmed from their critical approach to the
relationship between theory and practice and linked the concepts of genius, creative
imagination, poesy, artwork, genre, and irony. Although this discourse seemed to
epitomize a thoroughly idealistic worldview, it also established a causal link between
inventive genius and the production of original poetic forms that provided the legal
grounds upon which European states instituted the figure of the author and the rights of
intellectual property. The socio-historical process culminating in copyright law granting
to authors exclusive rights of intellectual property, effectively linked the very abstract
concepts of the literary with the very concrete material conditions of late eighteenthcentury Europe.48 Certainly, without the possibilities opened by those new conditions,
literary values could have never acquired a regulative force. The emergence of modern
literature as a professionalized writing practice, set apart from everyday speech and
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scientific discourse, would have not happened without the context of a legal system that
protected the rights of writers. The legal figure of the author, which granted exclusive
rights of intellectual property to the writer over the publisher, was in that sense a
determining factor in consolidating the economy of print culture.
As Martha Woodmansee has shown in her seminal book The Author, Art, and the
Market, the metaphysical preoccupations and literary debates of the early romantics did
not operate in a vacuum. Rather, many important issues and the ensuing debates
regarding the nature of aesthetic genres and values actually stemmed from the early
romantics’ struggles to make a living as published authors in the German lands of their
time. In fact, even the aspiration to make a living as a professional writer was something
almost impossible to fulfill throughout most of the eighteenth century. As Woodmansee
has argued,
The “author” in the modern sense is a relatively recent invention, a
product of the… emergence in the eighteenth century of writers who
sought to earn their livelihood from the sale of their writings to the new
and rapidly expanding reading public. In Germany especially, these new,
professional writers found themselves without the kinds of safeguards of
their labors that today are codified in copyright laws. In response to this
problem, and in an effort to establish the economic viability of living by
the pen, these writers set about redefining the nature of writing. Their
reflections on this subject played a critical role in shaping the modern
concept of authorship [emphasis added].49
Woodmansee has exposed with keen historical eye how this new notion of
authorship was directly related to the rise of the middle class and an ever-growing
demand of reading material, which in turn fueled the quick expansion of the publishing
market. Yet, the leading writers of German romanticism did not welcome these sociohistorical developments. Far from it writers such as Goethe, Schiller, and Moritz, felt
threatened by a growing reading public whose taste for sentimental novels and
travelogues was their easy target of disdain. Heinrich von Kleist, the early romantic
playwright who challenged neoclassical conventions of style and content in his dramas,
described in a sarcastic letter written in 1800 to his fiancée, how mortified he was in
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discovering that a lending library he had visited in Würzburg did not own any book by
Goethe.50 In the context of what they deemed a grim reality, the Schlegel brothers,
Schiller, and Goethe, among others, deeply worried about the public’s preference for
novels they saw as plagued by cheap thrills and predictable melodramatic subterfuges.
This is another important reason why Friedrich Schlegel, as we will discuss later, was so
concerned with articulating a theory of the novel that could help to elevate the genre
without becoming prescriptive in a rhetorical way. However, most of the critics of
Schlegel’s time followed precisely the rhetorical ways, seeking to teach the general
public how to differentiate between literature with a capital L and literature as a form of
vapid entertainment. For this reason, efforts to separate ‘the wheat from the chaff’ in
literary matters fueled some of the most heated debates of the period.51
Worried about their meager incomes, the leading writers of early romanticism
engaged in an uphill battle to obtain for themselves exclusive rights of ownership over
the products of their pen.52 The idea that writers could reclaim the exclusive right of
property over an intangible good—the legal figure of intellectual property—was a hard
sell in eighteenth-century Germany.53 The new aesthetic theories of early romanticism
played a fundamental role not only in changing that view through new concepts, but also
by actually giving a moral content to that view. Indeed, with their theory the early
romantics legitimized on metaphysical grounds the novel notion that artworks were an
inimitable manifestation of artistic genius. As such, works belonged exclusively to the
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individual who produced them. This new mentality, and the discourse that shaped it,
paved the way for the first copyright laws in Germany.
At that time, publishers were unquestionably the legal owners of the books they
printed. The publisher’s only obligation consisted in paying an initial sum to the writer.
After the initial contract between publisher and writer, the publisher became the
exclusive proprietor of the text, entitled to publish as many copies and reprints as long as
he considered it profitable.54 Curiously, Fichte, the torch-bearer of absolute idealism, was
the philosopher who wrote one of the most influential legal arguments that led German
courts to grant eventually exclusive rights of intellectual property to writers. Fichte
presented this argument in a text written in 1793 under the title “Proof of the Illegality of
Reprinting: A Rationale and a Parable.”55 Although it now seems to us self-evident, to
argue that there is a fundamental distinction to be made between the book as a material
object produced by the printer, and the form and contents presented to the reader between
the book’s covers, was quite a new way of thinking in early romantic times.
To construct his argument, Fichte differentiated between content, material object,
and poetic form as the different components indispensable to manufacture a book.
Following this reasoning, Fichte made a strong case for the abstract concept of poetic
form that was the bedrock of early romantic aesthetics, we shall return to this concept
later when discussing Schlegel’s differences with Fichte’s about this concept. As Fichte
argued, in the form the writer develops to present his ideas and feelings (even if these
could not be in themselves original), lay something new and original. This originality of
the form, not so much of content, became the grounds on which Fichte claimed that the
writer was to be granted exclusive rights of property. In Fichte’s words:
Each individual has his own thought processes, his own way of forming
concepts and connecting them…Now, since pure ideas without sensible
images cannot be thought, even less are they capable of presentation to
others [here Fichte paraphrase Kant’s famous formula]. Hence, each writer
must give his thoughts a certain form, and he can give them no other form
than his own because he has no other. But neither can he be willing to
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hand over this form in making his thoughts public, for no one can
appropriate his thoughts without thereby altering their form. This latter
thus remains forever his exclusive property [emphasis added].56
Fichte maintained the form of presentation of a text had to be considered
independently of the book as a material object, even though this assemblage of paper,
cardboard, and ink, contained and supported that form. Fichte’s formulation was
revolutionary and had an enormous influence insofar as it became the grounds upon
which a number of German states promulgated the first laws granting exclusive rights of
property to the writer. As Woodmansee has explained,
Fichte’s key concept, recognizing the legitimacy of this claim by vesting
exclusive rights to a work in the author insofar as he is an Urheber
(originator, creator)—that is, insofar as his work is unique or original
[eigentümlich], an intellectual creation that owes its individuality solely
and exclusively to him. The publisher, formerly proprietor of the work,
henceforth functioned as his agent.57
To claim proprietary rights over the presentational form (Darstellung) of ideas
was also tied to the abandonment of mimesis as a central category of aesthetic theory.
Fichte’s claim is acceptable only if we first conceive of printed books as the objectified
results of an original, inimitable thought process that involved the subject’s unique
powers of imagination (Einbildungskraft). Because every subject was supposed to be
singular, the processes of poetic creation did not imitate or follow any previous model.
Rather, the singularity of subjectivity manifests itself through the workings of an
imagination that follows her own, inimitable path. The concept of form described by
Fichte anticipated in many aspects the notions of work and sensuous presentation
developed barely five years later by the Jena romantics, particularly in the writings of
Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis.
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Although Friedrich Schlegel and Novalis certainly agreed with Fichte in claiming
that a literary work belongs to whomever wrote it, the nature of presentational forms was
at the center of the philosophical dispute that led the romantics to turn away from
Fichte’s system of absolute knowledge. The notion of form advocated by Schlegel and
Novalis expressed a worldview that opposed Fichte’s system of knowledge insofar as his
system relied on positing the “I” of reflection as an absolute principle. For Schlegel and
Novalis, Fichte’s “absolute I” represented a tautology incompatible with the exigencies of
philosophical critique. The crucial issue at stake in their disagreement with Fichte was
how to articulate the relationship between aesthetic forms and history. As we shall see,
this debate was also intimately connected with the epistemic status of time as the
necessary condition for the existence of a unified, performative I.58
For Schlegel, who articulated a position shared by all the Jena romantics, forms as
well as genres were indissolubly linked to the historical formations within which they had
been produced and interpreted. Schlegel fully developed this view in the Gespräch über
die Poesie (“Dialogue on Poesy/Poetry”), which is considered the most influential text on
poetics written in early romanticism.59 As Bianca Theisen has remarked, this “essay is
acknowledged today as a turning point in the history of literary criticism and theory.”60
At the time of its publication, however, the Dialogue on Poesy was received with
apprehension or plainly ignored by German intellectuals outside the circles of influence
of the Jena romantics. Fichte strongly disagreed with Schlegel’s views, and rejected the
idea that aesthetic forms were the product of material contingencies of time and place and
as such subjected to processes of constant transformation. After reading the Dialogue,
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which was published in two installments in the last two issues of Athenäum (1800),
Fichte voiced his qualms in one of his letters to Schlegel:
Having received the last two pieces of the Athenäum, I now believe I
understand completely your system of poetry that we discussed last winter
in Jena. It is worthy of your mind, your love of hard work, and your
historical research, although I myself consider it only provisional, only
suitable for this time. Something in the material of poetry is to be sure,
individual; the main thing in it, however, its form, is thoroughly general;
and in this regard, I would say contrary to you: just as there is only one
reason, there is only one true poetry. Are we supposed to absorb the works
of the great artists of previous times through study? It may be that in our
dessicated age we can do no better. But where then did the source for the
first artist who had no predecessors originate? Could it be possible that
this original source has now dried up for all time? Oh, if only we had a
pure aesthetics!61
For Fichte, forms in art responded to archetypes, universal ideas that could not be
determined through the historical study of genres, as Schlegel argued in the Dialogue. In
other words, in being faithful to his philosophy of absolute principles, Fichte believed
that something in the forms of art was unconditioned, and that was the essence of “pure”
art. Schlegel instead, and with him the members of the Jena group, considered that
history was actually a driving force behind every art form. Before turning our full
attention to Schlegel’s Dialogue, it is worth noting a tension between Fichte’s response to
Schlegel and Fichte’s argument on his defense of intellectual property. Indeed, it is at the
very least problematic to reconcile Fichte’s defense of the author’s exclusive ownership
with this more idealistic notion of form. One cannot help but to notice that Fichte seems
to have thought in two parallel tracks. The two passages discussed above expose in
unexpected ways the difficulties Fichte had in avoiding contradictions within his own
system of absolute idealism to bridge the gap between theory and practice (in Schlegel’s
terms, between the ideal and the real).
In opposition to what they saw as Fichte’s futile attempt to posit a timeless I as
the absolute truth of being the Jena romantics turned the incommensurable gap between
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practice and theory into the central epistemic problem of their critique. As I argued in the
previous chapter, it was Kant who had opened up that space by carving out a void at the
core of the subject. The Jena romantics made the work of art the object of their critique as
a way to assuage the crisis of the subject instigated by Kant. It is in this context, as
argued elsewhere, that the artwork became for the romantics the fragmentary instantiation
of an ephemeral synthesis between the real (or material) and the ideal that could never be
adequately rendered in philosophical discourse. In a dramatic reversal of neoclassical
hierarchies, the early romantics acknowledged the supremacy of practice over theory. By
acknowledging in their critique that practice exceeded theory the Jena romantics
produced the first aesthetic theory that was self-reflexively modern.
II.
SCHLEGEL’S THEORY OF THE NOVEL
Schlegel’s Dialogue on Poetry tackled the dilemmas faced by the romantics’
aesthetic critique not only through its textual content but, more significantly, through the
choice of a dialogical form. The form of the dialogue allowed him to present diverging
points of view as a way to reinforce his own. The burning question Schlegel addresses in
the Dialogue is how to articulate a critical theory of poetic genres that could formulate
general principles while simultaneously upholding the preeminence of ever-changing
practices that manifest in singular works. To understand how the early romantics first
formulated and then tried to answer—or perhaps not to answer—this question it is
necessary to read Schlegel’s Dialogue on Poetry in connection with his review of
Goethe’s Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre. Both texts explicitly take up the problem of the
relationship between particular works and established conventions of style as a way to
outline the principles of a modern theory of genre. Moreover, these texts complemented
each other, as the Dialogue develops further the principles of criticism Schlegel
introduced in the review of Meister. For an aesthetic critique that posited romantic poesy
as an infinite progression in the realization of the subject’s freedom, a theory of poetic
genres represented an intellectual battleground in which central problems of post-Kantian
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critique had to be confronted. Jay M. Bernstein has eloquently summarized the gist of the
romantics’ central problem in matters of aesthetic criticism:
The precise conceptual difficulty Schlegel attempts to solve, what he
thinks a truly modern philosophy of art must explicate, is how it is
possible to have a conception of art which shows how works are
normatively compelling without following any antecedent norms. Schlegel
is clear that the notion of poetry is normative; [however] a definition of
poetry does not establish a natural kind, but an ideal to be realized.62
As Schlegel made it clear already in AF 116, a modern aesthetic theory had to be
first of all a reflection on the conditions of possibility to achieve an ideal kind of poetry
that had not yet been brought to fruition. Schlegel fully presented this view for first time
in his review of Goethe’s Meister. Schlegel’s justly famous review amounted to a
definitive rupture with the normative aesthetics of the Enlightenment, following to its
ultimate consequences the premise that practice exceeds theory. As Schlegel put it,
We should think of this work [Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre] in connection
with the very highest ideas, and not read it as it is usually taken on the
social level: as a novel in which the persons and incidents are the ultimate
end and aim. For this book is absolutely new and unique. We can learn to
understand it only on its own terms. To judge it according to an idea of
genre drawn from custom and belief, accidental experiences and arbitrary
demands, is as if a child tried to clutch the stars and the moon in his hand
and pack them in his satchel. Our feelings too protest against an orthodox
academic judgment of the divine organism. Who would review a feast of
the finest and choicest wit with all the usual fuss and formalities?
[emphasis added].63
We glean from Schlegel’s review an entirely new way of thinking about literary
criticism. By stating that the critic should not judged a novel such as Meister based only
on an “idea of genre drawn from custom and belief, accidental experiences and arbitrary
demands,” Schlegel directly alluded to the neoclassical tradition that had dominated
poetic theories and methods of criticism throughout the Enlightenment. In Schlegel’s
formulation, “genre” works as a dynamic set of conventions, shaped and constantly
modified by evolving compositional practices. To be sure, for Schlegel, practice was
embodied in the works of those modern artists who fulfilled his ideal notion of a romantic
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literature. According to Schlegel then, an original work established its identity through
the creation of something unique and original, that is, a formal difference that arise
through deviations from pre-established rules and the audience’s expectations. As stated
in the passage quoted above, the “absolutely new and unique” artwork asserts its identity
as such through “a feast of wit” that eschews the “fuss and formalities” of academic
dogmas. By integrating spontaneous wit into the structure of the whole, an author
liberates herself from the constraints on freedom imposed by inherited conventions of
genre, even though those conventions cannot be completely abandoned. Deviations from
what is perceived as a norm are seen as the source of the work’s structural singularity.
This singularity is in turn the product of the author’s reflection on the work’s own
condition as arbitrary and fragmentary representation of the poietic act. In order to be fair
to the reviewed work, Schlegel asks modern critics to discern the problems faced by the
artist and the ways in which those problems were solved. To do so, critics had to first
relinquish the neoclassical rules of genre that had been already rendered obsolete by the
works of “modern geniuses” such as Shakespeare and Cervantes.64 As Schlegel stated,
when reading a novel of the caliber of Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre, “our usual
expectations of unity and coherence are disappointed… as often as they are fulfilled.” For
Schlegel, the critical understanding of a work was possible only if we are able to situate
ourselves in a position that constantly oscillates between our emotional responses to the
work and a detached attitude that allows us to discover the work’s hidden details, the
inner workings of its structure. As Schlegel famously put it:
It is a beautiful and indeed necessary experience when reading a poetic
work to give ourselves up entirely to its influence, to let the writer do with
us what he will… This is the prime, the most essential response. But it is
no less necessary to be able to abstract from all the details, to have a loose
general concept of the work, survey it en bloc, and grasp it as a whole,
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perceive even its most hidden parts and make connections between the
most remote corners. We must rise above our own affection for the work,
and in our thoughts be able to destroy what we adore; otherwise, whatever
our talents, we would lack a sense of the whole [emphasis added].65
This oscillation between creative and destructive forces, to be found both in the
work and in the critics’ responses to the work, resembles the open-ended dialectic that, as
we discussed in the previous chapter, characterized the romantic formulation of irony.
For Schlegel, the critic should keep an ironic distance in order to properly judge a work
in accordance with the work’s own premises. Schlegel calls this process of self-reflexive
interpretation of the work “poetic criticism.” In describing what poetic criticism should
not be, Schlegel writes,
Poetic criticism does not act as a mere inscription, and merely say what
the thing is, and where it stands and should stand in the world. For that, all
that is required is a whole and undivided human being who has made the
work the centre of his attention for as long as necessary… That is how a
critical characterization of a work actually comes into being.”66
Once again, Schlegel critiques in this passage the neoclassical method of literary
criticism based on imitative rules of genre and style. As we already discussed,
neoclassical aesthetics concerned itself with identifying the style of a text to then classify
it within the hierarchies of poetic genres. Schlegel’s critique of “the ordinary critics…
bound to destroy the living unity of a work” by subjecting it to pre-established rules is
given its most sophisticated theoretical rendition in the Dialogue on Poesy (for the
reasons discussed in the previous chapter I translate the German Poesie as poesy rather
than poetry).67 Published in the third and last issue of Athenäum, this text is suffused with
irony both at the semantic and the structural levels. Through the dialogue, Schlegel
sought to convey in his writing the ethos of the debates held with his philosophical
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companions of Jena. The different characters that appear in the dialogue resemble in one
way or another the actual members of the group, although in ways that are not
immediately apparent.68
By presenting his theory through informal, salon-like conversations that framed a
series of formal lectures, Schlegel sought to recreate the spirit of ironic skepticism that
identified the Socratic dialogue. Schlegel acknowledges in the text itself that the model
he had in mind from the moment he conceived of his Dialogue was Plato’s Symposium, a
text that the Jena romantics cherished as the most important philosophical treatise on
aesthetics written in Antiquity.69 The choice of a dialogical form makes clear from the
outset Schlegel’s theoretical argument, because as a form the written dialogue had
remained as a genre in the margins of neoclassical conventions of style. Hence, in
choosing a dialogical form as framework for the presentation of his ideas, Schlegel made
clear from the outset his theoretical stance in matter of genres. As Lacoue-Labarthe and
Nancy have remarked, Schlegel was interested “in the structural complexity of the
‘Symposium’ type’,” insofar as it was a loose structure that already in Antiquity had
“obstructed the taxonomic effort of the Aristotelian Poetics to such a degree that it had to
be abandoned,” becoming the missing concept in the hierarchical classifications of
neoclassical poetics.70 Schlegel’s disquisition on the philosophical issues at stake in a
theory of genres further elaborated the postulates of AF 116. The idea that romantic
poesy “should forever be becoming” pervades the entire Dialogue, and the characters
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grappled throughout the symposium to come to terms with the challenges entailed by
such an evanescent notion of literature.
Schlegel structured the Dialogue in nine sections consisting of informal
conversations, in which the female members of the group played a decisive role. These
oral exchanges are interspersed in between four formal lectures given by the leading
(male) members of the group.71 The central text of the Dialogue is the “Letter on the
Novel,” the lecture in which Antonio, supposedly the character that impersonates
Friedrich Schlegel, presents a theory of poetic genres that takes the novel as the
paradigmatic genre of modern literature. It goes without saying that the early romantics
considered the novel the modern genre par excellence.72 Romantic poesy, as made
explicit in the “Letter,” could find its most adequate expression only in the open form of
the modern novel. The logic behind this idea is made apparent throughout Antonio’s
lecture: the novel is to modern times what the Socratic dialogue was to Antiquity.73
Three main philosophical insights are to be gleaned from the “Letter on the
Novel.” First, irony is a structural principle that defines the truly romantic work. Second,
in becoming the paradigmatic genre of modernity, the romantic novel resists any stable
definition of genre. Lastly, following Schlegel’s circular reasoning, the structural
principle that defines the romantic novel is irony.74 The “Letter on the Novel” is
addressed to Amalia, one of the two female characters of the symposium who represents
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Caroline Schlegel, August Schlegel’s wife. In the dialogue, Amalia plays the most
inquisitive character, and repeatedly challenges Antonio’s views. The lecture/letter starts
with Antonio reprimanding Amalia for reading too many “bad books,” sentimental novels
that appealed to the most frivolous aspects of imagination (the examples Antonio
mentions are Tom Jones, an extremely popular novel written by Henry Fielding, and the
short stories by Jean de Lafontaine, who published adapted French translations of
classical fables).75 After deriding English and French authors, Antonio recommends
Amalia to return to the novels of Laurence Sterne and Jonathan Swift, which he considers
exemplary instances of ironic humor in modern fiction. Yet, Sterne and Swift could by no
means match the “divine wit” one could enjoy in the works of Shakespeare and
Cervantes. This discussion comparing the literary qualities of different modern authors
leads Schlegel to tackle head on the central question that underwrites his theory of the
novel. Refuting Amalia’s earlier comments included in the dialogue that precedes the
“Letter,” Antonio/Friedrich maintains that the ripest fruits of romantic imagination
cannot be found in the novels of their own time but in the works of the “older moderns,”
namely, Shakespeare, Cervantes, Dante, Petrarca, and Tasso.76 Feeling obliged to give
his audience a conclusive answer on what makes of the novel the romantic literary genre
par excellence, Antonio responds that
…the Romantic is not so much a literary genre as an element of poetry
which may be more or less dominant or recessive, but never entirely
absent. It must be clear to you [Amalia] why, according to my views, I
postulate that all poetry should be Romantic and why I detest the novel as
far as it wants to be a separate genre.77
The echoes of AF 116 reverberate loudly in Antonio’s response. The novel is the
genre of romantic poesy only insofar as it resists definition as a separate, self-contained
genre, at least under the standards of neoclassical aesthetics. Talking directly to Amalia,
Antonio offers at last an ironic definition:
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Yesterday when the argument became most heated, you demanded a
definition of the novel; you said it as if you already knew that you would
not receive a satisfactory answer. I do not consider this problem
insolvable. A novel is a romantic book.78
The circularity of the definition is deliberate—as Antonio forestalls Amalia’s
likely dismissal by immediately telling her, “you will pass that off as a meaningless
tautology.” For Schlegel, a theory that considers the novel the paradigm of all modern
genres could not be formulated as a classification aimed at explaining the nature of a
particular work by placing it under labels (Amalia had complained earlier in the Dialogue
that theories of genre sought to classify “the imagination and its works… under
headings.”).79 Hence, a modern poetics must reflect in its own theoretical structure the
infinite progression that characterizes romantic poesy. This thesis had been already
introduced in a number of the Athenäum Fragments, but in the Dialogue Schlegel
developed it much further adding some vivid illustrations:
a theory of the novel… would be a theory in the original sense of the
word; a spiritual viewing of the subject with calm and serene feeling, as it
is proper to view in solemn joy the meaningful play of divine images.
Such a theory of the novel has to be itself a novel which would reflect
imaginatively every eternal tone of the imagination and would again
confound the chaos of the world of the knights. The things of the past
would live in it in new forms; Dante’s sacred shadow would arise from the
lower world, Laura would hover heavenly before us, Shakespeare would
converse intimately with Cervantes, and there Sancho would jest with Don
Quixote again. [emphasis added].80
Despite many attempts, the early romantics never succeeded in writing such a
novel, the meta-novel of romanticism so to speak. Schlegel himself struggled for years to
write a theory of the novel in the form of a novel. The most notorious fruit of arduous
years of labor was his infamous novel Lucinde. Not surprisingly, after publishing in 1799
what was supposed to be the first part, Schlegel never completed his novel. Although
Lucinde was a radically experimental novel characterized by a complex structure and an
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audacious subject, it egregiously failed to fulfill the ambitious task called for in the
“Letter on the Novel.”81 Schlegel’s failure added a personal urgency to the philosophical
dilemmas he discussed in his theory of the novel. As Amalia would have it, the question
was, what is that which turns the modern genres of fiction, best represented by the novel,
into a truly romantic form? Or rather, what is the truest element of the “forever
becoming” romantic genre—that which makes possible the paradigmatic genre of the
literary? Shrouded in Schlegel exuberant prose, we find the answer in a passage that as
far as I know, has been overlooked in the scholarship on the Dialogue:
... the spirit of love must hover everywhere invisibly visible in romantic
poetry [as represented by the novel]… the sacred breadth which, in the
tones of music, moves us… cannot be grasped forcibly and comprehended
mechanically, but it can be amiably lured by mortal beauty and veiled in
it. The magic words of poetry can be infused with and inspired by its
power. But in the poem in which it is not everywhere present nor could be
everywhere, it certainly does not exist at all… Only the imagination can
grasp the mystery of this [eternal] love and present it as a mystery; and
this mysterious quality is the source of the fantastic in the form of all
poetic representation. The imagination strives with all its might to express
itself, but the divine can communicate and express itself only indirectly in
the sphere of nature. Therefore, of that which originally was imagination
there remains in the world of appearances only what we call wit
[emphasis added].82
Wit clearly emerges here as the residue of imagination’s freedom that survives as
a sign of the divine in the material structure of the literary work—in “the world of
appearances”—in order to make it truly romantic, and hence, self-consciously modern.
As I have discussed elsewhere, wit was for the Jena romantics the spontaneous element
that identified critical thought and could subsist only by assuming a finite form and
integrated as irony in the modern artwork. Once it has been integrated into the work, wit
becomes irony (“formal irony” according to Benjamin) and as such, subverts the rules of
genre and style dictated by the aesthetic doxa. For Schlegel, then, as he repeatedly
81
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contends throughout the Dialogue, irony and the modern novel are inextricably
intertwined. As Lacoue-Labarthe and Nancy have pointed out, the “rule and principle” of
the romantic theory of the novel is “of course irony.”83 To sum it up, the novel is
considered the paradigmatic genre of modernity precisely because it has been produced
and exists as a genre only through particular works that establish their own conventions
of style by rehearsing an ironic displacement that questions the very notion of genre.
Moreover, as the fundamental principle of Schlegel’s theory of the novel, romantic irony
destabilized the neoclassical notions of genre by operating on two different levels. First,
on a macro-structural level, irony was the author’s way to supersede the material
limitations imposed through norms of style and genre along with the inherited
compositional techniques. Second, on the subjective-experiential level—that is, from the
perspective of the reader/listener—irony produced uncertainty by disrupting the expected
course of events and complicating the temporal structure of the work.
Furthermore, romantic irony was also the philosophical principle behind the
notion that romantic poesy “is always in the state of becoming,” as Schlegel pronounced
in AF 116. Romantic theory turned the artwork into an abstract entity by claiming that the
only truth of its form lay not in the materiality of sign and medium but in its being shaped
by a formal principle that constantly seeks to undo the preexisting conventions. These
conventions, however, represented the necessary conditions of possibility for each new
work. The novel was “the” romantic genre –or the most adequate genre of modernity—
precisely because “the inability to be defined or delimited probably belongs to the very
essence of genre.”84 This paradox constitutes in fact the matrix of all forms of
modernism. Through its form, the modern work rejects and simultaneously vindicates the
tradition that made it possible, and moves forward towards a new synthesis of past and
present that lies in a future that, in fact, will never crystallize. In challenging the
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conventions inherited from tradition and establishing new ones, the modern/romantic
artwork creates and records within itself the trace of historical time. Paraphrasing Pierre
Bourdieu in his sociological analysis of the emergence of the “literary field,” irony
produces time by introducing difference in the work’s form.85
It becomes now clear that in turning romantic irony into the fundamental principle
of the theory of the novel, Schlegel exponentially complicated the theory of genres by
making intrinsic to the structure of each work a subjective temporal dimension that
transforms forms and genres into ever-changing notions. Therefore, the modern work of
art could rise above the limitations of its own material conditions only by producing
through its structure a temporal experience that reflected the fragmentary existence of the
modern subject. According to the aesthetic theory of early romanticism, time was an
internal dimension of the subject. This romantic insight possessed an extraordinary
significance, as it eschewed the Aristotelian notion of linear time that had dominated
neoclassical aesthetic theories. For the romantics, the narrative strategies that
characterized the modern literary works—as exemplified by the novels they admired—
produced a temporal dimension that was entirely subjective, shaped by the experiences,
incidents, and anxieties that punctuated the quotidian life of the main characters. The
author’s voice, either fused with or separated from the voices of the narrator and the
characters, becomes crucial in creating a temporal dimension that emerges from the ways
in which the narrative interweaves the procession of events, feelings, and thoughts.
At the foundations of Schlegel’s critique of poetic genres lay a revolutionary
understanding of time that was at the core of the Kantian formulation of modern
subjectivity. Within the form of the novel, first exemplified for the romantics by the
works of Cervantes and Shakespeare, time becomes an immanent dimension that is
constitutive of all subjective experience. Thus, the temporality that governs the structural
logic of a modern novel is not linear but rather unpredictable, altered by the perceptions
of the characters, and shaped by the moments of reflection in which the fictional world
stands still. One of the romantics’ favorite models for this literary conception of time was
Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister, particularly as interpreted through the prism of Schlegel’s
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famous review. In Wilhelm Meister’s Apprenticeship time works as an introspective
dimension that is perceived through the psychological lenses of the protagonist. Time
moves in a novel according to how the main character processes and copes with the
events, tragic or felicitous, that frame his life and the lives of those who impinge on him.
According to Marshall Brown, Goethe’s Meister was a groundbreaking novel at multiple
levels and paved the way for the increasingly sophisticated temporal structure of the
modern novels that followed it. For Brown,
The terms Goethe proposes [through the reflexive structure of Meister] –
[i.e.] the decisive importance and greater complexity of temporal
unfolding in narratives, the breadth of the hero’s entanglements, the
dispersal of interest away from a commanding dramatic centre – are of
enormous relevance to the slow, quite, inward development of the
characters of Austen, Scott and their fictional progeny.86
The novel itself contains plenty of passages in which Goethe, his voice fused with
that of the main character, presented his theoretical views on the novel. In what
constituted from the romantic perspective the central episode of Meister, and prefiguring
Schlegel’s idea that the modern theory of the novel must be itself a novel, Goethe
discussed what kind of temporal structure was the most adequate for the modern novel.
Goethe’s reflection comes at a very significant moment, when the novel’s hero is reading
Shakespeare’s Hamlet as he prepares to perform the title role.87 Although this may hardly
be a surprise, Hamlet represented for the Jena romantics one of the highest peaks of
romantic imagination in the history of Western art and literature. As Jonathan Arac has
remarked, Goethe, speaking through Meister, claimed that “the key to Hamlet’s whole
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behavior” lies in one of the most famous passages of the play: “the time is out of joint: O
cursed spite, that ever I was born to set it right!”88 The main task of the romantic writer
was to convey in the form of the novel that from the experiential perspective of the
modern subject, time was indeed out of joint.89
This temporal complexity in the structure of a novel exemplified by Wilhelm
Meister meant the assimilation into aesthetic practice of the epistemic framework Kant
had set up in the Critique of Pure Reason. In laying out the epistemological foundations
of his system, Kant deemed time the first necessary condition of possibility for all
processes of cognition.90 The romantics further elaborated on this idea to contest the
“absolute I” that Fichte had turned into the fundamental principle of his system of
knowledge. In consonance with Kant, Schlegel and Novalis argued that the constitution
of the I as unity of apperception was only possible through time, as the process of
reflection through which the I objectifies itself as an individuated, coherently unified
form has to occur in time. 91 As Gilles Deleuze has explained it, one of Kant’s
revolutionary claims was to maintain that the “I” and the “Ego” (the objectification of the
I that makes possible cognition) could relate to each other only through the perceived
form of time. In Deleuze’s words, after Kant’s Copernican Revolution,
…time moves into the subject, in order to distinguish the Ego from the “I”
in it. [Time] is the form under which the “I” affects the ego, that is, the
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way in which the mind affects itself. It is in this sense that time as
immutable form, which could no longer be defined by simple succession,
appeared as the form of interiority… “Form of interiority” means not only
that time is internal to us, but that our interiority constantly divides us
from ourselves, splits us in two: a splitting in two which never runs its
course, since time has no end. A giddiness, an oscillation which constitutes
time [emphasis added].92
Here, Deleuze brilliantly sums up what became the romantics’ understanding of
time in connection with the crisis of the subject. That “oscillation that constitutes time” is
exactly what the Jena romantics sought to reflect and capture in their theories of genre
and irony. One cannot find a better representation of this splitting temporality at the heart
of the modern self than in the labyrinthine plots and the ironic reflexivity that permeate
the emblematic novels of romantic literature. This temporal complexity, as fleshed out in
the modern novel, was the main reason why Schlegel asserted in the Dialogue on Poesy
that the novel was the paradigmatic genre of modernity. Schlegel first made this a central
claim of romantic theory in his review of Goethe’s Meister, when stating that a good
novel generates its own theory. Soon afterwards, he reformulated this idea in abstract
terms when proclaiming in AF 116 that romantic poesy should be “poetry and the poetry
of poetry.” The novel had to always remain an ideal to be realized. For the romantics
then, aesthetic form is the result of compositional strategies that the author deploys in
order to manipulate the subjective perception of time. This thought became a central
concept of the discursive network of the literary. Within the value-system of the literary,
the “I” of the author manifests itself through an eccentric temporal experience elicited by
the structure of the work. In this sense, artworks offer a possibility to reaffirm the
preeminence of freedom of imagination over the material limitations of medium, genre,
and technique. By doing so the literary validated on metaphysical grounds the privileging
of invention over tradition. For this reason, the work of art, as the manifestation of
freedom, remained inextricably linked to the post-Kantian notion of subjectivity. Like the
modern subject itself, works have to transform conventions in order to assert its
singularity and to become an individuated entity. Every modern artwork should establish
its own conventions of genre by critiquing through formal innovation the preexisting
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ones. The romantic artist carries out that critique by way of the self-reflexive undoings of
romantic irony. Therefore, if works are merely provisional instantiations in the world of
appearances and emanating from a self caught up in an incessant process of becoming,
the literary forms of modernity cannot be rendered in theory through universal
taxonomies of genre. By their very nature, practices are meant to change and evolve ad
infinitum, responding to the will and whims of the poet. A theory of aesthetics founded
on the principles of modern critique must refrain from codifying practices in prescriptive
rules. This meant that, ultimately, the figure of the author reigned supreme within the
economy of the literary.
As Schlegel wrote in AF 116, “romantic poesy recognizes as its first
commandment that the will of the [author] can tolerate no law above itself,” the ideal
modern genre remained alive by perpetually renovating itself, never submitting to the
strictures of academic, sterile norms. As its evolution throughout the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries proved it, the novel aptly fulfilled Schlegel’s dictum. The romantic
notion of form as a site that contests the generic manifests itself through musical practice
in sonata form. In the hands of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven, sonata form represented
the privileged locus of formal experimentation. Beethoven was able, like Goethe did
before him, to complicate musical form in a way that radically altered the subjective
perception of time and meaning elicited by instrumental music. Pushing the frontiers of
the intelligible, Beethoven succeeded in conveying through his music—even to the point
of alienating contemporaneous audiences—the disturbing feeling that “time is out of
joint.”
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CHAPTER 4.
ROMANTIC IRONY AND
BEETHOVEN’S “NEUE MANIER”:
SONATA FORM AS THE PRODUCTION OF DIFFERENCE

The world is a king and desires flattery in
return for favor; but true art is obstinate and
will not yield to the fashions of flattery.
Famous artists always labor under an
embarrassment—therefore their first works
are the best, although they may have sprung
from the dark womb. It is said that art is
long, but actually life is long and art short,
if its breath lifts us to the gods, that favor
lasts but a moment.
Beethoven, Konversationshefte.1

INTRODUCTION
In his search to fashion a dramatic style of unprecedented intensity, Beethoven
developed during 1802 a new way of handling musical form that would drastically
differentiate his music from the classical style of Haydn and Mozart. In October of that
year Beethoven announced a “wirklich ganz neue Manier”—a “truly and wholly new
approach”—to musical composition while voicing a deep dissatisfaction with the works
he had previously written. The three piano sonatas Op. 31, which stand out from among
the works written in 1802, are representative of the turning point that separates his early
instrumental works from the “heroic” ones of the middle period. With the “neue Manier”
Beethoven brought to a new level of complexity the compositional techniques that had
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progressively surfaced in the instrumental works of the previous decade. This chapter
links Beethoven’s “neue Manier” to the romantic theory of irony and the implied notions
of form therein.2 For the purposes of my discussion, romantic irony will be understood as
a theoretical construction that legitimized on the metaphysical grounds of post-Kantian
critique the practices and values that identified the discursive formation of the literary.
As we discussed in Chapter 2, the early romantics situated the modern artwork at
the center of philosophical critique in an attempt to assuage the crisis of the subject. This
epistemic shift turned artworks into signifiers that offered the possibility to access, albeit
by approximation, the elusive essence of subjectivity that philosophical discourse had
failed to capture. The Jena romantics thus bestowed on aesthetic forms a metaphysical
dimension upon which they founded modern literary criticism. As a result, they effected a
sort of “re-enchantment” of art that was however inscribed within the general process of
secularization of European culture.3 Art forms are seen then as material instantiations of
practices and technologies that coming together through medium-specific processes of
creation, produce a secular magic of modernity: the romantic aesthetic experience. From
then on, the “authentic” artwork—which is to say autonomous and original in its form—
will fulfill a task that had previously belonged to philosophy. Modern artworks are meant
to elicit not just sensuous pleasure but also to satisfy what Jay Bernstein calls a
“transcendental function,” since they are conceived as “explicitly offering a reflective
account of its object.”4 Such tendency towards the transcendental, lying at the
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foundations of the Jena romantics’ thought, later manifested itself most forcefully in the
rituals of “art as religion.”5 The transcendental function of artworks went of course hand
in hand with the glorification of the artist as genius, an aesthetic category that as we saw
in the previous chapter provided the moral grounds to establish the legal figure of the
author and its exclusive rights of intellectual property. Imbued with these new values
Beethoven himself articulated an artistic persona that first appears fleshed out in the
Heiligenstadt testament, his most famous autobiographical document. Beethoven wrote
this testament in the form of a letter in the fall of 1802, after a long period of seclusion
motivated by his increasing deafness. It was also during this period that he managed to
write a group of piano works that have been considered the first fruits of Beethoven’s
“neue Manier.” In highlighting this crucial biographical connection, I will analyze key
passages from the Heiligenstadt testament in order to show how Beethoven links self,
nature, and art in ways that reflect the discourse of the literary and the concept of
subjectivity therein.
When situating Beethoven’s new formal approach in the context of early romantic
theory we should keep in mind that romantic irony meant a comprehensive critique of
neoclassical aesthetics and its prescriptive rules of style. With their critique the Jena
romantics inverted the terms in the relationship between theory and practice by
articulating it as a historicized tension that “infinitely” complicated the epistemic status
of artworks. The romantic theory of irony, as a speculative construction, rendered
irreducible the relationship between compositional practice and aesthetic theory, or as
Friedrich Schlegel put it, between “the real” and “the ideal.” More significantly, romantic
irony legitimized in the discourse of philosophical critique a vast paradigm shift in
Western art and literature that had already taken place in practice by the time the Jena
romantics started their public careers. As seen in Chapter 3, this shift involved a
multiplicity of social transformations whose first signs appeared in the early eighteenth
century but gained momentum by the last quarter of the century, coalescing in a new
historical formation.
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Romantic irony also radically altered the relationship between theory and practice
that had prevailed in neoclassical aesthetics. For the early romantics theory had lagged far
behind practice in the history of Western art. Hence, their critique was founded on the
premise that practice not only precedes but always exceeds theory.6 Schlegel remained
faithful to this premise till the last consequences, rejecting any prescriptive rules of genre
and style even when outlining a theory of modern literary genres as represented by the
novel. In Schlegel’s theory of the novel, irony works as a universal principle that
pervades the entire form to question the generic notions of form. As such, romantic irony
never ceases to generate difference within individual works. This chapter explores how
romantic theory problematized the relationship between particular works and generic
notions of form in order to produce that difference. In tracing a meta-discursive
connection between literary critique and musical form, I suggest in the manner of a
heuristic framework a structural homology between the novel and sonata form insofar as
they embodied a principle of openness that defines the modernist notion of form.
I.
IRONY
AS THE PRODUCTION OF DIFFERENCE
From a pragmatic perspective and reading it against the grain of the romantics’
manifest intentions, the theory of romantic irony legitimized on metaphysical grounds the
prerogative of the artist-author to follow the dictates of creative imagination. In the
process of addressing formal and expressive problems specific to each work, the poet set
his own rules and thus transformed pre-established notions of genre and style. Romantic
irony thus implied the definitive privileging of invention over tradition, turning formal
innovation, or more generically, anything that was to be perceived as difference into the
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distinctive trait of the modern-romantic artwork.7 The kind of difference generated by
way of irony pervaded the entire structure of the self-reflexive work to become manifest
at multiple formal levels. It was for this reason that, as seen in Chapter 3, Friedrich
Schlegel opposed romantic irony to the “isolated” gestures of rhetorical irony and traced
back its origins to the Socratic method of inquiry first staged in Plato’s dialogues. By
suffusing an artwork’s form with the ironic worldview that was a necessary condition for
critical reflection, “romantic poesy” could aspire to achieve the transcendental fusion of
poetry and philosophy that constituted the ultimate goal of the literary.8
To conceive of irony as a compositional principle that pervades the whole work—
“the mood that surveys everything,” Schlegel wrote—was quite a novel idea in the
context of eighteenth-century aesthetics, as shown in Chapter 4. Throughout the
Enlightenment literary critics and philosophers had been deeply concerned with the
problematic nature of wit, aware of the fact it played a significant role in the combined
workings of understanding and imagination that lay outside the explanatory mechanisms
of logical reasoning. For this reason the leading critics of early modernity had struggled
to delimit with analytic precision the intangible nature of wit. Continuing the discussion
initiated in the previous chapter, I discuss here how even while disparaging it,
neoclassical critics acknowledged that wit was always present in poetic forms.
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French neoclassical critics introduced the expression “je ne sais quoi” to invoke
what they considered the ineffable elements of the poetic that escaped rational judgment.9
The je ne sais quoi soon became widely used in the neoclassical treatises of poetics,
although apparently was a literal translation of an expression first coined by Spanish
critics as “el no sé qué.”10 Even though the leading authorities of neoclassicism, most
prominently Nicolas Boileau-Despreaux in L’Art Poetique, sought to encapsulate poetic
genres within the taxonomies of genre inherited from Antiquity and reformulated in the
Renaissance, these same critics also admitted that poetry could not be explained solely by
the standards of reason.11 The idea that wit, an unfathomable certain something, generates
the difference that identifies poetry was implicitly at work already. This timid opening
towards an indescribable aspect immanent to the poetic would culminate in the ironic
critique of genres of the Jena romantics, for whom irony becomes the constitutive
element of modern art forms. By appealing to the je ne sais quoi, the literary theorists of
early modernity attempted to preserve the general taxonomy of poetic styles transmitted
from classical antiquity. Even the concept of the sublime entered the picture of
neoclassical criticism, just like the je ne sais quoi, as a way to account for the
ungraspable elements characteristic of poetic forms. Discussing the semantic function
these expressions fulfilled in the discourse of neoclassical poetics, James Sambrook has
pointed out that
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The sublime, as Boileau, the popularizer of Longinus declared, cannot be
analyzed; it can only be felt in what exalts, ravishes, transports the reader
and sets him on fire. This is also the case with those nameless graces
beyond the reach of art which were comprehended in the je ne sais quoi or
el no sé qué [the Spanish version of the formula]. There is a secret power
in poetry that is recognized by the heart, and not the mind, so that even
criticism in the last analysis is not a wholly rational matter.12
The introduction of the concept of the je ne sais quoi was part of a maneuver to
bestow new prestige on aspects of the poetic that had initially been perceived as irrational
and therefore violating the norms of decorum. Eventually, these ineffable aspects of
creative imagination were lumped under the generic category of wit, understood as a
special kind of intelligence that distinguished men who possessed “good taste” and could
appreciate true beauty.13 In its condition of a concept that stood for the “nameless graces”
lying beyond the powers of analytic judgment, wit particularly troubled John Locke, one
of the most important philosophers of the Enlightenment. Locke denounced the disruptive
nature of wit and the dangers therein in his Essay Concerning Human Understanding
(1690).14 As Gretchen Wheelock has shown, Locke articulated a “cautionary distinction
between wit and judgment” that proved to be extremely influential both in literary and
musical criticism of the eighteenth century.15 This distinction was crucial within Locke’s
intellectual edifice insofar as it secured the stability of the hierarchies that regulated
language and society. Claiming that “discernment” was one of the fundamental
operations of the mind, Locke asserted that wit and judgment were respectively the
wrong and right ways of discerning:
Men who have a great deal of wit, and prompt memories, have not always
the clearest judgment or deepest reason; for wit, lying most in the
12
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assemblage of ideas, and putting those together with quickness and
variety, wherein can be found any resemblance or congruity, thereby to
make up pleasant pictures, and agreeable visions in the fancy; judgment,
on the contrary, lies quite on the other side, in separating carefully, one
from another, ideas wherein can be found the least difference; thereby to
avoid being misled by similitude, and by affinity to take one thing for
another. 16
In Locke’s view, wit moved us in ways that clouded reason, stirring our passions
and preventing us from discerning reality in discrete and intelligible units. Furthermore,
wit belonged exclusively to the uncharted territories of imagination and therefore only
useful to elicit light entertainment and frivolous pleasures. This negative perception of
wit predominated in eighteenth-century criticism because “the seduction of rational
judgment by fanciful wit” was seen as “suspect in an age that celebrated the powers of
reason, for it could call into question the truth of ideas that relied upon stable identities of
things in the world.”17 The stability of those ideas constituted a necessary condition of
possibility for Locke’s notion of civilized society and at the same time the
epistemological foundation for his theory of language.18 This is the main reason why the
destabilizing powers of wit preoccupied many prominent thinkers of the Enlightenment.
Analyzing the usages of wit (or Witz in the German form used by the early romantics) in
the discourse of modern philosophy, Jean-Luc Nancy has argued that
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From the seventeenth to the nineteenth century, philosophy could not be
severe enough toward Witz: Witz is found to be uncertain, confused, too
obscure or too brilliant, limp, effeminate, deceptive, and to offer
phantasms of literature as its idioms. Hobbes and Locke are the first to
decree its exclusion without appeal: it is dangerous. But precisely this
exclusion [as decreed by Locke] brings about the definition of Witz…
Thus Witz receives its concept from philosophy –the concept that unites all
of its diversified and dispersive manifestations… Witz consists in
inventing the similarity of things dissimilar, that is, in bringing about the
necessary synthesis of those things whose disparity is limited to
discovering.19
In its capacity to unite the heterogeneous, wit represented for the Jena romantics
the source of an essential difference between modern literary forms and the poetic genres
of classical Antiquity. The symbiosis of poetry and philosophy they envisaged in the
perpetual becoming of romantic poesy was also a way to dissolve the strict boundaries
between wit and judgment—hence between imagination and reason—that had been
instituted at the beginning of the Enlightenment. Acquiring a transcendental dimension
through the reflective forms of romantic irony, wit became the je ne sais quoi that
produces the difference of the poetic as manifested in modern works. The main task of
artistic genius is thus to integrate wit into the artwork through self-reflexive
compositional strategies exemplified in the novels of the “modern masters.”20 Irony, as a
higher instance of reflection, retrieved in the structure of the work the heterogeneity at
play in the chaos of poesy by generating differences that are perceived as anomalies or as
violations of codified rules and/or conventional practices. Hence, the ironic forms of
modernity become so by virtue of their self-conscious difference. As Claire Colebrook
has cogently put it, romantic irony “presents the limits of [analytic] reason” by turning
artworks into sites of an “infinite process of creation and difference.”21 The fate of
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According to the romantics, this difference is the result of a self-reflexive ironic consciousness that
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modern art and the very possibility of its survival lie in the incessant process of
differentiation that materializes in the ironic works produced by artistic genius. Romantic
irony represented an elastic category that accounted for any self-reflexive strategies
aimed at generating difference in a work. In the nitty-gritty of compositional practice the
introduction of difference necessarily entails the undoing of formal conventions to alter
the expected course of events. More significantly, in the specific cases of temporal arts
such as literature and music the undoings of irony shape the temporal structure of a
particular work. By way of the structural differences thus generated, the romantic artist
creates forms that strategically manipulate the subjective perception of time in order to
convey the excess of meaning that defines aesthetic experience. For Schlegel, Goethe’s
novels were paradigmatic instances of this self-reflexive temporality that identified
modern art forms, a poetic self-reflexivity the romantics saw first fleshed out in the works
of Dante, Shakespeare, and Cervantes.
The paradigmatic works of literary modernity conveyed the passing of time not as
an external phenomenon but as experienced through the subjective lenses of the
characters, which in turn are projections of the authorial voice. For this reason the Jena
romantics rejected the principles of unity prescribed by the neoclassical critics who
followed the venerated tradition of Aristotelian poetics. Shakespeare in particular had
been harshly criticized for not observing the unities of time, action, and place that
Aristotle deemed the basic laws of effective drama.22 Romantic irony shatters the
neoclassical principles of unity by moving time into the subject. Hence, the time of the
literary does not operate as a linear trajectory lying outside the subject; instead it works
as the inner dimension that makes possible subjective experience, and wants to create the
temporal in that it moves from premises to a conclusion, but also destructive of a single line of time and
origin [emphasis added].” Claire Colebrook, Irony (London: Routledge, 2004), 67 and 89.
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illusion that the structure of the work reflects that experience without mediation. Goethe
best describes this new conception of time entailed by the self-reflexive condition of
modern literary forms in a crucial passage of Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre, the romantics’
exemplary Bildungsroman. Reflecting on the nature of modern literary forms as
represented in the novel, Goethe observes that “the novel must move slowly and the
sentiments of the main personage must, in some way or another, hold up the progression
of the whole toward its resolution.”23 This, Goethe concludes in a crucial passage of
Meister, is an advantage the novel has over drama, where action takes precedence over
sentiments and forces the main character to “press toward the end.”24 Literary time then
meanders, languishing or rushing according to the ways in which the arbitrary chain of
fictional events impinges on the psychological make-up of the characters. Friedrich
Schlegel praises this aspect of Meister when stating that the philosophical truth behind
this work of “intellectual poetry” can be gleaned from the unusual ways in which Goethe
creates a structure in which characters and situations are presented with “the most
various… poetic means of connection and progression.”25 Literary forms thus elicit a
temporal experience that seems to stem from the subjectivities involved in the making of
the plot. The twists and turns of concatenated experiences, orchestrated by way of selfreflexive strategies, generate an overall, structural difference that makes the work unique
in the heterodoxy of its form. 26 This structural difference arises from the sum total of
multiple differences occurring at the local level, which should be “organized down to its
23
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finest detail to form a whole,” as Schlegel would have it.27 The difference of the ironic
thus produces and gives form to the time of the literary.
The romantic work is defined by the complexity of its temporal structure, which is
punctuated by the pervasive difference of irony. This multi-layered temporality, which
reflects the fragmentary condition of modern subjectivity, is exactly what Friedrich
Schlegel eulogized as Goethe’s greatest achievement in Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre. In
the hybrid forms of the modern novel time itself is subjected to the disruptions and
vacillations that define the subjective perception of reality, a reality that as a “thing in
itself” remains forever inaccessible. According to Schlegel’s formulation, irony was
fundamentally a temporal process that best manifested itself in ever-evolving art forms.
The Jena romantics alluded to this temporal condition with the German word Wechsel,
which means “oscillation” or “alternation.”28 This ironic oscillation was considered
immanent to the subjectivity of the literary. Hence, subjectivity itself was the result of a
temporal process that finds its synthetic identity through a constant oscillation between
seemingly opposite principles.29 It was for this reason that romantic irony represented the
most adequate way of reflecting the intrinsic nature of modern subjectivity in the work’s
structure.
The oscillation at the heart of ironic subjectivity materialized in the work’s
structure through momentous interruptions that subvert prevailing conventions of style in
a given medium, most conspicuously in those extreme instances in which the work seems
on the verge of dissolving itself. Alluding to this subversive force unleashed by romantic
irony, Friedrich Schlegel defined irony as “permanent parabasis,” perhaps the most
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concise definition of irony he ever gave. 30 Parabasis was a dramaturgical technique
widely popular in Greek classical comedy—famously employed by Aristophanes—that
“consisted of a direct address by the chorus to the audience that interrupted the play’s
action with commentary on the play itself.”31 Parabasis represented the ideal example of
the “dual movement of self-creation and self-destruction” that romantic irony sought to
capture in artworks.32 Schlegel’s interest in the figure of parabasis makes evident the
intimate connection between romantic irony and the use of strategic interruptions in
generating a temporality that exposed the artificial nature of representational time. By
disrupting the expected course of events, parabasis tore down the wall that concealed the
illusion of representation.33 Best exemplified in Aristophanes’ Clouds, Schlegel’s favorite
Greek comedy, the direct address to the audience obliterated the suspension of disbelief
that is the key protocol of dramatic representation.34 In the figure of parabasis Schlegel
found a narrative technique that served him splendidly to illustrate how practice and
theory could momentarily merge in the work’s temporal structure. This dramaturgical
concept was extremely useful for romantic literary theory because, as Gary Handwerk
has explained,
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… its real force… stemmed from Schlegel’s ingenuity in forging a link
between aesthetic parabasis and Socratic dialectic. Just as seeing the
comic parabasis in light of Socrates brings out its epistemological
implications, so Schlegel’s reflections on Aristophanes alerted him to the
performative features of the Platonic dialogue. In practical terms,
parabasis also provided the romantic tradition with an immensely
adaptable device for injecting irony into literary texts [emphasis added].35
Parabasis became thus a metaphor alluding to any self-reflexive literary strategy
that provoke ironic disruptions in the work. Following the logic of this ironic stance,
Schlegel argued that comedy was not inferior to tragedy given that, through parabasis,
comedy could prompt the audience to reflect on the nature of art and representation. In
Schlegel’s own words,
The only difference [between tragedy and comedy in classical Greece]
consists in the parabasis, a speech that was given in the middle of the play
by the chorus in the name of the poet to the people. In fact, it was a
complete interruption and cancellation of the play in which, as in the play
itself, the greatest licentiousness reigned, and as the chorus stepped out
onto the edges of the proscenium, the crudest things were said to the
people. The name comes from this stepping out (ekbasis).36
Schlegel considered this “licentiousness,” which certainly reigned supreme in
Aristophanes’ comedies, a highly positive trait of classical comedy, presenting an ardent
defense of Aristophanes’ legacy in On the Study of Greek Poetry, a work we discussed at
length in Chapter 2. According to Schlegel, critics of the French neoclassical tradition
had wrongly neglected Aristophanes’ comedies. Applying the standards of Aristotelian
poetics, critics not surprisingly deplored the messy blending of styles that characterizes
Aristophanes’ plays. Contradicting the academic doxa, Schlegel reassessed Aristophanes’
contributions to classical drama and mocked neoclassical critics by maintaining that
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Whoever is merely indignant at the mischievous wantonness of
Aristophanes betrays not only the limitations of his understanding, but
also the incompleteness of his ethical disposition and development. For
the lawless excess of this writer is not merely alluringly charming because
of the sumptuous abundance attendant upon the most opulent of lives, but
it also—due to the unfettered activity of a surfeit of bubbling wit,
overflowing spirit, and ethical vigor—breathtakingly beautiful and
sublime [emphasis added].37
The “lawless excess” of Aristophanes appears here inextricably linked to the
“unfettered activity of…bubbling wit.” Aristophanic parabasis then embodied the “ironic
spirit” of romantic poesy through a concrete technique that meant the “complete
interruption and cancellation” of the drama. The dramatic structure hinges on this
interruption that at the same time allows the authorial voice to intrude abruptly and thus
break free from pre-established conventions.
To understand irony as “permanent parabasis” means above all that the undoing
of conventions is the norm rather than the exception in the canonic works of literary
modernity. By way of this undoing, romantic irony questions the stable notions of genre
and style instituted in neoclassical aesthetics and necessarily entails the continuous
transformation of the generic and the expected. Still, generic conventions of form and
style remain indispensable to establish a framework of reference within which any given
work becomes intelligible. Schlegel revolutionized the theory of literary form by
maintaining that any given genre—when interpreted in its pertinent context—is in fact
the result of ever-evolving practices shaped by historical contingencies.38 Hence, in
romantic theory, irony and genre are inextricably intertwined and complement each other
like two sides of the same coin. As a result, a modern theory of form had to begin by
examining the dynamic relationship between individual works and generic forms
throughout history. The central problem to address is how to adequately render in theory
a relationship that is constantly transformed and redefined through practice.
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The novel, from among the literary forms that emerged in early modernity, was
the one that questioned most explicitly that intricate relationship between theory and
practice, or in other words, between the generic and the particular. It was for just this
reason that the romantics regarded the novel as “the” paradigmatic literary form of
modernity. According to Schlegel, the novel is a form of narrative inherently pervaded by
the ironic worldview and as such lent itself to constant renovation by way of selfreflexive narrative strategies.39 The modern novel thus embodied a dynamic notion of
form that, as a perfect example of romantic poesy, was “forever in a state of becoming.”
A truly modern/romantic form, i.e., one that self-reflexively is so, cannot be adequately
explained by universal rules that had been modeled on the poetry of classical Antiquity.
Indeed, the narrative form represented by the novel was substantially different from the
notion of genre that buttressed the taxonomies of neoclassical poetics. As if proving
Heraclitus’ axiom that the only constant is change, the hybrid forms of the novel
exponentially complicated the problematic of genre. For the Jena romantics the structural
difference that identifies the novel lay in its resilience to adapt, absorb, and fuse in
unforeseen ways the narrative strategies developed throughout the history of prose
fiction. The novel is in a fundamental sense an open literary form. For this reason, as
Tilottama Rajan has aptly noted, “the novel represents a principle of openness, or as
Bakhtin argues, of dialogue” that romantic critique turned into “the metasignifier of a
more inclusive and modern genre theory.”40 This principle of openness directly stems
39
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from an ironic subjectivity that subverts conventions in order to privilege the singular
over the generic. On this basis, romantic irony can be described as a theory accounting
for any compositional practice aimed at producing a difference that best manifests itself
through interruptions strategically placed in the work’s structure. This difference shapes
the subjective perception of time, that is, the temporality elicited by the form. Following
this argument in the next chapter, my analysis of the first movements of Beethoven’s Op.
31 will show how disruptive differences subvert conventional practices for sonata form
and, more importantly, constitute the form’s structural core.
The following section introduces in the form of a heuristic framework a functional
homology of structure between the novel and sonata form from the critical perspective of
romantic theory. I suggest that sonata form, as the main symptom of a new structural
understanding of music arising with the classical style, carries out the self-reflexive
principle of openness intrinsic to a modern notion of form that the romantics first
rendered in their theory by turning the novel into the paradigmatic form of literary
modernity. The new formal strategies developed with sonata form created for music
theorists epistemic problems comparable to the ones the early romantics addressed in
their theory of the novel. Yet, music theorists tended towards a taxonomic approach that
had little in common with the epistemic stance of early romantic critique. In practice,
sonata form remained the locus for the principle of openness defining the modern notion
of form at least until it was codified during the second quarter of the nineteenth century.
Once codified in neoclassical fashion, sonata form became a rubric that severely limited
the possibilities of experimentation and hindered its evolution in compositional practice.
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II.
SONATA FORM AND THE NOVEL:
MODERN FORMS AS UNDOING
Articulated long after the emergence of the instrumental forms it sought to
explain, the concept of “sonata form” has been since the time of its inception the fulcrum
of heated debates on the relationship between theory and practice in matters of musical
form. Theoretical discussions of sonata form necessarily also involve the epistemic status
of music, hence the complexity of the issues at stake in such debates. The extraordinary
significance that this notion had in the development of musicology as a modern discipline
becomes evident when noting the many perspectives in the subject articulated since the
nineteenth century. Introducing another perspective, I suggest that this key problem of
musicological inquiry can be fruitfully viewed from the vantage point of early romantic
theory, a front-row seat to observe European art and aesthetics circa 1800. The
romantics’ critical-historicized approach enriches our current notion of “sonata form” and
sheds new light on the thorny issues confronted by modern theories of musical form. I
argue that, in the context of the privatization of literary experience, Beethoven develops
via the compositional strategies of sonata form a complexity in temporal structure that the
Jena romantics saw as first instantiated in Goethe’s novels, following a progression
initiated by Shakespeare and Cervantes.
The early signs of this new formal consciousness gradually emerged throughout
Beethoven’s early period to first coalesce in the piano works of the “neue Manier.” These
works—as made evident also by the copious sketches produced in 1801-02—represent a
compositional blueprint for the groundbreaking, expansive forms of the heroic period.
Particularly in the sonata forms written for the op. 31 sonatas we witness how an
important number of Beethoven’s trademark stylistic traits as a composer crystallize,
foreshadowing even some of his most ambitious works. As I see it, Beethoven’s new
style mainly relies on a self-reflexive use of strategies that make of formal differences the
structural core of a singular movement. These differences—which are worked out in
organic fashion to generate an overall, structural difference that identifies the form—are
the result of an undoing of conventional practices that indirectly reflects the critique of
neoclassical views of form articulated by the early romantics. Beethoven’s sonata forms
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in op. 31 can be aptly interpreted as forms whose singularity stems from an overall,
structural difference that is the aesthetic manifestation of an ironic worldview. Building
on the formal innovations introduced by Haydn and Mozart –“standing on the shoulders
of giants,” as Isaac Newton had it—Beethoven transformed the chief instrumental form
of the classical style, and through it also its genres, in a way entirely consistent with the
new values of the literary. These discursive values provided the aesthetic rationale that
allowed Beethoven to further explore new directions in compositional technique already
opened by Mozart and Haydn, eventually transforming both the syntax and the grammar
of the classical style. Hence, the discursive network of the literary played a crucial role in
the evolution of Beethoven as a composer. This discourse was still emerging at the times
when Haydn and Mozart completed their artistic formation and became composers of
international reputation. The literary values legitimized in early romantic critique were
then at the fringes of the dominant discourse in aesthetics. To be sure, musical criticism
of late eighteenth century was still a far cry from anything that could anticipate the
hermeneutical practices the early romantics introduced with their interpretive critique of
literary works. The generational gap that separated Beethoven from his classical
predecessors had a crucial importance in relationship with the romantic notions of
subjectivity and aesthetic form that he made an integral part of his artistic persona. For
chronological reasons alone, Haydn and Mozart matured as composers long before
musical form came to be understood in the subjective terms of the literary. Still, the
notion of sonata form that both Haydn and Mozart bore in mind was certainly not fixed in
the fashion of neoclassical poetics. Insofar as sonata form was a set of practices,
instrumental works already constituted for these composers vehicles of novelty to try out
formal and stylistic innovations. An ostensible belief in the preeminence of practice over
theory, which in turn privileges innovation over tradition, is perhaps the fundamental
principle that unites Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven in their condition of de facto modern
composers.
Early romantic critique bestowed an exceptional status on instrumental music via
a massive epistemic transfer of values from the domain of the literary. In a telling
paradox of modernity, the late-eighteenth century forms of instrumental music acquired
their new status as sources of philosophical reflection by being assimilated and at the
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same time assimilating the values articulated in the literary discourse. The new
compositional practices this discourse legitimized altered the notions of form, genre, and
style that had been instituted in neoclassical aesthetics and inaugurated the modernist
view that upheld form as a locus for incessant experimentation. This new understanding
of form entailed a much more flexible concept of musical form that is by no means
captured in the sonata form schemes fashioned in the nineteenth century. Accordingly, I
suggest that so-called “sonata forms” formed the classical composers’ toolbox,
functioning in compositional practice as an open-ended set of formal strategies and
motivic techniques that they deployed and expanded in ways that paralleled the literary
practices fleshed out in the early romantic forms of the novel. That compositional toolbox
carried within it the seeds of the formative powers (Einbildungskraft) that defined the
modern artistic imagination, an imagination for which all generic forms are in principle
treated as open forms to be modified according to the expressive needs of each new
work.41 As they advanced in their careers trying out imaginative ways of solving
technical and expressive problems, the composers of the classical triumvirate had to
strike a delicate balance between the many conflicting forces at play within the economy
of the literary. To name a few, we should mention the need to find an “original” voice as
composers, the desire to achieve artistic prestige and pecuniary success in order to make
a living (more dramatically so once the patronage system dwindled), and the expectations
and demands of an increasingly diversified audience. This last factor was the result of a
social phenomenon characteristic of modernity that as Elaine Sisman has argued,
presented a composer like Haydn with the dilemma of having to address and satisfy a
“multiple audience,” when having to adapt at the end of his career to a rapidly changing
musical business.42 In contrast to Haydn, Beethoven began his career when those social
transformations were already a palpable reality in everyday life, a time when not only the
social but the epistemic status of the “Artist” had drastically changed from the early
eighteenth century. Arriving in Vienna at a time when the political, economic, and
41
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aesthetic revolutions of late eighteenth century were amalgamating in a new cultural
formation, Beethoven’s career signals “the” turning point in the historical process by
which instrumental music (and its composers) acquires pride of place within the
discursive network of the literary. Beethoven’s ubiquitous presence as a canonic
composer of Western modernity is by and large a consequence of the central role played
in that process not only by his music but also by the model of artistic subjectivity his life
came to embody.
It goes without saying that we cannot know exactly what preconceived notions of
form lay in the minds of Beethoven or Haydn when confronting the blank page at the
zero hour of a compositional process. Yet, we do know that they did not conceive of the
first movement of an instrumental work as predetermined schemes to be followed. A
generic scheme of sonata form, the type now so familiar to us, first appeared in print
during the last year of Beethoven’s life. In fact, comparing the output of Haydn, Mozart,
and Beethoven one may even argue that each composer had a very different idea about
what to do and how to do it in the opening movement of an instrumental work. Following
a long tradition that goes back to Donald F. Tovey’s seminal work in the early twentieth
century, Charles Rosen has persuasively argued that our stable concept of “sonata form”
did not exist in Beethoven’s time, neither in professional training nor in theory. This
means that
In the eighteenth century… there was no notion of an isolated sonata form
as such: all that existed was a gradually evolving conception of the
composition of instrumental music—a pure instrumental style untroubled
by the exigencies of concerto, dance music, or opera overture,
unhampered by the old-fashioned procedures of fugue and variation. It is
significant that eighteenth-century accounts of sonata form are all
descriptions of instrumental composition in general [emphasis original].43
Building on this argument, I argue that it is historically adequate to conceive of
sonata form (or, in Rosen’s words, of “sonata style”) as a resilient group of compositional
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techniques that cohered around what is perceived as different within a singular form by
way of open-ended strategies developed specifically for large-scale instrumental works.
These strategies offered new solutions to the problem of structural intelligibility posed by
lengthy movements of wordless music. To point out the thoroughly pragmatic nature of
these techniques, the classical composers did not learn these techniques from pedagogical
manuals but worked them out through constant experimentation, trial and error in
performance, and also by borrowing and adapting what they liked in their colleagues’
work. This interest in constantly perfecting their métier was also propelled by an urge to
produce novelty that characterized the artistic mentality nurtured within the economy of
the literary, where composers faced a fast-growing public avid to follow and consume the
latest fashionable trends in art. As long as sonata forms remained a set of practices
unregulated by written rules and reductive schemes, they remained the main loci for
formal and expressive innovation in Western art music.
The term “sonata,” as the extensive scholarship on the subject has shown, stood
for a plethora of meanings throughout the eighteenth century, none of which
corresponded to the notion of overall form we give it today. In his monumental survey of
the sonata, William Newman has argued that during the second half of the 1700s the term
sonata alluded to “a fluid, fluent, and dynamic kind of form in which distinctive conflicts
of keys, themes, textures, and syntactic processes were resolved in an ideal co-ordination,
if not restraint of all forces.”44 Furthermore, John Irving has pointed out that the term
“sonata signified many different things to 18th-century writers, varying according to the
particular standpoint taken—formal, aesthetic, or even national.”45 These different
concepts usually refer to a universal notion of sonata as a particular instrumental genre: a
work of three movements written for a solo instrument or two, with the piano sonata
quickly becoming the most popular of all. The form that became typical for the first
movements of these works was recognized and isolated as such later in the eighteenth
century. However, the first movement of the piano sonata was considered from the
44
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beginning the most important one, carrying most of the dramatic weight of the entire
piece. The notion that sonata form represented a generic type of form with its own
compositional standards, that is, something along the lines of “genre” in the sense given
in neoclassical poetics, does not surface in theoretical treatises until the 1790s.46 Even
then, theorists failed to fully recognize the revolutionary nature of the forms developed
by Haydn and Mozart and were unable to render the structural way of thinking about
musical form that had already manifested itself in a work such as Haydn’s “Farewell”
symphony. James Webster has noted that none of the late eighteenth-century theorists
concerned with the instrumental forms of the Viennese classical style “goes beyond
simple description of a particular case.”47 The sonata forms of the classical style
ostensibly presented an insurmountable challenge for theorists trained in the neoclassical
tradition of criticism and equipped with the analytic tools of rhetoric. Thomas
Christensen has cogently explained the struggle of late eighteenth-century music theorists
in catching up with the structural transformation in aesthetic thought and practice that
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took shape through the musical grammar of the classical style. The work of Johann
George Sulzer, one of the most prominent musical theorists of the eighteenth century, is a
typical example of that discursive struggle. Christensen rightly argues that Sulzer failed
to give a satisfactory account of the forms developed by his contemporaries
not because his effort was lacking, or his intellect and insight deficient; the
neoclassical framework he struggled mightily to salvage simply could not
bear the weight of the empirical apparatus that he placed upon it. A
complete reconceptualization and rebuilding of the rationalist framework
was required for this integration to take place, something that was only
accomplished at the end of the century with Kant’s critical philosophy
[emphasis added].48
Full-fledged theories of sonata form did not appear in print until well into the
nineteenth century. As both Rosen and Webster remarked, the most popular scheme for
sonata form—with two main themes in two contrasting keys within a structure divided in
three sections: exposition, development, recapitulation—first appeared in the second
volume of Antonin Reicha’s Traité de haute composition musicale of 1826. In this
treatise, part of a life-long publishing enterprise, Reicha assembled the lectures he had
been giving at the Paris Conservatoire for at least two decades. Almost two decades later
A. B. Marx and Carl Czerny published their own treatises of musical form, which had a
more lasting influence than Reicha’s Traité and soon became works of reference in
matters of sonata form.49 Both treatises played a significant role in disseminating what
became the standard definitions of sonata form for pedagogical ends.50 However, Rosen
is correct in pointing out that
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the purpose of the definition [given in those textbooks] was not the
understanding of the music of the past but a model for the production of
new works. The definition does not work well for the eighteenth century
because it was never intended to.51
Yet, this generic definition has persisted and despite the controversies stirred by
its inaccuracies, the formal schemes it spawned have proven to be highly effective in
introducing the works of Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven to millions of students taking
classes of music appreciation as well as concert audiences through program notes. These
schemes’ merit lies in the extremely efficient—albeit reductive—simplicity of the formal
design they convey, a simplicity that is both a curse and a blessing. This design has
probably endured and fructified because it immediately evokes, as Scott Burnham argues,
the “archetypal plots of myth” by relying “on the idea of a conflict” that “works as the
unifying principle of action.”52 The dramatic presentation of a plot unified through a
central conflict whose opposing forces are embodied by two main characters is a
paradigmatic structure of narrative forms deeply ingrained in the social imaginary of
Western culture since the times of classical Antiquity. The formal scheme of sonata form
concocted in the nineteenth century also placed a strong emphasis in the thematic
structure, with a tendency to privilege the number of themes over the relationships
According to Burnham, “what many now regard as a formulaic recipe was, in its original statement, a
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between keys and the overall tonal plan. This scheme presents however great difficulties
in analytical practice because they seek to explain in reductive terms a repertoire of
musical works produced by composers who neither followed, nor ever had in mind those
abstractions when writing their music.
Within post-war twentieth-century scholarship, Edward T. Cone launched perhaps
the most influential attempt to reformulate schematic notions of sonata form by
enunciating “the sonata principle.” Conceiving a general principle open to multiple
possibilities of realization, Cone avoided falling in the trap of the taxonomical
approaches. The notion that the main forms of the classical style are the product of a new
compositional principle is felicitous and also historically adequate, given that they
developed at a time when the taxonomic conceptions of form of neoclassical poetics had
been rendered obsolete by the literary practices emerging in the late eighteenth century.
Cone reduced sonata form to a single abstract principle by arguing that,
…more important than the form as pattern is the unifying principle behind
it, which, I believe, is not to be found in its bithematicism, or its
developmental aspect, or its binary or ternary (take your choice!) structure.
Let us recall for a moment that the principle underlying both the fugue and
the concerto was the recurrence of the theme at every important point of
harmonic arrival. The corresponding principle for the Classical style—let
us call it the sonata principle for want of a better term—is somewhat more
complex. It requires that important statements made in a key other than
the tonic must either be re-stated in the tonic, or brought into a closer
relation with the tonic, before the movement ends [emphasis added].53
According to this principle, and as attested most notoriously by Haydn’s sonata
forms, the number of themes and their function can greatly vary. Instead, the structural
core stems from a central conflict between contrasting keys from which the dramatic
expressivity of the music arises. Cone then placed the emphasis on the dramatic principle
at the heart of the archetypal plots Burnham alluded to while simultaneously making
room for multiple possibilities in matters of themes, sections, and development of the
musical materials. However, despite the ostensible openness of this principle, there are
still many examples of sonata form movements that fail to comply with its apparently
minimum requirement. James Hepokoski, perhaps the staunchest critic of the sonata
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principle in recent times, has argued against Cone’s theory by focusing on works that
prove the sonata principle wrong. Working in collaboration with Warren Darcy,
Hepokoski has developed an ambitious sonata theory that is at heart a complex taxonomy
that explains the stylistic idiosyncrasies of particular works as “deformations.”54 Darcy
and Hepokoski’s theory is in a way a “theory of everything” in matters of sonata form
that eschews the epistemological foundations of the sonata principle by reinstating the
legitimacy of the taxonomic approach.55 Hepokoski has repeteadly described what he
perceives as the shortcomings of the sonata principle. In so doing he discloses the
program behind his and Darcy’s theory; I quote here a revelatory passage from
Hepokoski’s article “Beyond the Sonata Principle”:
… I seek to illustrate that analytical appeals to the sonata principle (or to
workable adaptations thereof) can be used to provide inappropriately
quick solutions to unusual sonata-form pieces, especially to those that
have non-normative thematic or tonal layouts in their recapitulations… I
suggest that the leading enticement of the sonata principle as a
generalized and protean concept may be its ability to paper over difficult
musical problems with a catchphrase and that its invocation sometimes
does more to short-circuit analytical thought than it does to clarify it… I
hope to suggest other factors that might also serve to introduce a new and
different mode of analytical questioning “beyond the sonata principle
[emphasis added].56
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One cannot help but notice that Hepokoski advocates a rather narrow idea about
the work “analytical thought” must do, and that the sonata principle can hardly do it for
us. The taxonomy Hepokoski and Darcy present in Elements of Sonata Theory comprises
a wide array of “sonata types” in which each one of the traditional sections and themes
admit a number of “types” or “subtypes” for which they have coined an impressive bank
of technical neologisms (such as “Continuous Exposition Subtype 1,” for expositions
based on the Fortspinnung of an initial idea, or the “Essential Expositional Closure,” for
the first perfect authentic cadence that follows after the exposition’s secondary theme).
This reframing of sonata form’s traditional categories is accompanied by a new
illuminating perspective on the role played by strategic points of articulation in the
temporal unfolding of musical structures. To describe these key moments of formal
inflection Hepokoski and Darcy employ the concept of “caesura,” a concept that the early
romantics reintroduced in the discourse of modern criticism—as I discuss in the next
chapter.57 Although clothed in the discursive terms of modern literary and hermeneutical
theories, most conspicuously the Bakhtinian concept of “dialogic form,” the basic formal
distinctions and the terminology of choice underscore—i.e. to explain exceptions to the
norms as “deformations”— there still lies an archetypal concept of sonata form against
which various types of deformations become intelligible. Hepokoski and Darcy’s sonata
theory ultimately is a glorification of the nineteenth-century scheme for sonata form than
stands in an untenable tension with the principle of openness embodied in the concept of
dialogic form.
It is interesting to notice how the ancient debate on issues of form, style, and
genre that pitched early romantic aesthetics against neoclassical poetics keeps being
reenacted also in contemporary disputes over theories of sonata form. Although it surely
oversimplifies their theoretical positions, one can see that Hepokoski and Darcy’s sonata
theory responds more to the neoclassical-classificatory tradition while Cone’s sonata
principle favor a processual approach to form closer to the spirit of early romantic
critique. A very recent iteration of this debate will be particularly illuminating to sort out
the far-reaching epistemic implications of these contrasting approaches. In a series of
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essays on “problem-pieces” in sonata form that includes stimulating exchanges among
the authors, Hepokoski and Webster, together with William Caplin, argue in favor of the
methodologies of analysis each advocates.58 Caplin has also developed a taxonomic
approach to sonata form based on a malleable concept of “formal function” that draws
and elaborates further on the general theory of form sketched by Arnold Schoenberg.59
Although there are significant differences between the theories, Caplin’s approach is as
unflinching as Darcy and Hepokoski’s in devising a sophisticated arsenal of terms to
classify the many possible formal functions that themes and sections can perform within
a sonata form. In both theories, claims are apparently based on statistics of frequency for
particular types or functions, statistics that, due to the vastness of the repertoire and its
lack of historical significance in the development of the forms, has been considered the
Achilles’ heel of these taxonomies.60
In this debate, Webster articulates an approach aligned with the tradition of Tovey
and Cone. Webster’s essay surveys the history of sonata form theories while linking them
to the philosophical contexts that buttressed each one. Basically, Webster distinguishes
between a hermeneutic approach, allegedly “the dominant one” in German scholarship,
that problematized the neoclassical theory of genres, and the empirical one in the
tradition represented by Tovey, dominant in the Anglophone scholarship, that rejects a
thematic approach to favor large-scale tonal plans.61 By drawing on these different
approaches, Webster advocates a “multivalent,” all-inclusive method of formal analysis
that, in an unsuspected way, suits certain postmodern attitudes in theory insofar as it
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embraces a hybrid notion of form that refute deep-seated binaries of modernity. In
Webster’s own words,
In multivalent analysis, a musical work is understood as encompassing
numerous different “domains”: tonality, musical ideas, rhythm, dynamics,
instrumentation, register, rhetoric, “narrative” design, and so forth…
Many of these domains must be interpreted not only in terms of “what
happens,” but also dialogically or hermeneutically, in the context of
generic expectations and other conceptual aspects. This adds what one
might whimsically call a meta-multivalent dimension to the analysis
[emphasis added].62
To describe the scope and method of multivalent analysis, Webster navigates the
spectrum of recent research on the subject and advocates a critical-historical approach
that implicitly displays affinities with early romantic criticism. The methodology
advocated by Webster represents a stance toward aesthetic forms and events kindred to
the worldview of romantic critique and shares its key epistemic principles. Webster
situates this “multivalent” approach in the landscape of contemporary music theory by
reclaiming the skeptical aspects of an analytic tradition that is traced back to the seminal
work of Tovey.63 Within this tradition, the notion of sonata form is seen as inextricably
intertwined with the concept of musical work that Lydia Goehr has called the workconcept. 64 This concept gradually emerges to crystallize as a regulative category of
musical practice and criticism by the turn of the nineteenth century, around the time the
Jena romantics articulated their literary theory. Burnham has pointed out that our
constructions of sonata form take for granted that both musical work and form are
autonomous entities, adding that “it is no accident that [as Goehr argues] the ‘work-
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concept’ became distinctly foregrounded around the same time as the recognition of
sonata form.”65 Webster’s multivalent approach would be untenable without the
modernist assumption that all elements involved in the composition of music should
ultimately cohere to produce closure within a formal entity that largely exceeds the sum
of its parts. This assumption is the main merit of the multivalent approach he advocates,
because it is precisely through the sonata forms of late eighteenth century that this
structural way of thinking becomes a fundamental principle of compositional practice in
Western art music. This structural approach implies that the singular forms of romantic,
that is, self-reflexively modern art necessarily stand in conflict with the universal notions
of genre instituted in neoclassical poetics. Therefore, to produce a singularly meaningful
form, an artist can in principle subject every inherited convention to a qualitative process
of transformation. According to the romantic system of belief, this is exactly what poesy
entailed.
This structural way of thinking underlies the formal paradigm that identifies
musical modernism. Metaphorically speaking this meant that composers started to
conceive of musical form as a system of multiple forces that lend themselves to be
manipulated through medium-specific strategies that transform the conventional
practices. It is my contention that in the sonata forms of the classical style we witness the
gradual emergence in practice of the modernist paradigm of form within the tradition of
Western art music. In this sense, sonata form represents both the practice and the notion
that best encapsulates within musical discourse the lofty aspirations and the fundamental
problems that have preoccupied the subjective culture of Western modernity.66 The
modernist principle of openness that first manifests in the hybrid forms of the novel
65
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progressively crystallizes in music in the sonata forms developed by Haydn, Mozart, and
most vigorously, by Beethoven. 67 The Viennese triumvirate led the way in introducing
compositional techniques to work out a new kind of structural interrelationship among
the multiple formal forces at play in music. This new structural interrelationship is what
in fact yields sonata form. The principle of openness that empowers it, also gives to
sonata form its dialogic nature. As such, sonata form is a compositional practice that can
integrate what is perceived as different while at the same time redefining itself as a form
in the process. Hence, sonata form can be seen as a self-reflexively modern practice that
questions its own stability as form; in this sense sonata form is quintessentially ironic.
Daniel Chua has felicitously captured this ironic condition of sonata form, describing it in
Adornian fashion as a dialectical process that negates itself:
…sonata form is not a form, in that any external definition of its structure
will destroy its essence as consciousness. And yet sonata form has to be a
form in that its consciousness is only signified by its constant negation of
the structure it posits. Sonata form is therefore the double activity of
indicating and subverting its structure in an ironic attempt to synthesize
the universal and the particular… In Romantic fashion it strives towards a
reconciliation that it knows to be impossible and at best illusory. 68
This irreducible dynamics, I contend, is not exclusive to sonata forms and in fact
constitutes the symptom of the modern way of thinking about art that translates in
compositional practice through a structural openness towards the different and unusual,
i.e. “the original.” In practice, this formal principle seeks to generate a singular form by
critiquing the generic in a given work. This principle defined the literary paradigm the
67
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romantics saw represented in the novel and became the driving force of modernist formal
approaches. From this perspective, I consider that Beethoven’s “new path” represents a
point of inflection signaling a self-conscious intensification of the structural approach
that was the distinctive attribute of literary subjectivity. In the sonata forms of Op. 31 we
witness how the ironic reflexivity that drives literary subjectivity circumvents
conventional practices to produce a singular form.69 Insofar as it remained an uncodified
practice free from prescriptive rules, sonata form represented the privileged locus for
formal innovation in Western art music. Once music theorists set the form in stone, the
principle of openness that defined it started to manifest itself, for instance, in the
microforms of romanticism. The first generation of romantic composers found more
promising possibilities of innovation outside the limits of sonata form and thus felt free of
a tradition that had become overbearing. Once codified, sonata form stopped its
continued evolution as a compositional practice and became rather a set of prescriptive
rules in the fashion of a neoclassical genre. As Rosen has put it,
When sonata form did not yet exist, it had a history—the history of
eighteenth-century musical style. Once it had been called into existence by
early nineteenth-century theory, history was no longer possible for it; it
was defined, fixed, and unalterable. Except for a few small and
unimportant details, sonata form will be for all eternity what Czerny said it
was.70
Foregrounding the emergence of sonata form as an uncodified practice, I argue
that in the context of late eighteenth-century Europe sonata form was to music what the
novel was to literature. This analogy may in principle oversimplify the intricate
relationships between two substantially different media—instrumental music and prose
fiction. However, I believe it is useful to bring out a historical perspective that reframes
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the crucial epistemic problem at stake in theories of sonata form, namely, how to
reconcile a need for universal abstraction with the irreducible particularity of a musical
repertoire whose forms were purposefully crafted to be singular. To be sure, to conceive
of this heuristic homology between the novel and sonata form in the manner of a
straightforward correspondence would be a reductio ad absurdum that erased the
particularities between two materially different media. The only purpose of my
homology is to establish that the relevant connection between sonata form and the novel
occurs at the meta-discursive level, that is, as paradigmatic categories that once
articulated in the discourse of the literary came to regulate compositional practices.
Although the novel and sonata form had developed in ways that were medium-specific—
and thus separated by an incommensurable epistemic gap—literary discourse ultimately
rendered them homologous in their common aspiration to produce difference.71 As I have
argued, what defines both the modern novel and the emblematic form of instrumental
music is precisely their built-in capacity to problematize the relationship between the
particular and the generic. Historically, both forms appeared and evolved in practice
outside the epistemic space set by the theories prevailing in their respective fields. To
their credit, the Jena romantics are the first critics to address point blank this historical
tension between practice and theory, and romantic irony was their penetrating way to
render it.
According to Friedrich Schlegel, as pointed out in our discussion of the Dialogue
on Poetry, universal rules cannot begin to address that intricate relationship, at least by
the standards of post-Kantian critique. The norms of neoclassical poetics ignored history
and erased the material differences that gave meaning to the artworks of modernity. For
Schlegel, the relationship between the general and the particular is embodied each time
anew in the singular forms of exemplary works of art. This philosophical insight lies at
the heart of the Continental tradition in aesthetic criticism that continues today in the
works of philosophers such as Jean-Luc Nancy and Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, who not
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coincidentally have initiated the ongoing reassessment of Jena romanticism with the
publication of The Literary Absolute. As Walter Benjamin first argued in his famous
dissertation on the subject, the method of literary criticism introduced by the early
romantics seeks to interpret art forms through an open-ended process of reflection that
contemplates work and author within their historical constellation.72 For this reason
Schlegel considered that neoclassical poetics had dispensed with the need for critical
reflection when looking at the literary forms of modernity through the lenses of hardened
taxonomies of genre.73 Athenäum Fragment no. 116 sums up Schlegel’s stance by
concluding the form of an exemplary artwork “can be exhausted by no law.” This is, in a
nutshell, the critical premise upon which the romantics founded their own “Copernican
Revolution” in aesthetics.
Seen in the light of romantic critique, the paradigmatic forms of modernity
become historical windows that restate each time anew the relationship between the
generic—be it neoclassical genre, formal type, or a conventional practice—and the
particular—the singular, finite, fragmentary forms. Romantic irony questions this
relationship by acting as the inexhaustible matrix of difference. In undoing the
conventional and deceiving expectations, irony never ceases to create discontinuities and
ruptures that destabilizes and at the same time recasts the work’s affiliation to generic
notions of form and style. Schlegel meant as much when declaring that “irony is
permanent parabasis.” All this meant that ultimately, the beautiful, as fleshed out in
modern forms, is the different. This why after the romantic revolution modern criticism
necessarily entails, in Blanchot’s words, the question of “discontinuity or difference as
form.”74 In practice, the singular forms of modern art dissolve the generic through
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compositional strategies that undo what is perceived as the conventional. 75 This undoing
is the symptom of that “oscillation between self-creation and self-destruction” immanent
to irony. The endless transformation of forms entailed by irony goes hand in hand with
the romantic vision of history as an “infinite progression” that never reaches resolution.
Thus Schlegel writes of the “infinite perfectibility” of modern literature in its striving for
the fusion of theory and practice.76 This infinite perfectibility identifies the modernist
paradigm of form instituted in discourse of the literary. Bringing back here the structural
homology I suggested above, the novel and sonata form represent the literary genre and
the musical form through which this modernist paradigm materialized and thrived.
I argue that in the sonata forms of Op. 31 coalesces a modernist approach to form
that manifests itself through an ironic production of structural difference. During 1802
Beethoven initiated a new path that led him to increasingly explore the relationship
between ironic difference and the dissolution of the generic. By focusing on this
particular, rather early stage in Beethoven’s career my goal is to situate within the
historical constellation of early romanticism the moment in which Beethoven’s
idiosyncratic approach to musical form first coheres in a self-conscious manner.
Furthermore, perceiving here signs of a reflexive way to handle musical form may also
cast in a new light our present understanding of Beethoven’s progression towards the late
style. The sonatas Op. 31 constitute a stylistic microcosm that simultaneously closes the
early period and opens the middle one. Beethoven’s new approach reflects the selfreflexive understanding of form the early romantics first rendered in their literary theory.
In making his own this new formal consciousness, Beethoven develops what is perceived
as the latent tendencies of a heterogeneous repertoire of raw materials in ways that in
Absolute: The Theory of Literature in German Romanticism, trans. Philip Barnard and Cheryl Lester
(Albany: State University of New York Press, 1988), 123.
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perfect consonance with the romantics’ view of form as the creation of difference. In the
first movements in particular we hear how the unexpected, the incongruous, the eccentric,
in sum, that which in a given historical context is perceived as different, permeates the
form to shape a structure that subverts the generic. It should come as no surprise that
early reviewers deemed Beethoven’s music eccentric, bizarre, and grotesque, as we
discussed in the first chapter. In an unsuspected way, early reviewers sensed in their
candid reactions the ironic eccentricity inherent to Beethoven’s music. One might even
argue that romantic irony helps us to listen with fresh ears and restore to Beethoven’s
early works its original oddity.
Against the background of a neoclassical aesthetics the early romantics deemed
obsolete, Beethoven’s approach to sonata form in Op. 31 also illustrates the epistemic
move from a rhetorical to a “poietic” conception of form. This shift in the understanding
of form and, with it, of listening practices, remained inscribed within the so-called
privatization of literary experience described in Chapter 3. It was in the context of this
process that Beethoven created piano sonatas of unprecedented formal sophistication and
technical difficulty, giving a metaphysical content to what otherwise was a form of
private entertainment in the bourgeois home. The piano sonata was the private genre par
excellence because it offered a unique opportunity to retreat to the domestic space and
play an instrument that conjures up without additional accompaniment its own musical
universe. This kind of intimate experience, essential to musical romanticism, assumed a
special bond between instrument and performer even when playing for others, and can be
linked to the solitary practice of silent reading that became widely popular in the late
eighteenth century.77 To read was to perform in solitude an act of introspection far
removed from the hustle and bustle of civic life. In this new private sphere I consider the
piano, like the book, a technological object that becomes the site where a literate person
could perform certain secular rituals aimed at cultivating a romantic subjectivity. For
someone living in romantic Europe, reading a book and playing the piano were
experiences of self-absorption perceived despite their very different nature as unmediated
77
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ways of approximating the essence of Being. The romantics would thus reclaim for art
the privilege of revealing in experience the substance of a subjectivity that remained
inaccessible to scientific knowledge.
Although Beethoven expanded in radical ways every instrumental genre of the
classical style, the piano sonata was certainly the one in which he undertook the most
comprehensive transformation. Beethoven is, as Newman has put it, the composer “who
is commonly agreed to have contributed most significantly to the sonata not only in the
Classic Era but, insofar as such generalizations have meaning, to all sonata history.”78
Beethoven did so by writing sonatas that increasingly imposed extraordinary technical
demands on the performer, developing further a tendency that first manifested in the late
piano sonatas of Haydn, Mozart and among the virtuosi, Clementi.79 Taking to new
heights this tendency, Beethoven treated the piano since the beginning of his career—
dazzling the Viennese society with his improvisations—as if it were a full orchestra,
educing sonorities that shook off the fragile frames of early Viennese pianos. From then
on, Beethoven developed through his piano sonatas a dramatic expressivity of symphonic
ambitions way before any actual keyboard could deliver the majestic sonorities he
imagined.80 Furthermore, Beethoven also had an active and prominent role in the
78
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technological progress of the instrument. Tia DeNora has shown how closely Beethoven
worked with Viennese piano-makers to obtain a sturdier instrument more suitable to the
orchestral sounds he desired and the muscular technique he had mastered.81 By first
making a name as an unrivaled virtuoso, Beethoven’s entrance in the Viennese musical
scene meant a sort of pianistic revolution that left no stone unturned, as he set off to
transform style, form, performance practices, technique, and technology.
Throughout the eighteenth century the piano sonata had been conceived as a genre
intended to provide light entertainment for amateurs in private performances, generally
considered music destined to young single ladies eager to exhibit their graces before
potential husbands.82 For this reason composers tended to write sonatas that contemplated
the limited keyboard technique of the intended audience while also satisfying a
pedagogical function. With Beethoven the piano sonata progressively became a vehicle
of reflection that seized on the solitary nature of the genre.83 This tendency becomes
apparent in the quasi una fantasia sonatas of Beethoven’s Op. 27, successful attempts to
fuse the sentimental ethos of the fantasy style with the structural coherence of the
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classical style. 84 The subjective intimacy that is intrinsic to the piano sonata was singled
out by prominent music theorists of the late eighteenth century. Glenn Stanley has
pointed out that theorists such as J. A. P. Schulz identified in 1774 the sonata “with a
monologue or dialogue, poetic genres that readily map onto solo or duo sonatas, [and]
suggests a personal and subjective intimacy.”85 However, Schulz casts the piano sonata in
the rhetorical terms of neoclassical poetic genres. A few decades later and imbued with
the rhetoric of romanticism, Beethoven took full advantage of this intimate bond between
performer and instrument to create forms for the piano that elicited a deeply introspective
subjective experience.86 In the case of Op. 31, the first movement of the “Tempest”
sonata fulfills this aspiration with an intensity previously unheard of. After this decisive
step towards formal complexity, Beethoven’s piano sonatas increasingly become vehicles
of metaphysical ruminations, a tendency that reaches its apotheosis in the last four piano
sonatas.
Beethoven’s new approach to sonata form in the piano sonata soon flourished in
the “heroic” works of the middle period, most conspicuously in the “Waldstein” and the
“Appassionata” (Opp. 53 and 57). It is worth noting, however, that Beethoven made clear
from the very beginning that the piano sonata was for him much more than music to
entertain and train amateurs. Summarizing Beethoven’s formidable contribution,
Wheelock has pointed out that “from the first of the Op. 2 sonatas… to the last, Op. 111
of 1821-22… Beethoven’s bold approach to the medium is audible in a continuous
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stream of works that reinvented the genre of the solo keyboard sonata.”87 Beethoven’s
reinvention project already manifested in the ambitious four-movement plans he
conceived for the Op. 2 sonatas, dedicated to Haydn, or later in the piano sonata Op. 13,
Pathetique, which opens with an orchestral introduction of tragic grandiosity. When
examining Beethoven’s trajectory in reinventing the genre, it becomes evident that the
piano sonatas Op. 31 represent the momentous stage in which compositional strategies
introduced in earlier sonatas through isolated gestures, come together in a qualitatively
different manner. According to Lewis Lockwood, Beethoven reaches this stage by
progressively reshaping forms and genre in the group of piano sonatas comprised
between Op. 22 and Op. 28.88 In Lockwood’s words, the Op. 20’s sonatas
confirm that for Beethoven the piano sonata was a field for
experimentation and of new ways of unfolding ideas. Of all the major
genres of Beethoven’s work it is the most personal, the most intimate, and
the one most closely tied to his lifelong devotion to improvisation… In
these works he had moved from mastery of rhetoric to more expressive
and personal styles that opened the way to further achievements [emphasis
added].89
Abandoning the rhetoric that had framed the piano sonata as entertainment music for
amateurs, Beethoven introduced a new approach that exponentially complicated sonata
form in its condition of open structural principle, thus modernizing the genre and
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reframing the private experience it elicited. More specifically, in the sonata forms of Op.
31 crystallizes a poietic notion of form that entails the generation of ironic difference.90
By crafting a set of “anomalous” sonata forms, Beethoven instantiates in Op. 31 the
persistent undoing of the generic the Jena romantics advocated in their literary critique of
neoclassical poetics.
III.
BEETHOVEN’S “NEUE MANIER,”
HEILIGENSTADT, AND LITERARY SUBJECTIVITY
Written in 1802, the three piano sonatas Op. 31 belong to a small group of works
that, as I have argued, signaled a new way of handling musical form that displays a selfreflexive approach that had been legitimized in the discourse of the literary. This formal
approach problematizes through compositional practice the relationship between singular
form and generic norms by constantly seeking to create difference. This irreducible
tension between the singular and the generic was built into the paradigm that came to
regulate the historical dynamics of modernist art. In this scenario, the sonata forms
Beethoven concocted for Op. 31 are representative of a turning point at which his
idiosyncratic style first coalesces and branches out in a decisive way from the Viennese
classical style. Needless to say, the first movements of Op. 31 do not epitomize per se—
as “the” single instance that would sum up a complex and uneven volitional process—
the structural transformation that differentiates the works of the middle period from the
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Schirmer, 1998), 137.
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early ones. I focus on the sonata-form movements of Op. 31 only insofar as they can
serve, in their apparent diversity and pivotal position in Beethoven’s oeuvre and
biography, as paradigmatic case studies to tease out compositional principles and
strategies that characterize the modernist approach to form. As forms that bridge the
classical and the romantic, the first movements of Op. 31 are open monads whereby the
abstract and the concrete, that is, early romantic theory and compositional techniques,
meet and fuse to produce an irreducible experience that remains however framed by the
subjective values of the literary. I approach the sonata forms of Op. 31 as musical
snapshots that capture a seminal moment in the transformation Beethoven effects on the
forms and syntax of the classical style.
Carl Czerny, one of Beethoven’s disciples and closest friends, famously reported
that Beethoven had committed himself to develop a new way of handling musical form at
the time of the Op. 31 sonatas. Czerny, generally considered a reliable eyewitness,
chronicled in his memoirs that the Op. 31 represents the first ripe fruits of that “new
path”:
Around the year 1803, after Beethoven had already composed his Op. 28,
he said to his intimate friend Krumpholz: “I am not very satisfied with my
previous works. From now on I intend to enter upon a new path.” Shortly
after this event his three sonatas Op. 29 were published, in which we can
recognize the partial fulfillment of his resolution.91
Reminiscing many years after the episode Czerny got the year wrong, since
Beethoven had in fact completed the piano sonatas in the summer and early fall of
1802.92 He did however get the opus number right, for the sonatas Op. 31 were in fact
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For a discussion of Czerny’s comment in relationship to the opus number of these sonatas and their
publication see Carl Dahlhaus, “The New Path,” In Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to His Music,
trans. Mary Whittall (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), 166-89. For a detailed chronology of the creative
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first published in Switzerland as Op. 29 in 1803. The most conclusive evidence, however,
has been furnished by Beethoven himself. In a letter written to Breitkopf and Härtel, his
publishers in Leipzig, Beethoven offers two new sets of variations, and repeatedly asserts
that he had developed a new method of composition:
I have composed two sets of variations, one consisting of eight variations
and the other of thirty. Both sets are worked out in a truly and wholly new
manner [“wirklich ganz neue Manier”], and each in a separate and
different way. I would infinitely prefer to have them engraved by you, but
on no other condition than for a fee of 50 ducats for both sets. Do not let
me make this offer in vain, for I assure you that you will have no regrets in
respect of these two works. Each theme is treated in its own way and in a
different way from the other one. Usually I have to wait for other people
to tell me when I have new ideas, because I never know this myself. But
this time, I myself can assure you that in both these works the method is
quite new so far as I am concerned [emphasis added].93
The two sets of variations Beethoven is offering here were written at the same
time than the sonatas Op. 31: the Six Variations in F major Op. 34 and the Fifteen
Variations and Fugue in E-flat major Op. 35, known as the “Eroica” variations.
Beethoven’s overemphasis on the newness of his approach is attributable to the fact that
piano variations, although still very popular, had come to be perceived as a rather
formulaic musical form aimed at providing light entertainment for amateur pianists and

process of the sonatas Op. 31, which includes an attempt to connect the reference to Shakespeare’s Tempest
with Beethoven’s biography, see Theodore Albrecht, “Beethoven and Shakespeare’s Tempest: New Light
on An Old Allusion,” Beethoven Forum, 1 (1992), 81-92.
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eds., Beiträge zu Beethovens Kammermusik (Munich: Henle, 1987), 216-24.
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their occasional guests.94 Still, and exactly for this reason, to publish variations on
popular songs and opera arias was a highly lucrative enterprise, an alluring opportunity
for young composers who were eager to achieve public and pecuniary success. As
Beethoven points out in his letter to Breitkopf, he was already trying something unusual
by not using, as he had done with past variations for piano, some popular theme from the
operas staged in Vienna.95 In doing so, Beethoven was knowingly imitating Haydn, who
had made a reputation for introducing what was at the time an unusual practice.96 Both
sets of variations are indeed based on themes written by Beethoven himself and
laboriously worked out in a series of detailed sketches. However, for the Op. 35
variations Beethoven chose a theme of his own he had already used at least twice before:
first in his series of 12 Contredanses for orchestra written in 1801 (WoO14, the theme is
in the seventh dance), and then in the finale of the ballet The Creatures of Prometheus,
incidental music that had been his most resonant public success to date.97 More
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The premiere of this ballet marked the beginning of Beethoven international recognition as a major
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significantly, this is also the theme Beethoven used in the grandiose variations finale of
the Eroica Symphony Op. 55, from which the piano variations Op. 35 were
retrospectively given their nickname. 98 According to Charles Rosen, Beethoven’s sets of
variations Opp. 34 and 35 meant a reinvention of the form by carrying out a process of
“sonatization” of the conventional variation techniques.99 Elaine Sisman, however, has
criticized this view in her comprehensive study of the classical variation, arguing that
Haydn had already developed sophisticated techniques that destabilized the repetitive
nature of the form.100
Elaborating further on the relationship between Beethoven’s “neue Manier” and
the tradition of the classical variation, Sisman has also contended that even though the
“undeniably new feature of the [Op. 35 variations] should not be downplayed,” the
innovative compositional techniques first introduced in these variations only acquire a
new structural dimension in the finale of the Eroica symphony, completed a year later in

it ever will be!” Solomon, Beethoven, 100. The anecdote was first reported by Aloys Fuchs and cited in
Friedrich Kerst, ed., Die Erinnerungen an Beethoven, vol. 1 (Stuttgart: Julius Hoffman, 1913), 109.
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1803.101 In the Eroica symphony finale, Beethoven greatly expanded variation techniques
he had developed at the piano by taking advantage of the possibilities offered by the
orchestral medium. One can see in this finale how Beethoven redefines the relationship
between tradition and innovation that had been previously regulated through the norms of
neoclassical poetics. As Sisman has eloquently described it, the variations in the Eroica
finale bring about a forward-looking reinvention of the form that
…sums up the past by parading before us all of Haydn’s variation
techniques, only to shake off the past deliberately by transforming the
formal and rhetorical context with which those techniques had been
associated… [In doing so] he invented a “really new” kind of theme and
subjected it to a different decorum, a teleological rhetoric. By the end of
the work, both the alternation process and repetition itself [that
characterized the classical variation] have become something quite
different. This was simply not part of Haydn’s aesthetic [emphasis added].
102

In the Eroica symphony Beethoven took to new heights the formal innovations
first tried out in the piano works written at the time of the “neue Manier.” As the vast
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works of 1802.104 As discussed above, Lockwood aptly describes the group of piano
sonatas immediately preceding the “neue Manier” as a “laboratory of invention” in which
Beethoven forged the compositional techniques that blossomed in the ambitious works of
the middle period.105 The private nature of the piano sonata also allows the sensitive
listener to discern and experience in an intimate ways Beethoven’s transformation of
classical techniques in the sonatas Op. 31. The ostensibly smaller scale of the piano
sonata should not preclude us from perceiving the far-reaching significance of
Beethoven’s “new path” in fashioning an ostensibly romantic style. 106 In the sonatas Op.
31, and emblematically so in the “Tempest,” we can discern a compositional approach
that conceives of musical form as a temporal phenomenon that is inherently subjective.
The notion that form is a process aimed at shaping the subjective perception of time is, as
we discussed elsewhere, a core principle of the literary. Moreover, as the form in the first
movements of these sonatas unfolds in ways that question classical notions of unity, the
piano sonatas Op. 31 even foreshadow the radicalization of the ironic that surfaces in the
late style.
We might be surprised to learn that Beethoven conceived and developed this
compositional approach during the most traumatic period of his life. Beethoven’s “neue
Manier” together with the works that first embodied it acquire a far-reaching significance
that exceeds the merely anecdotal once they are understood in the pertinent biographical
context.107 Beethoven announced his “neue Manier” in a letter he wrote to Breitkopf on
104
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October 18th 1802. Just a few days earlier he had signed the Heiligenstadt testament, a
letter addressed to his brothers in which Beethoven bids farewell to life. Dated October
6th and 10th—Beethoven added an additional clause on the latter date—this letter has
become Beethoven’s most famous autobiographical document, offering first-hand
evidence to support the quasi-mythical status granted to Beethoven. Although the story
has been told innumerable times, it is worth revisiting it here in the context of
Beethoven’s “neue Manier.” After having learned that his hearing loss was irreversible,
Beethoven secluded himself in the rural village of Heiligenstadt, a suburb of Vienna
where he stayed throughout the summer and early fall of 1802 for an unusually long
period of almost six months.108 Written in the confessional style dear to the early
romantics, the “testament” shows that Beethoven was fully imbued with the discursive
values of early romanticism. In this text Beethoven interprets the travails of his life
through the lens of the literary.109 Above all, the testament evinces that Beethoven had
already made his own the notion of subjectivity instituted in the discourse of the literary,
building for himself an artistic persona that would endure and fructify well beyond the
fateful days spent in Heiligenstadt. In the testament, Beethoven articulates his own
literary persona in the likeness of the “artist as genius” image, a central category of the
Downs overlooks the fact that “Czerny cites Op. 31, not Op. 55 [the Eroica], as the documentary statement
of the ‘new’: that is, a work not intended for a mass audience… Finally, Downs’s reading looks even less
likely when the ‘new path’ is compared to the ‘really wholly new style’, to which Beethoven referred in
connection with the variation cycles, Opp. 34 and 35.” Dahlhaus, Beethoven, 168.
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literary that legitimized the figure of the author, as we discussed in the previous chapter.
The genius category fostered an artistic mentality identified by the expressive urge to find
a personal, authentic voice manifested in original forms that were perceived as vehicles
of the author’s innermost feelings, ideas, and desires. Because of the generational gaps
that separated them, Beethoven is the only member of the “classical triumvirate” who
grew up at the time when the discourse of the literary started to hold sway in the leading
intellectual circles of Europe, and increasingly trickling down to a fast-growing audience
of readers from the pages of early romantic novels. That Beethoven had appropriated this
discourse becomes evident in the Heiligenstadt testament. In it, we see that Beethoven
reproduces not only the writing style but also key philosophical tropes of early romantic
critique. In pointing out the literary tone of Beethoven’s writing, Maynard Solomon has
pointed out that one finds in the testament,
…passages of real pathos, but these are so intertwined with self-conscious
dramatics that one begins to realize that this neatly written document is a
carefully revised “fair copy” that has been scrubbed clean of much of its
original emotion.110
The fact that Beethoven meticulously crafted a literary presentation of the most
tragic event of his life, describing his feelings of anxiety and despair in a prose
characteristic of the sentimental novels of the time, shows how wholeheartedly he had
assimilated the subjective values of romanticism. More significantly, in writing this letter
Beethoven forever inscribed his artistic persona within the discursive network of the
literary. The psychological significance of this document is further underscored by the
fact that Beethoven kept it secret for the rest of his life, with the evident purpose of
leaving for posterity a first-person account of his aspirations and travails. Discovered and
published right after Beethoven’s death, the Heiligenstadt testament fueled the process of
myth-making that had immediately ensued.111 It is no wonder then that Beethoven’s
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testament soon became an inexhaustible source of inspiration for writers, historians, and
critics alike throughout the nineteenth century. Scott Burnham has compellingly shown
how the symbolic power of Beethoven’s heroic image influenced not only the course of
his music’s critical reception but also methodologies and theories that defined
musicology as a modern discipline.112 The artistic persona thus constructed incarnates so
remarkably the subjectivity of the literary that it seems as if the Jena romantics
themselves had collectively created it for the philosophical novel they never manage to
complete. In a meta-discursive sense, Beethoven is the one who succeeded in
instantiating the romantics’ project of a “novel of novels” through inherently ironic forms
that generate their own theory. Alluding to this uncanny affinity between Beethoven’s
music and Jena romanticism, Burnham has written with a remarkable power of synthesis
that,
In one of his better-known Athenäum Fragments, Friedrich Schlegel
identified the three defining tendencies of his age as the French revolution,
Ficthte’s Wissenschaftslehre, and Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister. That a music
joining these tendencies could ever materialize is the stuff of romantic
utopian fantasy. That it in fact did materialize, and only some few years
after Schlegel’s declaration, has been the stuff of our own fantasy, for in it
we hear the apparent proof of an aggrandizing metaphysics of the self, the
ultimate music of the modern post-Kantian world, and an abiding hedge
against the nameless terrors of an indifferent universe.113
Paraphrasing Prospero’s famous words in Shakespeare’s Tempest, this seems
indeed the “stuff dreams are made of.” Although late romanticism, alas, did succumb to
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the “aggrandizing metaphysics of the self,” the Jena romantics, cognizant of the perils of
an absolute ego, had ardently championed its necessary negation through the saving
graces of irony. From the perspective of romantic irony, the formal approach that first
coalesces in Beethoven’s “new path” instantiates the ironic worldview Schlegel
conceived as the antidote against Fichte’s “absolute I.” Beethoven’s new approach sets
off a progressive intensification of the ironic that materializes most vigorously in the late
style. When analyzed from the perspective of romantic theory, Beethoven’s approach to
form contradicts, in what is itself an ironic paradox, the self-aggrandizing myth the
composer himself helped to construe. Yet, in erecting that myth, the “based-on-a-truestory” tale of a composer gone deaf and increasingly isolating himself from the frivolities
of Viennese aristocratic salons proved to be irresistible. Perhaps, this is the primary
reason why Beethoven still holds an iconic status even within pop Western culture, a
status that seems to preclude the many movies made on the subject from seeing
something beyond the effigy of the “deaf-mad” genius of music. The construction of
Beethoven as a romantic hero-hermit also adds the aesthetic surplus of turning his
physical handicap into the causal condition for the structural transformation he effected in
the forms and genres of the classical style. Early critics, writing in the decade following
Beethoven’s death, often resorted to Beethoven’s deafness to explain perplexing
dissonances in works such as the late string quartets, and, as K. M. Knittel has shown,
they even considered that Beethoven “had lost his mental faculties judging from his
obliviousness to the effect his pieces had in the hearing world.”114 Wagner turned upside
down this view in his famous essay on Beethoven, published in 1870, transmuting
Beethoven’s deafness from physical impairment into a sort of metaphysical advantage he
enjoyed over us common mortals.115 As the story goes, in sealing him off from the noises
of the madding crowd, his deafness forced Beethoven to hear inwards and flesh out
through his music a transcendental dimension of subjectivity that is indifferent to the
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immediate gratification of the senses.116 From this biographical outline also emerged a
master narrative that suffused the hermeneutical interpretations of Beethoven’s works and
shaped their canonical reception.
To show how the Heiligenstadt testament is embedded in the discursive network
of the literary, I focus on a group of key passages that reveal the extent to which
Beethoven had absorbed the subjective values and poetic tropes of that discourse. This
already becomes clear in the language of the opening remarks, where Beethoven manages
to summarize in a short but eloquent passage the trauma occasioned by his infirmity as
well as the negative impact it had on his character:
Though born with a fiery, active temperament, even susceptible to the
diversions of society, I was soon compelled to withdraw myself, to live
life alone. If at times I tried to forget all this, oh how harshly was I flung
back by the doubly sad experience of my bad hearing. Yet it was
impossible for me to say to people, “Speak louder, shout, for I am deaf.”
Ah, how could I possibly admit an infirmity in the one sense which ought
to be more perfect in me than in others, a sense which I once possessed in
the highest perfection, a perfection such as few in my profession enjoy or
ever have enjoyed.117
After having set the stage by revealing the reason of his suffering, Beethoven
laments the fact that “in enduring a wretched existence [I was] forced to become a
philosopher already in my twenty-eighth year.”118 The idea of the artist as philosopher,
the “poet-philosopher” revered by the early romantics, is a construal constitutive of the
discourse of the literary. Commenting on this passage Mark Evan Bonds points out that
the concept of the “artist as philosopher” emerges by the turn of the nineteenth century at
the time when music, as per the new values of early romanticism, was no longer seen as
116
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Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2003), 162-85.
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The complete passage reads: “Perhaps I shall get better, perhaps not; I am ready. Forced to become a
philosopher already in my twenty-eight year, oh it is not easy, and for the artist much more difficult than
for anyone else,” Solomon, 153.
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sharing the pragmatic goals of classical rhetoric.119 Eighteenth-century critics of the
neoclassical tradition had maintained that music had to entertain and please its intended
audience and for this reason, composers could never demand that listeners “exert
themselves unduly in following the trajectory of a [complex] musical discourse.”120
Beethoven’s view of himself as a philosopher implied that composers were no longer
providers of musical entertainment aimed at specific occasions and audiences. Instead,
the romantics turned composers into creators of self-reflexive forms that conveyed a
truth-revealing message to a rather abstract, universal audience that was expected to get
deeply involved with the music in order to get it. As pointed out in the introductory
chapter, E. T. A. Hoffmann perpetuated with his hermeneutical reviews this image of
Beethoven as a philosopher that spoke of truth not in words but through musical form.
Analyzing the critical reception of each composer, Bonds articulates a telling
contrast between Haydn as the rhetorical composer and Beethoven as the philosophical
one. These historical constructions, which remained highly influential throughout the
nineteenth century, are particularly useful in understanding larger socio-historical
transformations shaping European culture around 1800, even though they reduce the
complex diversity of Beethoven’s and Haydn’s music to totalizing views. These
abstractions, however, helps us to situate each composer’s oeuvres in relationship to the
two aesthetic discourses coexisting at the end of the eighteenth century: the rhetorical one
waning in its regulative force within poetics, the literary one gaining momentum by
reframing literary production and subjective experience.121
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David Wellbery has addressed the complex relationship between the discourse of the literary, as
articulated in the romantics’ theory of poetry, and the rhetorical doctrine of neoclassical poetics, arguing
that “the relationship of Romanticism to rhetoric should be conceived less as the abandonment of a
tradition than as its transformation.” According to Wellbery, romantic literary theory entailed a rethinking
of key rhetorical concepts that led the Jena romantics to articulate a new kind of rhetoric grounded on
Kantian epistemology. In Wellbery’s words, “two aspects of [romantic] theory were incompatible with a
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interdependence of their parts.” David Wellbery, “The Transformation of Rhetoric,” in The Cambridge
History of Literary Criticism, vol. 5, ed. Brown, 189.
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This contrast between the rhetorical and the philosophical—or rather, the
literary—turns their respective oeuvres into symbols of the two discursive formations that
coexisted at the end of the eighteenth century, the rhetorical one waning in its regulative
force within poetics, the literary one gaining momentum by reframing artistic production
and aesthetic experience. More significantly, the image of Beethoven as a composerphilosopher played a crucial role in establishing what Bonds calls “a new paradigm of
listening” for instrumental music, and for this reason
Beethoven’s music… has come to be heard as a source of Platonic truth. It
continues to be perceived as philosophical and not rhetorical, the
pronouncements of an oracle, not an orator. In Hoffmann’s terms,
Beethoven’s music is couched in a language understood by very few, and
its composer does not reach out to us, does not lead us, but instead
challenges us to comprehend—or at least to perceive dimly—a higher
truth, shadows on a cave wall.122
Even more remarkable is the fact that Beethoven, as he writes in the testament,
could see himself as a philosopher “already at an early age.” Such a statement suggests
that Beethoven understood the gist of the aesthetic revolution articulated by the literati of
Jena. Furthermore, the entire document is pervaded by the sentimental tone characteristic
of early romantic prose. Beethoven describes his afflictions with the heart-wrenching
intensity we find in the literary style of writers such as Schlegel, Novalis, and Tieck, and
also of the young Goethe. This identification with early romantic aesthetics becomes
most apparent in one of the testament’s central passages. After confessing why he had to
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withdraw from any form of social life and decided to live “almost alone, like one who has
been banished,” Beethoven depicts with melodramatic verve the extent of his agony:
If I approach near to people a hot terror seizes upon me, and I fear being
exposed to the danger that my condition might be noticed. Thus it has
been during the last six months which I have spent in the country. By
ordering me to spare my hearing as much as possible, my intelligent
doctor almost fell in with my own present frame of mind, though
sometimes I ran counter to it by yielding to my desire for companionship.
But what a humiliation for me when someone standing next to me heard a
flute in the distance and I heard nothing, or someone heard a shepherd
singing and again I heard nothing. Such incidents drove me almost to
despair; a little more of that and I would have ended my life—it was only
my art that held me back. Ah, it seemed impossible to leave the world
until I had brought forth all that I felt was within me. So I endured this
wretched existence [emphasis added].123
In a passage that strikes me as the most poignant moment in the text, Beethoven
manages to sum up in a compelling image the extreme anxiety that engulfed him when
unexpected incidents of quotidian life made obvious that his sense of hearing was fading
away. That Beethoven seizes the narrative momentum by clinching it with a memorable
one-liner—“I heard nothing”—attests to his skill in crafting a literary voice. Immediately
after, while the word “nothing” still lingers in the reader’s ears, Beethoven goes on to
admit he had contemplated ending his life. Yet, he at once retorts, “it was only my art that
held me back.” With a rather solemn tone, Beethoven thus closes his reflections on the
allegorical episode and invokes one of the leitmotifs of romantic critique. At the end of
the testament, staging a hypothetical farewell to life, Beethoven alludes to suicide a
second time:
Recommend virtue to your children; it alone, not money, can make them
happy. I speak from experience; this was what upheld me in time of
misery. Thanks to it and to my art, I did not end my life with suicide.124
Here, bringing back the idea that art offers the only possibility of redemption in
life, Beethoven links art to virtue and declares this union to be the source of true
happiness. In passing, he disdains money by opposing it to art and virtue, evoking a well123
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known binary of romanticism. Art, understood as the material manifestation of virtue, is
seen as that which makes our “wretched” existence meaningful and worth living. In just a
few lines, Beethoven interprets his sorrows in accordance with the romantic system of
belief, and presents in literary terms his life’s history. The process of putting in writing
his feelings while undergoing a voluntary ostracism likely had a profound impact on
Beethoven’s psyche, and helped to elaborate the mourning process in ways that
empowered his artistic self and vision. One can infer that the writing process helped
Beethoven to consolidate the artistic persona that served him so well for the rest of his
life, articulating a set of literary tropes and images that drove the ambitious career he had
envisaged. As a handful of letters written in his late years show, Beethoven developed
further this mystical view of art as a vehicle of redemption, increasingly describing music
as a refuge against the vexations of earthly life.125
Removed from its immediate biographical context and examined from an ironic
distance, the Heiligenstadt testament reads as a short literary text that succeeds in framing
a very personal tragedy in the terms of the discourse of the literary. In this sense, as
Beethoven repeatedly summons the specter of suicide, Goethe’s Werther is the literary
reference that immediately comes to mind.126 The stylistic and thematic affinities
between Goethe’s novel, “the” pop phenomenon of early romanticism, and Beethoven’s
testament have been often pointed out. Most notoriously, Claus Canisius has gone so far
as to argue that Beethoven strategically paraphrased certain passages from Werther.127
Needless to say, unlike Goethe’s tormented hero Beethoven did not end his life. Doing
what he preached, Beethoven embraced art and made it his table of salvation in the
struggle to overcome despair. Considering the extraordinary popularity of Werther one
may assume that Beethoven did have Goethe’s character in mind when writing his
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testament. The “fever” that followed the publication of Werther initiated a cult for the
heroic figure of the tormented artist that became ingrained in the social imaginary of
romantic Europe and had lasting effects in shaping the aspirations of young artists
through many subsequent editions and reprints.128
Nonetheless, the connections between Beethoven’s testament and Werther run
deeper than any references to suicide might indicate, although it certainly is a sign of
their affinities. The most significant connection actually resides in the concept of
subjectivity that underlies literary discourse. As David Wellbery has argued, Goethe
fleshed out in Werther the literary consciousness of romantic subjectivity through the
very structure of the novel. Through the narrative form of his epistolary novel, Goethe
“aesthetically renders subjectivity per se,” and the character of Werther in fact represents
… the first romantic hero in European literature: in art, love, and nature,
he seeks an absolute which—precisely because it exists outside any
system of differentiation—appears to the subject both as Being itself,
divine presence, and as Nothingness, the radical absence of divinity.129
This system of belief, intrinsic to literary subjectivity, underwrites Beethoven’s
text, surfacing in each one of his pronouncements on life, death, and art. Throughout the
testament Beethoven interweaves key philosophical tropes of the literary: suffering (as
inherent to human life), joy (coming as the outcome of struggle), the contemplative life
(the only opportunity to overcome misery and become virtuous), death (a welcome end to
earthly sufferings), and art (as the manifestation of virtue and our greatest consolation
between the two poles of existence). Furthermore, in presenting his views on these heavy
matters, Beethoven also retrieves the sentimental tone that suffuses Werther’s prose.
Towards the end, in a passage that works as the text’s literary climax, Beethoven brings
home all his points and renders the existential stoicism at the heart of romantic
subjectivity in a poetic synthesis:
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With joy I hasten to meet death. If it comes before I have had the chance
to develop all my artistic capacities, it will still be coming too soon despite
my harsh fate, and I should probably wish it later—yet even so I should be
happy, for would it not free me from a state of endless suffering? Come
when though wilt, I shall meet thee bravely. Farewell and do not wholly
forget me when I am dead… 130
Adding a rich interpretive layer in the exegesis of the testament, Lewis Lockwood
has compared Beethoven’s mournful meditation with Hamlet’s legendary soliloquy, “to
be or not to be.” Lockwood’s felicitous analogy rings true, especially because Hamlet’s
gloomy reflection on the pitfalls of existence became an allegory of romantic subjectivity
through the critical work of the Schlegel brothers. In discussing the Heiligenstadt
testament in conjunction with letters Beethoven wrote to his friends Amenda and
Wegeler, Lockwood observes that when confronting the greatest crisis of his life,
…the Hamlet in [Beethoven] suddenly emerged—a young, proud,
distrustful, pensive prince, laden with doubt and anxiety, struggling with a
perpetual choice between death, perhaps self-destruction, and staying alive
to face difficult courses of action… if Hamlet’s question, “to be or not to
be,” was in his thoughts… the confessional Testament becomes his central
soliloquy in this personal drama, a means of rebuilding his shattered
confidence and facing the bleak life on a lonely, socially alienated artist
[emphasis added].131
This association of Hamlet’s soliloquy with Beethoven’s testament, further
discloses that literary discourse was instrumental in the self-fashioning of aesthetic
subjectivity in early romanticism. By framing within this discourse an artistic persona
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that sustained his own sense of self, Beethoven intuitively tied the sorrows of his
individual struggle to the abstract drama of modern subjectivity, a drama that for both
Schlegel and Goethe Hamlet epitomized. Goethe had turned Shakespeare’s Hamlet into
the central object of reflection in his novel Wilhelm Meisters Lehrjahre, as a performance
of the play becomes for Wilhelm a philosophical journey to ruminate on the relationship
between life, theatrical representation, and literary writing.132 In his review of Meister,
Schlegel considers this “play-within-the play” maneuver the main strength of Goethe’s
novel and lauds it as an exemplary instance of “poetry of poetry,” the highest stage in the
infinite process of reflection entailed by romantic poesy.133 In Schlegel’s words “the view
of Hamlet scattered partly in this book [fourth] and also in the next is not so much
criticism as high poetry.”134 Coming full circle in connecting these literary kinships,
Beethoven possessed copies of Shakespeare’s plays in the Schlegel brothers’ translations,
which included The Tempest, as well as Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister Lehrjahre, which he
particularly relished.135 These multiple connections situate Beethoven’s text and persona
within the network of the literary and explain the lasting reverberations elicited by the
testament in the reception of his music.136 Becoming the written trace that authenticates
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Beethoven’s romantic pedigree, the testament set off an endless hermeneutical spiral that
turned Beethoven’s life into a narrative epitomizing the subjectivity of the literary.
To recognize the chronological proximity between the testament and the “neue
Manier” in conjunction with the testament’s connections to the discourse of the literary
invests the piano works under discussion with an aesthetic significance that goes far
beyond the anecdotal nature of Beethoven’s pronouncements. In their critical
reassessment of irony, the early romantics surmised that even the most prosaic incidents
of everyday life can open a window to help us understand better the world that thrives
under an illusory cloak of irrelevance. Even the “neue Manier” may be seen as an
afterthought used to negotiate with publishers, we could hardly disregard the fact that
Beethoven wrote the piano sonatas Op. 31 while struggling to overcome the defining
crisis of his life. Through the process of writing both the testament and his music,
Beethoven overcame his depression and emerged victoriously with a renewed sense of
self as a composer that led to one of the most prolific periods of his career. Without
question, Beethoven’s text would have meant little had he not produced afterwards, in a
feat of artistic will, a series of groundbreaking works. It hardly needs saying that
Beethoven did not just state that art opened the path to overcome suffering; he did so by
bringing to fruition a new formal approach that marked a “before and after” in the history
of Western art music. It is in this context that the piano sonatas Op. 31 become aesthetic
symbols that reflect the historical formation in which not only they, as musical forms, but
also Beethoven’s persona were possible. Contemplated in this scenario, the Op. 31
sonatas embody the self-conscious assimilation of romantic subjectivity that Beethoven
fleshes out in the testament.
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On a strictly technical level, Beethoven carried out in the sonata forms of Op. 31
heterodox ways of working out structural relationships among motives, themes, textural
configurations, and the overall harmonic plan that superseded the conventions prevailing
for sonata forms in the late eighteenth century. The global outcome of these formal
strategies is a radical alteration in the subjective perception of time elicited by
instrumental forms. As becomes most evident in the “Tempest” sonata, Beethoven
undertook a compositional path in which time does not follow a linear trajectory, which
may occasionally be disrupted by isolated gestures. Instead, time is reconceived as a
subjective phenomenon shaped by abrupt changes in speed, texture, and continuity that
call into question the possibility of achieving real closure. This is indeed the time of the
literary. Beethoven excelled at shaping the temporality of musical experience through
structural differences—interruption, discontinuity, heterogeneity, absence—that arise
from ironic undoings of the generic.
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CHAPTER 5.
BEETHOVEN’S PIANO SONATAS OPUS 31
AND THE UNDOINGS OF IRONY

Music being an art manifested in works of
art, not an exact “a priori” science like
Palmistry or Judicial Astrology, the only
correct theory of chords is an account of the
way in which they happen.

Donald Francis Tovey1

INTRODUCTION
My analysis approaches the first movements of Beethoven’s piano sonatas Op. 31
from the perspective of the romantic theory of irony and the self-reflexively modern
notion of form that undergirds it. The hermeneutical model of literary critique initiated by
the Jena romantics quickly became a pervasive mode of discourse for a modern type of
musical criticism that remained however tied to the values and interpretive practices of
the literary.2 E. T. A. Hoffmann first transferred to Beethoven’s music those interpretive
practices, although in an axiomatic manner that neutralized the dialectical aspects of early
romantic thought. This interpretive mode of analysis played a fundamental role in the
emergence of musicology as an established academic discipline in the nineteenth century,
and has stayed since then as one of the dominant practices in the scholarship produced
1
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within the field. The practice of explaining an instrumental work by way of an
interpretation that renders the music intelligible in a literary, philosophical, and/or
historical narrative is so persistent that one may assume the practice itself is ingrained in
the musicologist’s mindset. More revealingly, this discursive mode crops up
inadvertently even in analytical approaches and theories of form allegedly based on
principled rejections of extra-musical references and indifferent to socio-historical
connections.3 As the Jena romantics had it, theoretical projects that do not contemplate
the historical contingency of aesthetic forms inexorably fail to address the central
problems posed by the art of modernity.
Recognizing that the interpretive practices originated in romantic hermeneutics
have become an entrenched discursive mode one may rather accept than efface, I analyze
Beethoven’s piano sonatas opus 31 in the manner of close readings performed through
the lens of the Jena romantics’ theories of irony and the novel, considered as the two
central branches of their aesthetic critique. The interpretive criticism the romantics
inaugurated effectively brought about the cultural assimilation of instrumental music into
the domain of the literary. As I stated in Chapter 1, instrumental genres in the tradition of
Western art music were legitimized via a massive epistemological transfer of values from
the literary domain. The romantic mode of interpretation allowed critics to move fluidly
between discourses from different humanistic disciplines through metaphorical
associations, and nurtured a tripartite dialogical relationship among philosophy, literature,
and music that identifies the literary and suffuses the interpretive practices developed
therein. The Jena romantics explored in their critique this multi-layered dialogical
relationship as they strove for a fusion of poetry and philosophy to be realized through
modern aesthetic forms. In pursuing this endeavor, they considered instrumental music an
ideal medium to approximate that fusion on the grounds that its semantic indeterminacy
3
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made it superior to language. Presumably free from the constraints that sociallydetermined meaning imposed on the linguistic sign, instrumental music was thus
upgraded to the top of the pyramid in the modern system of arts.4 In applying to
instrumental music concepts and values that were actually conceived within the domain
of the literary, the romantics exponentially complicated the epistemic status of musical
form. As a result, the epistemological slippages constantly at work in musical analysis
and interpretation came to define music’s modern condition.
In analyzing the music, I do not intend however to articulate for each movement a
literary-hermeneutical narrative metaphorically linked to particular motifs, themes, or to
the music’s thematic-harmonic structure. My goal, rather, is to explain why and how
certain compositional strategies, which were in principle strictly technical in nature and
developed through medium-specific practices, acquired through the discourse of the
literary a new philosophical content that legitimized the innovations these very practices
introduced. The crucial importance of this discourse lies in the fact that it legitimized
such practices by tenaciously linking them to the metaphysical crisis of modern
subjectivity. This is exactly what the romantics did in articulating their theory of irony as
well as their critique of genre. As I explained in the previous chapter, the singularity of
modernity’s forms were seen as the result of an ironic process that created difference by
undoing the generic, reasserting by the same token the subjective individuality of the
author. In this context, I argue that in the sonata forms of Beethoven’s Op. 31 there
surfaces with unprecedented cogency an ironic approach to musical form that was also
aimed at creating structural difference. The processual type of irony that pervades these
sonata forms evinces a renewed degree of self-reflexivity in musical composition that,
integrated within the network of the literary, stands in a de facto relationship of cognitive
consonance with the aesthetic critique of the Jena romantics.
...
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I.
THE PIANO SONATA OPUS 31 NO. 1:
THE RADICAL SUBTLETY OF AN IRONIC GESTURE
The first movement of the piano sonata Op. 31 no. 1 in G major is a perfect case
study to see how a seemingly casual gesture—something that initially may be perceived
as the mistake of an anxious performer—is actually the early sign of a sprawling process
of ironization that shapes the form through a persistent undoing of convention. To
Beethoven’s credit, the structural efficacy of his ironic approach lies in the remarkable
subtlety of this opening gesture, a subtlety that will become ever more significant as the
music unfolds in time. The movement’s opening consists of a G major chord that is
presented with a minimal metrical displacement: an isolated g is played by the right hand
a sixteenth note ahead of the G major triad played on the accented beat by the left hand.
The trick soon becomes a rhythmic-harmonic pattern, repeated nine times in mm. 3
through 8 and always over a harmony of G major (see example 1).
Example 1. Beethoven, Piano Sonata Op. 31 no. 1, first movement, mm. 1-16.5

5
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Charles Rosen has observed that this minimal displacement mocks the practice of rubato,
which was a popular technique in keyboard performance throughout the eighteenth
century. Such a practice apparently derived from the theatrical gesture of taking a deep
breath that opera singers performed before adoring audiences to melodramatic effect.6 At
the keyboard, rubato consisted in playing on time the harmonic accompaniment written
for the left hand while delaying the entrance of the melody in order to heighten the
expressivity of an adagio movement. Mozart reported in his letters that this type of
rubato was a practice abused by pianists and singers alike, mocking rival virtuosi such as
Clementi. Analyzing the effect provoked by the opening gesture in Op. 31 no. 1, Charles
Rosen points out that,
If playing the left hand first has a comfortable feeling [rubato], reversing
this and starting with the right closely followed by the left is disquieting,
and the tenfold repetition does not, in fact, help by making it more
familiar, but only increases the discomfort. That is because it makes us
unsure where the bar line is –or, to put it less pedantically, where the
weight of the accent is supposed to fall. This is an aspect of music to
which we respond physically, and our reactions are repeatedly frustrated
by Beethoven’s humor.7
When played on the fortepianos of Beethoven’s time the quirky nature of this
gesture is even more striking given that the limited resonance of strings, in tandem with
the marked contrasts of timbre among registers, allows the listener to hear the right hand
g as completely isolated from the G major chord in the left hand.8 Hence, even though the
metrical displacement may seem minimal, its combination with the chordal texture and
the piano dynamics contributes to exacerbate the ambiguity. More interestingly, had
Beethoven not concocted this rhythmic dislocation between the hands, the G major
chords immediately following would sound like categorical affirmations of the tonic
leading to the half-cadence that closes the first phrase (to notice how much of a
6

For an account of the practices of rubato in early opera singing see Richard Hudson, Stolen Time: The
History of Tempo Rubato (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 41-87; for rubato and metrical displacement of
the melody in keyboard playing see ibid., 113-153.
7
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2002), 165.
8

For a recording in original instruments of the piano sonatas Op. 31 listen to Malcolm Bilson, Ludwig van
Beethoven: The Complete Piano Sonatas on Period Instruments (Thun, Switzerland: Claves Records,
1997), vol. 5.
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difference this combo makes, one can try playing both hands on the beat). As it is, we
hear a constant “out of sync” effect between right and left hands. Granted, the first
musical phrase is unquestionably grounded on G major. However, such a presentation of
the tonic discreetly undermines its importance as the tonal center of the work, and, at
least in a first hearing, casts in the listener a lingering shadow of a doubt as to whether
the G major harmony will be in fact the tonic. In its intriguing giddiness, this shadow
makes all the difference.
If the pregnant rest that precedes the second phrase (m. 11) leads the listener to
expect some reassuring sign of tonal stability, the harmonic move that follows only
reinforces the initial feelings of uncertainty. Here the opening phrase is repeated in F
major, the flattened leading tone, by all means a remote key within the circle of fifths and
more so at the time Beethoven wrote this sonata (he later used this harmonic scheme in
the Waldstein sonata Op. 53). The F major chord works as IV/IV leading indeed to a
cadence in C major (in the development F major will be reinterpreted as V/♭ III).
Although the opening gesture may at first seem innocuous, it soon becomes clear that the
“out of sync” effect is the initial symptom of an irony that runs deep into the structure. It
is significant that the irony we hear arises from a tiny displacement that recasts a purely
physical aspect of piano performance. The irony at play here is thus self-referential
because it does not rely on any external reference to convey humor by way of tropes or
topoi. In this sense, Op. 31 also signals an important departure from the extra-musical
irony that characterized earlier piano sonatas. William Kinderman has argued that in the
early piano sonatas written in the 1790s, among them Op. 2 no. 3 and Op. 10 no. 2,
Beethoven displays the so-called “high comic style” that relies on the use of themes and
motifs to create a “rhetorical, even conversational aura” in the manner of eighteenthcentury comedic novels.9 Around 1800, however, and after the romantics’ aesthetic
9

Kinderman establishes for the purposes of his analysis a fictive analogy between key ironic passages in
Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy and selected passages from the piano sonatas Op. 2 no. 3 and Opp. 10
nos. 2 and 3, approaching the musical themes as if they represented characters engaged in a dialogue a la
Sterne. In reassessing the significance of these early sonatas, Kinderman calls attention to the fact that
Beethoven’s “early comic pieces have been often undervalued because of its eccentricities,” adding that
“two of his later masterpieces in a comic vein, the piano sonatas Opp. 31 no. 1 and 54, are still among the
least appreciated works in this genre.” William Kinderman, “Beethoven’s High Comic Style in Piano
Sonatas of the 1790s, or Beethoven, Uncle Toby, and the ‘Muckcart-driver,’” Beethoven Forum 5 (1996):
119-38.
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revolution, the comic becomes the ironic and thus acquires a structural relevance that
goes far beyond the ephemeral relief elicited by a joke or a comedic situation. In her
insightful analysis of Op. 31 no. 1, Claudia Zenck discusses this change of perception
about the nature and role of “the humorous” as reflected in the work of music theorists
such as Carl Friedrich Michaelis.10 Zenck offers us an insightful perspective on the first
movement by interpreting its “eccentricities” in accordance with Michaelis’ categories
for “das Humoristische” in music (published in 1807). However, she does not establish
any connection between this new perception and early romanticism. Michaelis’ theory
follows the path that the Jena romantics opened earlier by giving to the humorous a
structural role in musical composition that stems from a departure “from the
conventional…” and produces unexpected combinations “that initially have an
appearance of absurdity.”11 Such departures are what the romantics deemed
manifestations of the ironic consciousness that shapes the forms of modern art. Thus,
situated in the larger landscape of romantic aesthetics the opening gesture of Op. 31 no. 1
gains a larger significance that exceeds the immediacy of its comic connotations
inasmuch by triggering an ironic process that is intra-textual rather than inter-textual.
10

Claudia Maurer Zenck, “‘Mannichfaltige Abweichungen von der gewöhnlichen Sonaten-Form’:
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Even more remarkable is the fact that the intra-textual condition of Beethoven’s irony
relies on a gesture that is primarily physical. Richard Kramer has noted the sheer
physicality of the gesture, emphasizing that
The only way to get a feel for this initial sixteenth note is to prepare
oneself to play it. There is something about the tactile experience of the
note, the tangible sensation of the note in response to the twinge of anxiety
before the act, that makes the point better than can any in prose, any
constructed arguments [emphasis added].12
Hence, Beethoven’s irony is to be perceived only by those familiar with the tactile
sensations and bodily twinges involved in keyboard technique and performance. It is also
an “in-joke,” as the mocking aspects of Beethoven’s rhythmic dislocation would probably
escape the untrained listener unaware of the misuses of rubato. The harmonydestabilizing process that soon follows cues us into sensing that a far-reaching type of
irony is about to unfold. The ironization of the form that begins here will generate a
highly unusual harmonic plan that anticipates Beethoven’s forays into uncharted
harmonic territories in the middle and late periods. At the end of the movement we
realize that a seemingly trivial displacement in meter is corresponded with a major
harmonic displacement that undoes the tonic-dominant polarity, assumed to be the main
structural principle of sonata forms.
After the unexpected shift to F major (V/IV), the second phrase concludes in the
subdominant C major. This landing on subdominant leads in turn to the first full authentic
cadence in G major (mm. 29-30). However, this cadence fails to convey a satisfactory
sense of an ending for the sonata’s first group and rather diffuses the otherwise assertive
power of the tonic. The entire cadential phrase is played piano (mm. 25 to 30), muffling
the first presentation of the tonic in which the hands finally come together. Furthermore,
as soon as tonic is reached, there immediately follows a long passage of wild runs of
sixteenth notes that seem to cue the usual modulatory transition towards the second
group. These runs in sixteenths imitate quite freely the curious melodic design that
follows the opening gesture (m. 2). The melodic turn in m. 2 (a sort of extended
gruppetto) contains a flimsy, barely audible chromatization that highlights the
12

Richard Kramer, “Sonate, que me veux-tu: Op. 30, Op. 31, and the Anxieties of Genre,” in The
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submediant: d-sharp as chromatic passing tone leading to e, foreshadowing the unusual
modulations that lie ahead. Furthermore, and despite its speed and brevity, this turn
certainly adds another element to the ambiguity already created with the metrical
displacement. The point is, in observing what seem minutiae, that the minimalist nature
of Beethoven’s tweakings of the first theme in relationship to the structural implications
such minutiae carry out makes this movement a consummate example of romantic irony.
The transition that starts in m. 30, with thematic material that derives from the
opening gruppetto, expands the melodic turn presented in m. 2 in a texture of parallel
octaves, thus creating a stark contrast with the chordal texture that predominated in the
first group. Thus, the first group concludes with arpeggios that run up and down traveling
the entire keyboard at a vertiginous pace. This harmonic-textural configuration first
introduced here will play a crucial role in heightening the tension at key climatic
moments within the movement and setting up the beginning of each new section. The
telling exception to this rule occurs in the development, where the runs become a sort of
non-thematic theme that drives the momentum of the whole section. In its first iteration
(mm. 30-45), the parallel octaves seem to be taking us in a non-stop flight to the
dominant in order to prepare the arrival of the second group. At first hearing this antithematic passage strikes us as a conventional transition with no memorable melody. But
far from delivering what we expect, Beethoven brings back the first theme as if nothing
had happened (m. 46), dissolving at once the expectations created with the runs in
octaves. This restatement of the first theme in fact initiates the transition towards the
second group. In m. 53, the six-four dominant first appearing in m. 9 (introducing V/V to
cadence in V) is replaced by a F♯ major chord that sets off the modulation leading to the
second group. After a few iterations of half-cadences we finally get, starting in m. 64,
two measures of the new dominant, which turned out to be F # major (prolonged and
embellished by neighboring tones). In a rather insouciant manner the second group is first
presented in B major, the parallel of the actual mediant B minor (see Example 2). This
dance-like statement in the mediant major is however a tease, as the theme soon switches
to B minor. At this point we gather that the chromatic passing tone (a-sharp leading to b)
that tinges the runs at m. 30 in fact anticipated the most salient departure from convention
in this form: a second group in the mediant major. To introduce the second group in the
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mediant major—albeit lasting only eight bars—was quite a daring experiment at the time
Beethoven wrote this sonata, even more so given the bluntness of his execution.13
Example 2. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 1/1, mm. 64-73.

Even though it also possesses a lighthearted, amusing character, the comedic tone
conveyed by the second theme is inter-textual, and therefore different in nature from the
intra-textual irony of the first theme. In this regard, the second theme shows the influence
of Italian opera, as it seems to mimic the “cantilena” style first made popular in opera
buffa. Beethoven’s melody echoes the fast-paced, virtuosic character of the new aria
styles developing in the 1790s, even foreshadowing the cabaletta style that made of
Rossini a household name.14 Irony here is rhetorical rather than romantic, the product of a
musical trope that Beethoven borrows from a different genre. We get the comedic
13
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character of the theme only if we are already familiar with an external reference that
alludes to a different musical genre, which in turn may even evoke in the listener’s
imagination an operatic scenario that otherwise would be hard to recreate in music for
solo piano. Robert Hatten has shown that this stylistic borrowing is common practice in
Beethoven’s early piano sonatas. Examining music from the Neapolitan operas that were
all the rage in the Vienna of the 1790s, Hatten traces what he calls a “trope of parody” of
buffa arias that surfaces in many of Beethoven’s piano sonatas up to 1802, including
among his examples the Adagio grazioso of Op. 31 no. 1.15 This type of parody, I
contend, belongs to the pre-romantic, rhetorical notions of irony, insofar as it is based on
inter-textual tropes aimed at adding an ornamental note of color that remains local.
Restricted to isolated passages, an ironic trope does not carry further consequences in the
overall structure. When listening to this cantabile second theme of comic verve, a genresavvy listener imagines a connection between piano playing and operatic stage, a private
experience thus projected onto a public space via the mimetic extrapolation elicited by
the borrowed trope.
The intra-textual irony of the first theme, on the other hand, is the result of a
critique of medium-specific aspects pertaining to piano technique and the anxieties of
performance. More significantly, this subtle ironic gesture turns out to be the early
symptom of an ironic process that undoes conventions of sonata form and manifests at
multiple levels and ends up shaping the overall structure of the movement. As such, the
irony at play in the first group is a good example of romantic irony, that is, of irony
understood as a pervasive process of undoing aimed at creating the differences necessary
to individuate a given form. Hence, the irony of the first group is essentially different
from the irony of the second group, each one standing for one of the two discursive
worlds—the rhetorical and the literary—that coexisted and mutually influenced one
another during the late eighteenth century. From a romantic qua structuralist perspective,
the second group can ultimately be seen as another manifestation on the thematic surface
of the sprawling ironic process triggered by the opening gesture.
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In both cases, however, what we perceive as irony is the result of highly mediated
processes of signification that would certainly escape the listener unfamiliar with stylistic
tropes and with a rhythmic technicality that parodies trendy performance practices in
keyboard music. Hence, the irony at play in the second group does not reside in the
theme’s buffa connotations but rather in Beethoven’s manipulation of the harmonic
progression, insofar as it takes a step further the destabilizing elements introduced in the
beginning. Here irony stems from the combination of the deceiving entrance of the major
mediant with a prompt switch to minor, in turn followed by the obvious oscillation
between major and minor modes that permeates the group’s conclusive section. This
oscillation has been forewarned with the melodic gambit that via F major hints at B-flat
major in m. 12, as if the shadow of G minor lurked behind G major, waiting in ambush
and ready to turn up at the climactic moments when G major seems unable to fulfill its
destiny of tonic (for instance in the development). As intimated above, although
Beethoven does introduce the second theme in B major, the second group is mostly in B
minor. Right after the first phrase, the restatement of the second theme that is played by
the left hand (m. 74) is already in B minor, the modal shift occurring within the
descending scale (m. 73) that leads to the restatement. The change of register in the
melody and the minor mode affects the otherwise lighthearted character of the theme, yet
the general mood of the section remains playful despite the change in tone one would
expect from B minor. The codetta starting in m. 98 contains a rapid succession of tonic
and dominant that turns the constant oscillation between major and minor into its main
trait, almost as if the actual idea driving the section was the modal alternation rather than
the thematic content (see example 3). The casual demeanor of this fluctuation lightens up
the somber tone that an unequivocal move to the minor would have given to the
exposition’s ending. In other words, the modal ambivalence diffuses the gravitas that was
then strongly associated with the key of B minor. This oscillation, I believe, makes it
possible keep the playful mood alive and seems to cast an ironic gaze on the expressive
characteristics traditionally associated with the minor mode itself.
Example 3. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 1/1, mm. 96-113.
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In the end, the exposition does conclude in B minor (mm. 102-08) and we find
ourselves far away from the polarizing tensions of the dominant, with no audible sign to
indicate how to return to the tonic. According to the practices prevailing in late
eighteenth century, this modulation required a sizable transitional area to straighten
things out and create a smooth transition towards the tonic. Yet, Beethoven’s path to
return to the tonic is extremely brief and unassuming. Following the exposition’s closing
cadence at m. 108, Beethoven calms the waters for a couple of measures by replicating
the metrical dislocation of the opening gesture with two iterations of a B minor chord, the
new tonic. Suddenly, in m. 111, Beethoven takes us back to G major with a swift move
of both hands in parallel octaves, introducing without further ado a restatement of the
first theme that launches the development (see example 3). The trick is simple but quite
effective. After both hands move down to the low register and play what may be expected
to be an arpeggio of B minor, the right hand jumps over three octaves in a feat of
gymnastic agility and reaches for g5 to perform once again the sonata’s opening gesture
(this time the left hand plays a G octave in the lowest register, widening the separation
between hands). What may have been a B minor arpeggio turns out to be the first
inversion of G major. That the return from B minor to G major happens almost
imperceptibly—the listener noticing it only after the first theme has already been
restated—shows how well Beethoven’s trick works. Due to its strategic location, this
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brief passage at the end of the exposition is perhaps Beethoven’s most daring ironic
gesture, as it bridges with an unexpected jump a wide gap in the imaginary grid of
eighteenth-century harmonic theory. Interpreting this crucial moment in light of the larger
issues at stake in theories of form, I would say that here the arresting arbitrariness of the
pianistic gesture manages to supersede the naturalized arbitrariness of harmonic practice.
As such, this inconspicuous return to tonic also becomes a metaphor that encapsulates in
a musical action the romantic premise that practice exceeds theory.
The beginning of the development sits comfortably in G major, with a significant
expansion in register of the first group’s chordal texture, a “developing” procedure
characteristic of Beethoven’s pianistic writing since Op. 10. The most striking moments
of dramatic contrast occur in the development, as the music moves at a fast pace bringing
to fruition the tonal tendencies introduced with the F major restatement of the first theme
in m. 12. The modulating sequence in fourths between mm. 114 and 134 culminates in
Bb major, the flattened mediant, anticipating the oscillation between G major/G minor
that occurs at the end of the recapitulation (in turn replicating the B major/B minor that
closes the exposition). The cadence in Bb major of m. 134 elides into the most extensive
passage-work in sixteenths found within the movement, comprising 35 measures and
ending in m. 169. The texture of parallel octaves serves here to heighten the tension,
carrying the momentum through an ascending harmonic sequence: Bb, C minor, D minor.
Finally, we arrive at an arpeggio of D major (m. 162) that initiates a lengthy section in
the dominant lasting 36 measures. This area of dominant, which has been preceded by
four turbulent measures of the German sixth, ostensibly makes up for the absence of a
dominant area in the exposition.16 Due the emphasis on the flattened mediant, the D
major arpeggio seems to function in arrival as V/i, rather than as dominant of G major.
This lengthy section in D major leads to the recapitulation by concluding with a series of
dominant chords that are however minor-inflected, given the presence of the flattened
submediant (starting in m. 182). The D major seventh chords reproduce the sixteenth-
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note dislocation of the opening gesture appearing in increasing isolation, as if exposing in
its bare bones the material that drives the movement’s ironic process (see example 4).
Setting a loud contrast with the exposition, the recapitulation opens with the first
theme in fortissimo (it was piano in the exposition). The recapitulation’s first group is
much shorter than in the exposition, omitting the restatement in F major that proved to be
so significant for the development. After this rather perfunctory iteration of the first
theme, Beethoven swiftly moves to the major submediant, E major, to introduce the
second theme. To be sure, the modulation to E major occurs through its dominant, B
major (207-09), the key for the second group in the exposition.17 This resolution in the
Example 4. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 1/1, mm. 176-96.

submediant major suggests that in terms of large-scale structure, the initial presentation in
the major mediant of the exposition’s second group (mm. 66-73) prevails over the longer
span in the minor (mm. 74-109), as if settling the modal oscillation of the conclusive
phrase (mm. 98-109) before reaching the tonic G major. Here the second group also
switches to the minor but only briefly, as we pass through E minor in a fast-track way to
G major. The tonic is reached at m. 234 through a quick move to the dominant, via a
diminished seventh chord (m. 231), after which the rest of the movement stays in the
home key. The return to the tonic thus occurs in a rather furtive way. From this moment
17

According to Charles Rosen, after “having used the mediant, B major, in place of the dominant in the
exposition, Beethoven was faced with the problem of a complex resolution in the recapitulation. He worked
with the principle that the most effective agent of resolution in a sonata form is the subdominant. But the
resolution of a mediant is less straightforward, requires more work than a dominant, as it is a more
dissonant of structure.” In this scenario E major resolves the dissonance of the first group functioning as the
subdominant of B major. Rosen, Short Companion, 167.
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on, the form unfolds following a more conventional path as if nothing out of the ordinary
had happened in the preceding two hundred measures. The recapitulation concludes
without major surprises with a series of cadential gestures that replicate the oscillation
between minor and major at the end of the exposition, now in the tonic. The
recapitulation’s closing phrase feels however quite inconclusive, ending with two
unremarkable G major chords in piano that bring back the metrical displacement of the
opening. In fact, mm. 276-9 are a carbon copy, now transposed to G major, of the closing
measures of the exposition (mm. 108-11). The entire passage is reproduced, including the
right hand jump from b2 to g5 that here leads to the coda.
In retrospect and before analyzing the coda, we can discern at this point that the
identifying feature of this sonata form—the difference that turns it singular—is the
absence of dominant. Even though we get lengthy passages of V, i.e. in the development,
the chord does not perform its function of dominant at the structural points in which it is
supposed to play a crucial role. In the end, this absence of dominant becomes the
unifying structural principle driving the form on an abstract level. In addressing this
absence, Beethoven experiments with plausible harmonic substitutions to heighten the
tension that drives the movement. Understood along the terms of romantic critique, this
absence of the dominant simultaneously denies and reaffirms its structural significance.
In this first movement, the material absence of a noumenal entity, the dominant, creates
within the form a phenomenal void from which difference emerges and permeates the
structure. This undoing of the most basic convention of sonata form in a major key
substantiates the perception that the movement’s opening gesture is the telling sign of an
ironic approach to composition that transforms in practice stable notions of form and
genre.
In the coda, the opening gesture leads directly into the familiar runs in sixteenths,
the textural-melodic configuration that we associate by now with the dominant. Yet, this
configuration never established D major as the dominant, always performing a
transitional function. As a matter of fact, there is no theme in the dominant. The nonthematic nature of this configuration plays, as I see it, a central role in dissolving the
harmonic significance that V is expected to have in a sonata form. One can say here that
the harmony of V, although materially present, never fulfills its destiny of becoming the
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dominant. The immediate appearance of the runs in sixteenths seems to suggest that the
dominant will at last exert its power in an appropriately dramatic cadence. Quite the
contrary, the opening gesture returns in all its glorious ambiguity to hold sway until the
very end. At last, it becomes evident that the main target of Beethoven’s irony has been
the dominant itself. From mm. 295 to 321 we have essentially a prolongation of V, yet
stated over and over again with stubborn ambiguity (see example 5). The remarkable
capacity of the sixteenth-note dislocation to unsettle becomes more evident than ever
before, as it dilutes what otherwise would sound as vigorous iterations of dominant and
tonic in a chain of final cadences. To leave no doubt about his intentions, Beethoven’s
indicates sempre pp (m. 299) as if making clear that the whole point has been not letting
V fulfill the role it is expected to play, experimenting instead with a substitute polarity.
The dominant is in this movement the main target of Beethoven’s irony.
Although we do get a final authentic cadence in fortissimo (mm. 319-22), it is not
at all persuasive as an ending for tonal closure. The last two chords of tonic, which are
played piano and ending on the weak beat, further intensify the general feeling of
ambiguity (m. 316). In truth, each cadence in the concluding section, from m. 312 on,
emphasizes for first time in the movement the weak beat. After so many inconclusive
iterations, the last tonic chord reverberates like a fading echo of the sixteenth-note
dislocation. The movement’s two final chords (m. 324) elicit in their timidity a lingering
feeling of uncertainty that makes one wonder if the movement has actually ended.
Perhaps Beethoven wrote the final measure of full silence we see in the score to make
sure the performer conveys a sense of inconclusiveness. In the absence of dominant, a
sense of definitive closure eludes us, and hence, rather than reaching a conclusion the
movement fades away. We are left instead with a sly question mark, an open ending to
remind us in true romantic vein that endings are provisional and all forms are
fragments.18
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A telling episode involving Nägeli, the Zurich publisher who commissioned the Op. 31 sonatas, gives
further credence to the perception that this coda fails to satisfy closure as per contemporaneous conventions
for sonata forms. Disappointed with the inconclusiveness of the coda, Nägeli added a few bars of his own
with G major chords in fortissimo right after the final cadence. Ferdinand Ries reported in his
Biographisches Notizen Beethoven’s outrage when discovering, after receiving the proofs, that Nägeli had
added those bars. Richard Kramer discusses this episode as plausible evidence of the fact that “Nägeli or
his scribe, heard in this passage… an ellipsis, a syntactical anomaly. To have added four measures in a
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To conclude the analysis, I want to bring attention to the capricious triplets that
first appear in m. 230. They are perhaps the most trivial of the many details that populate
this movement, operating like a musical gloss that embellishes and prolongs the ironic
Example 5. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 1/1, mm. 290-325.

resonances of the opening gesture. Yet, given that seemingly trivial gestures have so far
been a clever disguise for Beethoven’s far-reaching irony, these triplets may well be the
coda’s most significant feature (they first appear in mm. 300 and 302, and again
prolonging arpeggios of dominant and tonic in mm. 308 and 310). It seems to me that
what follows after the long fermata in m. 295 is, in its amusing innocence, the most
candid music we hear in the movement, conveying a je ne sais quoi—a certain
work by Beethoven, even in 1803, was a willful act that must have been provoked by the conviction that
the passage as it stood was simply “wrong” –that it needed editorial intervention.” Kramer, “Sonate, que
me veux-tu?,” 56.
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something—that remains untouched by the skepticism of the romantic ironist. These
flimsy melodic turns, triplets in sixteenths that seem at once naïve and witty, project
outwardly the unlikely ambiguity created with isolated chords of dominant. It is as if
Beethoven intended at the end of the journey to stir a smile of complicity in his listeners,
acknowledging at last what he had actually done. One should probably oblige; we have
just been partners in crime of a subtle, yet subversive undoing of sonata form.
...
II.
OP. 31 NO. 3:
THE HETEROGENEITY OF MODERN FORMS
The first movement of Beethoven’s Op. 31 no. 3 begins with an unseemly
juxtaposition of thematic and harmonic materials that however functions as the matrix
from which stems and coheres the overall structure. The movement’s first theme
introduced in the opening phrase (mm. 1-8) assembles a set of differentiated musical
tropes that can be associated with contrasting poetic styles as they mutate, merge, and
morph to stage an engaging pianistic drama (see example 6). The heterogeneity of
Beethoven’s raw materials and how he manages to convey with them stylistic allusions of
different sign stands in perfect consonance with one of the main premises of romantic
literary theory. Critiquing the rigidity of the neoclassical doctrine of genres, the Jena
romantics maintained that free, sui generis mixtures of poetic styles in fact identified the
paradigmatic forms of literary modernity. The true poetic power of modern literature thus
lay in its unrepentant hybridity, generating from a diversity of elements a sense of unity
that imitated not the visible forms of nature but the dynamic condition of nature’s inner
processes. Such heterogeneities, which appeared anarchic to the neoclassical eye,
saturated the exemplary forms of modern literature and represented the utmost symptom
of the artist’s ironic consciousness. According to Friedrich Schlegel, the structural irony
pervading the works of Shakespeare, Goethe, and Cervantes made it possible to reconcile
characters and styles that in principle did not belong together, and to create what he
described as “this artfully ordered confusion, this charming symmetry of contradictions,
this wonderfully perennial alternation of enthusiasm and irony that lives even in the
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Example 6. Beethoven, Piano Sonata Op. 31 no. 3, first movement, mm. 1-13.

smallest parts of the whole.”19 As discussed in the previous chapter, the modern novel
best exemplified this unity in diversity that coalesced by way of the ironic, rendering
obsolete the hierarchical taxonomies of neoclassical poetics.20 The essential trait of
modern literary forms was thus a mixture of styles that had been traditionally classified
under epic, lyric, and dramatic genres.21 Interpreting the form from this perspective, my
analysis shows how Beethoven’s brings about in the first movement of Op. 31 no. 3 an
“ordered confusion” of styles that reflects in compositional practice the concept of unity
as a blending of the heterogeneous that the Jena romantics legitimized in their theory.
Music critics of neoclassical persuasion warned against the dangers of mixing up
comic and serious styles, particularly so in the instrumental forms. For this reason they
harshly criticized any composers who, in their judgment, did not respect the strict rules
for unity of style sanctioned by neo-Aristotelian aesthetics. As discussed in Chapter 3, the
so-called Northern German critics repeatedly chastised Haydn for the “strange mixture of

19

Friedrich Schlegel, Dialogue on Poetry, 86.

20

According to Schlegel, “all the classical poetical genres have now become ridiculous in their rigid
purity;” and “Strictly understood, the concept of a scientific poem is quite as absurd as that of a poetical
science.” Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, 8.
21

Schlegel described the novel in such terms in the Dialogue on Poetry: “You claimed, to be sure, that the
novel is most closely related to the narrative, the epic genre. On the other hand, I want to admonish you that
a song can as well be romantic as a story. Indeed, I can scarcely visualize a novel but as a mixture of
storytelling, song, and other forms. If there is a novel in which this does not or cannot occur, it is only due
to the individuality of the work and not the character of the genre; on the contrary, it is already an
exception.” Schlegel, Dialogue on Poetry, 102.
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comic and serious, teaching and touching” that characterized his instrumental works,
evincing not only lack of good taste but also a poor handling of contrapuntal techniques
that they considered typical of Viennese composers.22 Haydn’s manipulation of comic
tropes in his symphonies and string quartets, most notably in the minuets, was the critics’
favorite target of derision. In a revealing comparison with the trajectory of Shakespeare’s
reception in Germany, Elaine Sisman has shown how the changes in the critical
assessment of Haydn’s compositional style directly reflected the seismic shift that
reframed the relationship among key concepts such as originality, genius, and rules of
style.23 In this regard, the critics’ insistence in keeping a hardened distinction between the
comic and the serious proves that the generic blurring of styles was already a
commonplace practice and becoming increasingly popular among audiences at public
concerts. All the more, conservative critics abhorred such “mixtures” because it
threatened to demolish the edifice upon which rested their authority.24 As discussed in the
previous chapter, critics trained in the rhetorical tradition seriously disputed
Shakespeare’s talents as a dramatic writer based on what they deemed the lack of stylistic
unity of his plays.
Against this backdrop, the first movement of Op. 31 no. 3 represents a successful
attempt to work out an assemblage of stylistic tropes within an intelligible musical form.
Beethoven instantiates the romantic claim that unity in modern forms springs from the
22

Wheelock, Haydn’s Ingenious Jesting with Art, 35-6. A good example of this kind of criticism can be
found in the reviews of Haydn’s Paris Symphonies. See Wheelock’s discussion of reviews by German and
French critics, ibid., 40-8.
23

Bringing out the affinities of Haydn’s music with Shakespeare’s mixing of styles from the perspective of
eighteenth-century criticism, Sisman analyzes a group of representative movements that evince “the
capricious juxtapositions of high and low, serious and comic, that reflect [Haydn’s] deepest proclivities, the
theatrical effects of ‘character’ and ‘scene’ that reveal his extensive experience in the playhouse, [and] the
casting aside of rules in original ways.” See Elaine Sisman, “Haydn, Shakespeare, and the Rules of
Originality,” in Haydn and his World, ed. Elaine Sisman (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1997), 356.
24

In Wheelock’s own words, “Theorist’s attempts to maintain a separation of comic and serious styles
derived, then, from various traditional categories of affect, of function, and performance setting, and of
compositional technique… When features from the realm of comic opera invaded that of serious
instrumental music, these critics [among them, Heinrich Christoph Koch] judged it an unseemly breach of
decorum; they appear to regard the symphony, emancipated from its functional role as overture to serious
opera, as an elevated and serious genre, the expressive dignity of which is severely compromised by
stylistic features appropriate to (and in) comic opera. The comic style is held responsible for the demise of
contrapuntal writing, as well as for the preference for fast, ‘wanton and hopping’ movements dismissed as
plebeian in origin.” Ibid., 39.
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heterogeneity of contrasting materials rather than from the homogeneity of a codified
style. This abstract idea ostensibly governs the architectonic plan and becomes apparent
as soon as we hear the sonata’s first theme, made up of three distinctive segments
conveying differentiated moods or affects. From the outset Beethoven creates a theme
that develops into a syntactic unity despite the diversity of its constitutive elements.
Beethoven’s approach shows us how, via a pervasive ironic mood, contrasting elements
of style can be orchestrated to form a coherent whole without the need to erase their
differences. The movement’s unity arises from a rather defiant, willful appropriation of
heterogeneous tropes covering a stylistic gamut that goes from the gracefully lyrical to
the blithely grotesque. The three distinct tropes comprising the main theme are
amalgamated within a musical phrase that is unevenly divided. We hear first a brief motif
posing a gentle question that is immediately repeated verbatim in m. 2. The second
segment of the phrase heightens this initial uncertainty: a slow progression with two sets
of chords that eventually leads to a six-four tonic prolonged by a fermata (mm. 3-6). The
harmonies recast the opening question in somber tones and announce the latent
possibility of a tragic turn. Interestingly, the chords follow a precise rhythmic pattern, 3
short notes + 1 long note, that will soon become a trademark of Beethoven’s persona after
the Fifth Symphony. Closing the theme after this suspenseful preamble, a blithe response
smirks at the mounting gravitas of the preceding harmonies (mm. 7-8). The irony of this
final gesture is accentuated by a proportional imbalance in the structure of the first
phrase. We have six inquisitive measures of increasing tension—prolonged by a
fermata—that is however dismissed with a cheerful answer of only four beats, resolving
so much fuss with a casual cadence. The abstract model behind this phrase structure is
actually quite simple: the theme can be reduced to three two-measure segments, a basic 2
+ 2 + 2 phrase (mm. 1-2, 5-6, and 7-8). Furthermore, the opening question of mm. 1-2
together with the mocking response of mm. 7-8 function as the pillars of the Ur phrase
structure that buttress the entire first theme. The harmonies in between these pillars
prolong and enhance the initial tension and hold the key to the central conflict of what
turns out to be a drama giocoso rather than a tragic drama. What Beethoven does to an
anodyne four-bar, square phrase will make all the difference. By interpolating the
intriguing harmonies of mm. 3-6 and prolonging their dramatic overtones with dynamic
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markings, Beethoven transforms that rudimentary phrase into a theme imbued with subtle
stylistic allusions and enticing ambiguities.
Given the theme’s diversified structure, the harmonic progression plays a crucial
role in binding the segments. The opening chord itself is an unusual configuration that in
a straightforward manner fuses ii and IV, supertonic and subdominant (ii5/6), with the
tonic itself being introduced as a dissonance. From a Schenkerian perspective, we can say
that the f 4 in the soprano, clashing with the tonic E b in tenor and alto, works as a long
appoggiatura that ascends chromatically to reach g4 in m. 6 and resolves by descent to the
tonic in m. 8, in a sort of long-span neighboring motion. Divested of its differential
elements, the opening phrase is in fact a conventional full authentic cadence, IV—V—I.
However, avoiding the usual substitution by superimposing ii on IV, Beethoven prolongs
the subdominant area to great dramatic effect, creating an aura of mystery that is
amplified by an expansive ritardando (mm. 3-6). By way of chromatic slippage we pass
through the diminished 7th on A♮ and reach the six-four tonic that halts the progression
(mm. 5-6). As intimated above, after these harmonic tribulations Beethoven deceives our
expectations with a nonchalant gesture performed on the dominant (V7, in m. 7),
delivering a happy-go-lucky resolution that may easily elude the inattentive listener. This
felicitous combination of idiosyncratic twists turns an otherwise pedestrian phrase into
stimulating music. Most of the merit certainly lies in the blunt mixing of ii and IV.
Through it, Beethoven succeeds in mixing not only the contrasting tropes but also the
harmonies that sustain and propel these tropes. The unlikely amalgam of motifs and
harmonies explains why Rosen finds that the sonata’s first bars “are emotionally the most
unsettling that Beethoven had written,” a perception that is not at all an exaggeration.25
Giving all the credit for the theme’s charms to the clashing F’s, Tovey described the
opening chord by appealing to “the honest old empiric name of an added sixth… to what
proves to be the subdominant,” emphasizing that the whole point of the sequence is to
reach the dominant “as a totally different centre.”26 The intrusion of F, as “added sixth”
to the subdominant, and how it will play out as the form develops, certainly attests to
25

Rosen, A Short Companion, 173.

26

Tovey, Companion, 137.
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Beethoven’s ingenuity in handling the most prosaic materials to generate meaningful
differences.
The combination of harmonic progression, asymmetrical phrase structure, and a
trio of distinctive tropes that conforms the sonata’s first theme makes up the DNA of the
movement’s thematic-harmonic structure. The three segments comprising the theme
become tropes insofar as they can be associated with contrasting styles. Each trope
conveys a particular poetic affect that evolves throughout the movement by assuming
new shapes or fusing with other tropes, acting as if they were characters in a musical
novel. Many commentators have already exalted the blending of the lyric and the
comedic in this movement.27 The theme opens on a lyrical note with a brief motif that
poses an open-ended question, and closes in m. 7 with a spur-of the-moment answer that
brings immediate comic relief. The two sets of harmonies that connect the theme’s
poles—the lyrical question and the satirical response—exacerbate the preliminary
uncertainty and endows it with ominous overtones that intimate the presence, or at least
the possibility of the tragic. The harmonies in mm. 3-6 contain the central tension around
which the sonata form will gravitate, as if holding an enigma aimed at grabbing the
listener’s attention until its unraveling in the coda. For the purposes of my analysis, each
of the three segments comprising the theme will work as a poetic trope standing for the
lyric (mm. 1-2), the tragic (mm. 3-6), and the comic or satirical (mm. 7-8). To these
stylistic connotations, I later add a fourth trope standing for what the romantics called the
grotesque (or eccentric), an aspect of the “interestingly beautiful” they considered
essential to modern art. Using this interpretive framework to account for the music’s
heterogeneity, I show how the juxtaposition of tropes shapes a form that integrates a
diversity of styles for the sake of histrionic expression. In working out these tropes to
interweave an intelligible musical texture, Beethoven exploits so-called “latent
tendencies” intrinsic to the first theme’s harmonic structure in ways that heighten the
drama at strategic instances in the form.
27

Considering that the Op. 31 no. 3 sonata is the culmination of Beethoven’s entire opus, Tovey writes that
“the power of Beethoven’s ‘second manner,’ nervously self-assertive and liable to relapses in Op. 31, no. 1,
has ripened to tragic pathos in Op. 31 no.2, and is already in such perfect poise that in the present work it
serves the finest purposes of graceful comedy and lyric beauty.” Tovey, Companion, 137. Rosen also points
out Beethoven’s juxtaposition of conventional and original ideas that creates “both a dramatic contrast and
a splendid touch of irony,” adding that ‘the unusual combination of intense lyricism and humour gives this
sonata its individual stamp.” Rosen, Companion, 173.
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After the movement’s opening statement, a short bridge in triplets takes the music
an octave higher and leads to a second statement of the first theme, which is now
dismembered across three different octaves before concluding in the piano’s central
octave (mm. 10-16, see example 6). The jumping between octaves intently exposes the
fragmentary nature of the first theme and sets in relief the stylistic clashes among the
segments. The restatement leads to the second thematic section of the first group, which
finally establishes the tonic without ambivalence. The opening trope drives this section
(mm. 17-25), and for this reason, the lyric mood prevails all throughout. In m. 18 we get
for first time a clean subdominant, without ii, sweetening further the general affect. A
new thematic element is added in mm. 20-1: the right hand plays descending minor
sevenths, E b- F, bringing back the mixing of IV and ii in a lighthearted manner (mm. 201 and 24) before resolving to tonic in m. 25. There begins a playful passage in staccato
parallel octaves with arpeggios of ii and V that lead to the transition, paving thus the way
for the modulation to the dominant. This texture of parallel octaves will play a significant
role both in the recapitulation and the coda, as Beethoven employs it to prolong the
tension before final cadences (for instance, mm. 205-13, and mm. 246-53). The
modulation to the dominant proper begins in m. 33, with the opening theme now
reintroduced in the minor mode (with the flattened submediant, see example 7). The
tragic connotations of the second trope are further intensified with a sigh figure uttered by
the alto that gives new poignancy to the harmonies (E b- D in mm. 35-8, F- E b in
mm. 39-42). The “tragic” trope has been further expanded, now taking over eight full
measures. Through chromatic realignments of the outer voices we reach the diminished
seventh of ii in m. 41, which surely resolves to II (V/V) as the previous step before
plunging into B b major, to launch the exposition’s second group. It is worth noting that
in m. 43 first surfaces, lasting just an instant, an augmented sixth chord that anticipates
the development’s opening.
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Example 7. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 3/1, mm. 33-51.

The brusque gesture that marks mm. 43-5 never fails to catch the listener’s
attention, as its eccentricity immediately stands out when it emerges out of nowhere in
the stylistic context of mm. 35-42. The left hand suddenly hits three martellato F’s
descending across the low octaves to reach F1, in a gesture of great dramatic effect given
that this was the lowest key in the Viennese fortepianos of the time. This raucous
utterance of F’s, which stresses V/V, directly leads to the second group and firmly
establishes it in the dominant. The sudden intrusion of this gesture at a crucial instance in
the articulation of the form discloses the relevance of that which is unusual and eccentric
as an intrinsic stylistic aspect of Beethoven’s new approach. This inclination for what
early reviewers described as the grotesque and bizarre is another important sign of
Beethoven’s underlying affinity with the thought of the Jena romantics. According to the
romantics, the eccentric, the strange, and/or the grotesque were immanent aspects of
aesthetic experience under the conditions of modernity. To integrate grotesque gestures
or characters into the form was a primary manifestation of the ironic consciousness, and
indirectly, also a way of mocking the neoclassical principles of decorum. As we saw in
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Chapter 4, Friedrich Schlegel showed how the grotesque and its excesses played a crucial
role in the dramas of classical antiquity. It seems as if Beethoven also appreciated the
“lawless excess” that Schlegel praised in Aristophanes’ plays and made a point of
including the grotesque as another poetic style to counterbalance the ones already
presented in the first theme. According to Schlegel, modern art can never be objectively
beautiful in the way the greatest poems of classical antiquity were. The main attribute
identifying modern forms was “the interesting” (Das Interessante), which manifests itself
through various degrees of difference.28 The grotesque or the eccentric are from the
romantic perspective manifestations of difference in its extreme, most radical forms, and
epitomized art’s modern condition.29 In this movement, the sudden intrusion of the
eccentric gesture of mm. 43-45 is not an isolated event, as Beethoven repeats it, and adds
other eccentric gestures to signal the conclusion of important transitions in the form.
Beethoven’s inclusion of the grotesque seems aimed at mocking the very distinction
between tragic, comic, and lyric we perceive in the first theme.
Similarly to Op. 31 no. 1, the second group beginning in m. 46 alludes to the
comic aria styles of Italian opera popular in Vienna around 1800. The theme has a
sensuous spin that is stressed in the second phrase with a fleeting cascade of semitones
descending in pairs (mm. 57-64), as if imitating the vocal fioriture used to embellish
coloratura arias. Nothing too unusual transpires in the main theme of the second group,
28

Schlegel first summarized the romantic view in the preface he wrote for his On the Study of Greek
Poetry, which he wrote after having sent the manuscript to his publisher and as a response to Schiller’s On
Naïve and Sentimental Poetry: “If there are pure laws of beauty and art, they must be valid without
exception. If one takes these pure laws as a standard for the appreciation of modern poetry—without a
more precise determination and a guiding principle for its application—then the resultant judgment can
only be that modern poetry, which almost entirely contradicts those pure laws, is of no value whatsoever. It
does not even make claims to objectivity, which is after all the first prerequisite of pure and unconditioned
aesthetic value; and its ideal is the interesting, that is, subjective aesthetic vitality. Yet this is a judgment
that patently contradicts the sentiments!.... This is the most direct path to discern the actual character of
modern poetry, to explain the necessity of a classical poetry, and finally to be surprised and rewarded by a
truly splendid justification of modernity.” Friedrich Schlegel, On the Study of Greek Poetry, trans. and ed.
Stuart Barnett (Albany, NY: State University of New York, 2001), 96. Schlegel also repeatedly alluded to
the importance of the eccentric and the grotesque in the Athenäum Fragments, arguing that “from the
romantic point of view, even the vagaries of poetry have their value as raw materials and preliminaries for
universality, even when they’re eccentric and monstrous, provided they have some saving grace, provided
they are original.” Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, 36.
29

For an illuminating perspective on Das Interessante and its importance as the constitutive difference of
modernity’s art, which situates Schlegel’s historical poetics in relationship to Kant, Herder, and Lessing,
see Robert S. Leventhal, The Disciplines of Interpretation: Lessing, Herder, Schlegel and Hermeneutics in
Germany 1750-1800 (Berlin and New York: Walter de Gruyter, 1994), 258-80.
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with both melody and harmony following a conventional path. Yet, another instance of
eccentricity baffles us in the exposition’s concluding section. Starting in m. 67 and in
order to establish the dominant as the new tonic, Beethoven concocts a long chain of
rustic trills that rove over a harmonic sequence of secondary dominants, finally reaching
V7/V in mm. 70-71 to put things back in perspective. After three iterations of V7/V
hammered out with sforzati, the sequence safely lands in B b major. The ensuing
transition of arpeggios is prolonged through eleven measures (mm. 72-82) as a
preparation for the exposition’s final cadence. The long trill in mm. 78-81, right before
the cadence, seems to vindicate the grotesque trills by now resolving in orthodox manner,
crowning the cadenza-like passage. An extension that develops the thematic material
from the lyric and satirical tropes signals the end of the exposition, blurring their stylistic
boundaries. The first theme is now reduced to its two basic segments (mm. 1-2 now as
mm. 83-4, while 7-8 becomes 85-6), and the differences have been softened for the sake
of stylistic homogeneity. This subdued and shortened version of the main theme
occasions a swift but highly unusual return to the tonic that initiates the development.30
Returning to E b major, Beethoven launches a short development following an
unconventional path (see example 8). Here Beethoven develops in new ways the tropes of
the exposition, placing the emphasis on the comic and the grotesque elements. A
repetition of the lyric question (mm. 89-90) leads to a modulation that brings to fruition
one of the tonal tendencies latent in the first theme. Now the somber overtones of the
second trope (the chords of mm. 3-6) take over to convey the ominous feeling that a
tragic turn of events is imminent. The harmony of ii5/6 becomes, via the chromatic raising
of F, a German sixth that is reinterpreted as the submediant of C minor. This
conventional shift to the relative minor does not last, as Beethoven begins without delay a
cadential progression that switches to C major (mm. 99-100). In mm. 96-100 we confront
another significant incidence of the grotesque, cropping up to conclude another cadential
phrase of structural relevance. After the tragic harmonies, the questioning trope of the
30

According to Rosen, this is a practice for sonata forms that was “largely abandoned after 1770, but
Beethoven creates a variant of it” in this sonata, a scheme we also saw in the first movement of Op. 31 no.
1. A quick return to the tonic ostensibly diffused the tension occasioned “by the move to the dominant [in
the exposition],” and considering that “the development enhances the greater tension by a more rapid
harmonic rhythm, it was sometimes felt to be expedient to take a step backwards at the beginning of the
development and momentarily reduce the tension.” Rosen, A Short Companion, 10.
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lyric returns to substitute for the ironic response we have gotten used to expect. More
interestingly, the opening question metamorphoses into a series of clumsy gestures that
travel down across four octaves, taking to a new extreme the dismemberment first carried
out in mm. 10-6. This closing phrase develops much further the abruptness of the coarse
F’s that led to the second group in the exposition (mm. 42-5). With this transmutation of
the lyric, Beethoven subverts any vestige of stability in the relationship between the
musical tropes and its original stylistic connotations: the lyrical motif has become a trope
of the grotesque.
Example 8. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 3/1, mm. 87-101.

To accentuate this dramatic turn, the interval of the questioning trope is now a diminished
fifth, a change first introduced in m. 33 that becomes more prominent in this context, as it
invests the trope with a piquant dissonance that intensifies the sense of disjointed oddness
conveyed by the whole passage. The assembling of dissonance, metrical displacement,
textural dissociation, harmonic shift, and dynamics creates an aura of eccentricity that,
quite paradoxically, makes it a climactic moment in the movement.
That the pleading question of m. 1 comes to represent the opposite of what it
initially did is a testimony to Beethoven’s craftsmanship in manipulating the motivic
functions and expressive allusions assigned to his raw materials. Moreover, in its
bluntness of execution, this transmutation represents empirical evidence corroborating
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that Beethoven’s “neue Manier” has a remarkable affinity with the stylistic premises
buttressing the romantic theory of irony. Whether intentionally or not, Beethoven could
not have made a stronger case in favor of the Jena romantics’ critique of the neoclassical
rhetoric of genre. The remarkable transformation of style that Beethoven effects in the
development’s first phrase sums up the formal strategy for the entire movement, and
proves that extra-musical connotations widely vary depending on details of execution that
theories of form concerned with issues of “deep” harmonic structure have traditionally
overlooked. In mm. 96-100, the eccentric nature of the hands’ gestures creates a stylistic
difference that disrupts the expected course of events. The grotesque character gains
prominence by resurfacing in full force to prevail over the more traditional styles, and
dissolves with a single stroke the gravitas projected by the solemn German sixth. What
traditionally have been categorized as superficial, a stylistic gesture, and structural, the
theme’s harmonic progression, have been turned upside down in this passage by virtue of
the grotesque. In representing the most dramatic manifestation of the ironic, the grotesque
expresses an extreme form of difference that distorts its own material presentation as
difference.
The lighthearted, comic tropes that dominated in the exposition’s second period
(mm. 17-32) return invigorated in the central section of the development, starting with
the sudden shift to C major in m. 100. The ironic spirit re-emerges in the multiple
iterations of the minor sevenths we first heard in mm. 20-1, playing here a leading role.
In mm. 101-21 Beethoven alters that witty motif to great effect, using it in playful
alternations between right and left hands that act like a buffoonish character that pokes
fun at the listener. Migrating to the left hand, the original minor sevenths turn into
augmented sixths, an interval that exacerbates the satirical overtones in a way that verges
on the grotesque. However, the passage remains all throughout within a playful mood
because its disruptive potential is severely restrained by the consistent homogeneity of
the texture. After the last iteration of augmented sixths (mm. 121-22), the development
approaches its conclusion with arpeggios of ii that prepare the return of the first group
(mm. 128-36). Harmonically, the development has followed an ascending sequence in the
circle of fifths that speeds up as it approaches the end, passing through C, F, B b minor,
and A b before finally reaching ii in m. 130. Arpeggios in parallel octaves prolong the
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harmony of ii for seven full measures (130-36) without eliciting a sense either of tension
or of resolution, a deliberately insipid manner of leading back to the sonata’s first theme.
The recapitulation begins in m. 137 with a repetition of the first theme that
drastically simplifies the original harmonies by reintroducing ii in bare octaves (see
example 9). The first theme is thus first delivered with a clean harmony of ii6 in the
simplest of textures, exposing the absence of the clashing E b that identified the lyrical
question of the opening. The lyric is now just an echo in unison of its former self, as if
trying to retrieve its original stylistic identity after having been alienated by the grotesque
in the development. Presented in this manner, the first theme emerges almost
imperceptibly from the development’s closing arpeggio (ii), acquiring an eerie quality.
The suspense created by the lyrical question and heightened by the harmonies of the
tragic trope feels even more pressing at this point, stimulating our desire for a resolution
with a memorable musical event, one that would dispel the anxieties that either ironic or
grotesque tropes have brushed off every time. However, the recapitulation does not offer
us any resolution of what has become an insidious tension (example 9 on next page).
Example 9. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 3/1, mm. 132-45.

The rest of the recapitulation behaves without major surprises, with the second
group presented in E b major, the tonic. Interestingly, the first incidence of the grotesque
occurring in mm. 43-5 returns in the recapitulation in m. 169 in a domesticated form,
gentrified and reduced to a single measure, sforzati and metrical displacement all gone.
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Furthermore, instead of traveling down across octaves, Beethoven chooses here to move
smoothly, connecting by step motion B b – A b – G and leading right away to the second
group (in I6). Beethoven keeps the grotesque in pectore at this point, and gives it its due
later in the recapitulation by substantially expanding the chain of trills leading toward the
final cadence (mm. 193-201). There, the length of the trills passage is doubled to eight
measures, and the dynamic contrasts greatly exaggerated with the sforzati now
interspersed among indications of piano. After bludgeoning our ears with five iterations
of V/I (mm. 199-201)—vintage Beethoven—the concluding group reaches its climactic
moment by repeating the cadenza trill of the exposition (mm. 209-12), now over a
dominant seventh chord that resolves to tonic in m. 213 (see example 10). The tonic
chord is immediately followed by a brief transition that replicates the end of the
exposition (83-8). This time, however, it swiftly shifts to the subdominant, establishing it
as the opening key of the coda. This shift follows the established pattern within the circle
of fifths. At the end of the exposition we had V leading to I in the beginning of the
development. Closing the recapitulation we have I resolving to IV to set off the coda.
Thus, Beethoven opens the coda (m. 220) by restating the sonata’s first theme in
the subdominant, A b major, making up for the absence of subdominant in the
recapitulation.31 Looking at the voice leading in the first phrase (mm. 220-34), we notice
how the major sixth Db/Bb of m. 220 slowly begins a chromatic ascent that culminates in
m. 234 by reaching Bb/G, the tonic in second inversion. The progression’s point of
inflection occurs in m. 224, where the expected resolution to Ab is eluded turning the
chromatic ascent into an expanded deceptive cadence. The ominous overtones latent in
the tragic trope are finally given a starring role with a long close-up that builds up the
coda’s momentum. The harmonic tension increasingly heightens over the stretch of
fourteen measures (mm. 220-34). After arriving at the cadential harmonies in the home
key, everything stops in the fermata of m. 233 in the familiar six-four tonic chord. We
have been led to think that Beethoven will finally give to the menacing gravitas conveyed
31

Rosen notes that Beethoven consistently introduces subdominant harmony in the recapitulation of his
sonata forms, usually after the return of the main theme in the tonic. As he explains it, Op. 31 no. 3
constitutes together with Op. 81a the notable exception to this compositional practice because in both
sonatas the subdominant harmony is already present in the exposition’s first theme. In Op. 31 no. 3
Beethoven “postpones this subdominant appearance until the coda, where it plays a prominent role: he
evidently considered it an indispensable part of the musical language. (He also postpones the subdominant
to the coda in Op. 10 no. 3).” Rosen, A Short Companion, 11.
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Example 10. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 3/1, mm. 213-35.

by the tragic trope its dramaturgical due, and deliver as grand finale the revelation that
has eluded us all along. Yet, laughing from the heights of the sonata’s theatrical climax,
Beethoven deceives us once again by diffusing so much tension with the same four-beat,
carefree answer we have gotten every time. 32 Beethoven withheld the structural punch
line until the very end. The comprehensive extent of Beethoven’s ironic approach
becomes at this juncture more evident than ever before, and the suspicions that all had
been a skeptical reflection on the arbitrary nature of genres and styles are at once
confirmed. After Beethoven’s grand jest, we are now solidly established in E b major
and, although there still awaits one final iteration of the opening theme (mm. 237-44), the
conclusive section, all in piano, reaffirms the lighthearted mood of the ironic trope. At
last, comedy prevails over tragedy, and the satirical mood lingers long after the echoes of
the final chord vanish, reminding us never to take anything too seriously.

32

Notice that the proportional imbalance of the first theme (6 mm. + 2 mm.) has been here grotesquely
augmented to a phrase overall structure of (14 mm. + 2).
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Beethoven succeeds in integrating in this sonata form a heterogeneous set of
contrasting tropes in ways that alternatively exacerbated, transformed, or neutralized their
stylistic differences. Remarkably, the structure’s coherence directly stems from a mixture
of disparate materials that stubbornly preserve their heterogeneity. As the Jena romantics
had it, the hodgepodges produced through irony reflected most adequately the chaotic
nature of poesy. Like Shakespeare, who intermingled the tragic, the comic, the lyric, and
certainly, the bizarre and the grotesque, Beethoven’s pasticcio of stylistic tropes
counteracts neoclassical pressures to produce a homogeneous unity that erased
difference. Although he drives us to the verge of what seems a grandiose resolution,
Beethoven refuses to deliver any Aufhebung of stylistic tropes, and articulates instead an
eccentric yet amusing sonata form that celebrates difference.
III.
OP. 31 NO. 2:
ABSENCE AND THE TRAGEDY OF MODERN SUBJECTIVITY
The first movement of the piano sonata Op. 31 no. 2, known by all as the
“Tempest,” was at the time of its composition Beethoven’s most daring formal
experiment in sonata forms. Since the time of its publication, the “Tempest” has
represented a formidable challenge for theories of sonata form that are based on abstract
schemes of universal application. The “Tempest” has been for this very reason the object
of numerous analytical studies and the resilient source of inspiring interpretations. As a
“one-of-a kind” form, its first movement has constituted an alluring tour de force for
musicologists and theorists alike, so much so that by following the paper trail of its
interpretations one can trace the history of modern theories of musical form in the
venerable German tradition of Formenlehre. Demonstrating that its relevance in the
practice of musical analysis will not be dwindling any time soon, Pieter Bergé has
recently edited a volume devoted exclusively to the “Tempest.” Bergé has assembled a
remarkable collection of analytical essays that thoroughly surveys the latest
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methodological tendencies in the field.33 The opening movement of the “Tempest” has
historically garnered all the attention because it presents us with a formal paradox that
strikes at the very foundations of the traditional schemes of sonata form.34 As such, the
sonata form Beethoven created for the first movement represents a paradigmatic case that
problematizes in compositional practice any stable notion of form and style. Carl
Dahlhaus, in a seminal essay that reignited the interest in this sonata in Anglo-American
scholarship, has pointed out that “the very contradictions of the form constitute its
distinctive artistic character.”35 Indeed, the ambiguities that pervade the exposition,
further complicated by the recapitulation, seem to provoke the interest of any analyst
concerned with the soundness of formal abstractions. The multiple ways in which
Beethoven blurs sectional boundaries in the exposition makes it rather ineffectual to
distinguish between introduction, first group, and second group in the strict terms
instituted through taxonomic models. In elucidating the form’s radical singularity, the
theory of irony and its implied notion of form will help us interpret the music’s intrinsic
contradictions within the context of the discursive network that conditioned it. Romantic
irony, as the speculative expression of the literary, will allow us to read the “Tempest”

33

As Bergé states in the introductory essay: “The choice of Beethoven’s “Tempest” sonata was rather
obvious… for several reasons. First, the piece’s well-known role in Beethoven’s oft-quoted intention to
embark on a ‘new path’ around 1802 grants the work an important place in music history. The very fact
that the piece is related so explicitly to the composer’s breakthrough to ‘romanticism’ has caused it to
attract significant scholarly interest for almost two centuries… The “Tempest” sonata was also chosen
because it is one of Beethoven’s most frequently performed (and most beloved!) piano works… Indeed the
sonata has drawn at least as much attention in the history of performance as it has in scholarly circles. The
“Tempest” thus offered a meeting-point for the intellectual and emotional engagement of music analysts
and musicians alike, an a nexus for the growth of an unprejudiced exchange of thought between them.”
Pieter Bergé with Jeroen D´Hoe and William E. Caplin, eds., Beethoven’s Tempest Sonata: Perspectives of
Analysis and Performance (Leuven, Belgium: Peeters, 2009), 4.
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For an excellent overview that discusses how the leading theorists of twentieth-century Formenlehre
have addressed the central analytical problems posed by the “Tempest’s” first movement, focusing on the
exposition, see Steven Vande Moortele, “The First Movement of Beethoven’s Tempest Sonata and the
Tradition of Twentieth-Century Formenlehre,” in Beethoven’s Tempest Sonata, Bergé et. al., eds., 293-314.
According to Moortele, the attention “has generally focused on what might be called three problem areas:
the relationship between formal function and musical syntax in the first forty bars of the exposition; the
exact demarcation of the subordinate theme and the closing group; and the differences between the first
half of the recapitulation and the exposition,” 293-4.
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Carl Dahlhaus, “The New Path,” in Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to his Music, trans. Mary
Whittall (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), 170.
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from a perspective that not only is historically pertinent but does justice to the
constitutive role of its ambiguities.
My approach to the first movement of the “Tempest” is essentially different than
the one deployed in the two previous sonatas, for which I favored a “bar-to-bar” analysis
in the tradition of Tovey’s companions to Beethoven’s music. Given the vast amount of
analytic commentary already published on the “Tempest,” I focus instead first on the
formal paradox that stems from the unstable condition of the exposition’s thematic
groups, and second, on the discrepancies between the recapitulation and the exposition
that further complicate the initial paradox. My reading will be articulated through a
dialogue with Dahlhaus and Janet Schmalfeldt, who have published two of the most
influential analytical interpretations addressing that paradox. Both Dahlhaus and
Schmalfeldt are primarily concerned with how to render in adequate theoretical terms the
form’s processual nature and the multiple ambiguities this condition generates.36 In order
to introduce an alternative point of view aimed at recasting the “Tempest”’s formal
paradox in the terms of romantic poetics, it will first be necessary to undertake an
excursus into aspects of the theory of irony connected to the structure of tragedy that I did
not address in the previous chapters. In doing so, my goal is to suggest an interpretation
that, albeit different from the previous ones, still shares the basic preoccupation of
dwelling on the intricacies of musical form as perceived and construed in subjective
experience. The reading I offer seeks to abide by the epistemic premises of romantic
theory insofar as it considers that processual openness and instability of meaning are
attributes that define musical form and the temporal experience it elicits. In the first
movement of the “Tempest” Beethoven effectively appropriates the semantic
irreducibility of the ironic by integrating the ambiguities of subjective experience into the
musical structure. The sonata form we hear in the “Tempest’s” first movement lends
itself to multiple interpretations, generating in the process a dialogic network in which
each interpretation engages rather than refutes the others. In true romantic fashion, such
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Dahlhaus, “The New Path,” in Ludwig van Beethoven, 166-80; and Janet Schmalfeldt, “Form as the
Process of Becoming: The Beethoven-Hegelian Tradition and the ‘Tempest’ Sonata,” Beethoven Forum 4
(1995), 37-71.
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an interpretive network can be described as a harmonious yet forever incomplete system
in which consonance arises from endless difference.
…

Recalling here aspects of our discussion of romantic irony in chapters 2 and 3 will
help the present consideration of Op. 31 no. 2. As I argued there, Friedrich Schlegel
conceived of irony as an open-ended dialectic that, manifesting itself through an ongoing
poetic process, oscillated incessantly between positive and negative impulses without
ever reaching a totalizing synthesis. This formulation of irony rejected in principle the
very possibility of Aufhebung.37 For this reason Schlegel stated in Athenäum Fragment
no. 121 that irony represented “an absolute synthesis of absolute antitheses, the continual
self-creating interchange of two conflicting thoughts.”38 Seeing it as the driving force of
romantic poesy, Schlegel also described irony as the continuous fluctuation between
“self-creation and self-destruction.”39 From a pragmatic standpoint, romantic irony
worked as an umbrella category that legitimized the compositional practices through
which modern artists captured in a self-reflexive manner tensions between tradition and
innovation. The “modern masters,” the romantics argued, reformulated the relationship
between codified tradition and subjective imagination by transforming with each new
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See Manfred Frank, The Philosophical Foundations of Early German Romanticism, trans. Elizabeth
Millán-Zaibert (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2004), 177-219. See my discussion of Jena
romanticism’s place in the context of German idealism and its critique of absolute idealism in Chapter 2.
38
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Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, 33.

Schlegel, Philosophical Fragments, 24. Schlegel considered this relationship between the forces of selfcreation and self-destruction essential to the artist’s creative process, a process through which the literary
author harnesses the constant alternation between the two forces as the main source of formal difference.
As Schlegel explains at length in AF no. 37: “In order to write well about something, one shouldn’t be
interested in it any longer… As long as the artist is in the process of discovery and inspiration, he is in a
state which, as far as communication is concerned, is at the very least intolerant. He wants to blurt out
everything, which is a fault of young geniuses or a legitimate prejudice of old bunglers. And so he fails to
recognize the value and the dignity of self-restriction, which is after all, for the artist as well as the man, the
first and the last, the most necessary and the highest duty. Most necessary because wherever one does not
restrict oneself, one is restricted by the world; and that makes one a slave. The highest because one can
only restrict oneself at those points and places where one possesses infinite power, self-creation and selfdestruction,” Ibid., 4-5.
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form the genres in which they worked. Modern literary forms were the product of
material practices and available technologies developed for and within a specific
aesthetic medium at a particular time and place. To illustrate this concept, one might say
that the modern artwork is conceived like a system of diverging forces that materialized
as a singular form that stems from the artist’s struggle to retrieve meaning out of the
chaos of poesy. Toward this end, the artist organizes her aesthetic ideas from an ironic,
hence skeptical perspective, to negotiate between the conventional and the different in a
productive way. An ironic consciousness enables the artist to seize the creative and
destructive forces at play in the compositional process, performing in practice a
historicized critique of the aesthetic phenomenon. More significantly, the negative forces
that irony unleashes are in fact the ones that generate differences that identify a form and
make it unique. Hence, the difference of the ironic sets a given form apart and makes it
possible to trigger the kind of aesthetic experience that romantic critique validated in
discourse and rendered intelligible through interpretation.
The negative side of romantic irony thus empowers and makes viable the
production of art under the conditions of modernity. Caught up in the infinite progression
of universal history, the romantic artist must also become a philosopher of his craft,
insofar as he questions by way of irony the nature of aesthetic forms. This self-reflexive
consciousness enables the artist to create differentiated forms even while knowing that
modern subjectivity remains precariously suspended in between an irretrievable past and
an unattainable future. For this reason, modern art overcomes the burden of history only
if it embraces its condition of “infinitely perfectible” form, always remaining a work in
progress. Inexorably, the forms thus produced are fragments, but the negativity at work in
romantic irony transforms this curse into a blessing. Peter Szondi brings out this
negativity in his gripping description of romantic irony:
…by preserving the very negativity that it was designed to overcome,
[irony] is itself transformed into negativity. Tolerant of completion only in
the past or in the future, whatever irony encounters in the present it
measures against infinity and thus destroys it. Acceptance of his own
incapacity prevents the ironist from respecting what has nevertheless been
accomplished—therein lies its danger for him. The fact that through this
acceptance he himself bars the way to perfection, while at the same time
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this acceptance continuously proves to be unbearable, finally leading
nowhere—that is his tragedy [emphasis added].40
Ironic negativity expresses this tragedy through an undoing of the conventional
that seeks to introduce meaningful differences in the form. The transformation of
practices that have been codified in print or transmitted by rules of craft in a given
tradition always entails at least partial destruction. This destructive impulse is a symptom
of the artist’s struggle to confront and overcome the tragedy of modern subjectivity, that
is, the impossibility of ever achieving perfection in art of the present time. As Schlegel
argued in the Dialogue on Poetry, in creating the paradigmatic works of modernity,
geniuses such as Shakespeare and Cervantes succeeded because, via irony, they turned
that tragedy into the primary strength of their work. For this reason Schlegel considered
that the intricate relationship between practice and theory was the central problem to
address in a critical theory of genre that upheld the novel as the symbolic form of literary
modernity.
Turning upside down the premises of neoclassical poetics, Schlegel glorified both
heterogeneity and eccentricity on the grounds that they typified the exemplary works of
modern literature:
…the marvelous wit of romantic poetry… does not manifest itself in
individual conceptions but in the structure of the whole, which was so
often pointed out [in] the works of Cervantes and Shakespeare. Indeed,
this artfully ordered confusion, this charming symmetry of contradictions,
this wonderfully perennial alternation of enthusiasm and irony which lives
even in the smallest parts of the whole, seem to me to be an indirect
mythology in themselves [that substitutes the harmonious one of classical
antiquity]… For this is the beginning of all poetry, to cancel the
progression and laws of rationally thinking reason, and to transplant us
once again into the beautiful confusion of imagination…41
Irony thus pervaded modern forms in order to produce an “artfully ordered
confusion” that in turn elicited reflection on the nature of aesthetic experience. The
romantic artist thus generates difference through an idiosyncratic assembling of materials
40

Peter Szondi, “Friedrich Schlegel and Romantic Irony,” in On Textual Understanding and Other Essays,
trans. Harvey Mendelsohn (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1986), 68.
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Schlegel, Dialogue on Poetry, 86.
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and styles that contradict each other and contravenes pre-established rules. The
destructive tendencies of irony then constituted a necessary condition of possibility to
generate such difference, although they could only operate in tandem with the creative
tendencies. The ironic forms of modern art reflected this oscillation between creative and
destructive impulses that was also immanent to poesy—the “alternation between
enthusiasm and irony” in Schlegel’s words. The positive and the negative within irony
are thus mutually interdependent forces that recapture the alternation of opposite
impulses characterizing the ecstasy of poetic experience.42 Schlegel first presented this
view in his early studies of Greek poetry, published in 1796 in On the Study on Greek
Poetry (discussed in Chapter 3). Later in the Athenäum Fragments, Schlegel developed
further his initial thesis maintaining that only the ironic consciousness could hover
between enthusiasm and skepticism and enable the modern artist to exercise the
necessary self-restraint in handling his raw materials. Furthermore, irony turns the
destructive impulses of Dionysian ecstasy into a creative force by first occasioning a selfinflicted “wound.” According to Schlegel, however,
This self-infliction is not inaptitude, but deliberate impetuousness,
overflowing vitality, and often has a positive, stimulating effect, since
illusion can never be fully destroyed. Intense agility must act, even
destroy; if it does not find an external object, it reacts against a beloved
one, against itself, its own creation. This agility then injures in order to
provoke, not to destroy.43
In practice, the “intense agility” of the poetic genius leads to undo the
conventional, deceive expectations, and avoid resolutions. Paradoxically, this is how
destructive forces become productive. When taken to an extremely skeptical stance,
however, irony produces difference by begetting absence. The notion of absence,
essential to romantic critique, is what intimately links irony to tragedy.44 As we shall see
42

According to Ernst Behler, “like Nietzsche, [Schlegel] derived the origins of Greek poetry from a
Dionysian phenomenon, from a super-individual and intoxicating experience which evokes both bliss and
horror,” and initially conceived of irony as “a destructive reaction against the primordial Dionysian ecstasy
of poetic enthusiasm,” Ernst Behler, “Introduction,” in Friedrich Schlegel, Dialogue on Poetry, 39-40.
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At stake in the negativity of irony is the very possibility of producing material forms able to survive the
burden of modern history. If modern forms remain unable to adequately convey the complexity of modern
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in my interpretation of the “Tempest,” the formal processes caused by irony can even
undo structural elements otherwise considered essential in a given form. In Beethoven’s
“Tempest,” absence becomes the supreme form of difference that invests the music with
philosophical content; in experiencing this absence the listening subject is overwhelmed
by the feeling that something essential is no longer present when and where it is most
needed. At the same time, the longing thus elicited makes that which is absent vividly
present in our imagination. This explains at last why romantic irony, in striving to attain
the highest instances of reflection, finds its most truthful presentation not in the comic,
but in the tragic. In its most compelling forms, irony surrenders the appeal of immediate
comic relief and recedes deep into the form to stimulate an introspective experience that
dwells on the nature of art and existence.45
As a consequence, the structure of the tragic is seen as the ideal vehicle to convey
the philosophical worldview embodied in romantic irony. It is for this reason that the
early romantics studied so keenly the dramatic forms of classical Greece. The Schlegel
brothers, Novalis, and also Friedrich Hölderlin, paid special attention to structural issues
in ancient drama, focusing on how strategic interruptions halting the rhythm of dramatic

subjectivity, romantic poesy can only remain in its pure state as an act whose experience can be neither
rendered in discourse nor in aesthetic form. It has been alleged that for this reason the early romantics
failed to fulfill their project of writing a philosophical novel aimed at fusing theory and practice through its
structure. In a famous passage that sums up this school of thought, Maurice Blanchot has described
romanticism as “the work of the absence of the work; a poetry affirmed in the purity of the poetic act, an
affirmation without duration, a freedom without realization, a force that exalts in disappearing and that is in
no way discredited if it leaves no trace, for this was its goal; to make poetry shine, neither as nature nor
even as work, but as pure consciousness of the moment.” Maurice Blanchot, “The Athenäum,” in The
Infinite Conversation, trans. Susan Hanson (Minneapolis, University of Minnesota Press, 1993), 353
[emphasis added].
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representation and reality in such images as the world as stage.” Gary Handwerk, “Romantic Irony,” in The
Cambridge History of Literary Criticism, Volume 5: Romanticism, ed. Marshall Brown (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 224.
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action prompted the cathartic experience that was the ultimate goal of Greek tragedy.46
Hölderlin wrote a number of influential essays concerned with these issues. In analyzing
the structure of archetypical Greek tragedies, he dwelled on the dramaturgical techniques
that made classical drama highly effective in bringing about moments of revelation,
investing the form with a content that exceeded the particularities of a given theatrical
situation. His goal was not to imitate their formulae but rather to reformulate and adapt
those techniques in dramatic forms that would reflect the travails of modern
subjectivity.47 Hölderlin’s critical commentaries reveal an extraordinary capacity to
tackle the metaphysical questions at the center of early romantic critique by reflecting on
matters of compositional technique relevant to the structure of classical tragedy.
Commenting on Sophocles’ tragedy Oedipus the King, Hölderlin adduced that traditional
criticism, in an evident allusion to neoclassical aesthetics, had judged the poetic works of
ancient Greece,
…more according to the impression they make, than according to the
lawful calculation and other procedures through which beauty is brought
out. Modern poetry especially lacks the schooling and dexterity which
would allow it to be calculated and learned, and once learned, allow it to
be reliably repeated in its practice.48
For Hölderlin, this “calculation” made it possible to appropriately fuse
philosophical content with presentational form by way of rhythmic interruptions that
shatter the narrative thread and revealed something that has been previously concealed.
He called those moments of revelatory interruption the caesura of the form, the instant in
which all the formal elements converge to deliver a transcendental meaning that exceeds
the contingent nature of the form. In Hölderlin’s words:
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In the rhythmic sequence of representations, in which the tragic transport
exhibits itself, that which one calls the caesura in poetic metre, the pure
word, the counter-rhythmic interruption, is necessary; precisely in order to
counter the raging change of representations at its summit so that it is no
longer the change of representations but the representation itself which
appears.49
The entire structure of the work gravitates around this caesura, the blinding
moment of illumination, the epiphany that retroactively transforms everything that had
been presented before and precipitates the inexorable downfall of the tragic hero. The
Jena romantics shared Hölderlin’s interest in these “counter-rhythmic interruptions”
through which the structure of poetic forms cohere. These interruptions, however, had to
be “harmoniously incorporated into the formal structure” of the work.50 Although
Friedrich Schlegel wrote important essays concerned with classical drama, he also looked
for these moments of caesura in Shakespeare’s plays. He deemed Hamlet the modern
paradigm of ironic forms precisely because its structure hinges on a single dramatic
moment whereby, through the representation of a play within the play, Hamlet confirms
what he had been suspecting all along.51 These counter-rhythmic interruptions invested
both modern and classical dramatic forms with a meta-discursive dimension that the Jena
romantics called “poetry of poetry.” The concept of caesura was made into the ideal
means by which the prosaic materiality of form could raise above its own contingency
and become an inexhaustible source of critique.
…
Reframing the classical style from an Adornian perspective, Michael Spitzer has
applied Hölderlin’s concept of caesura not only to Beethoven’s but also to Haydn’s and
49
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Mozart’s music.52 In his study, Spitzer construes a teleological view of the classical style
that reaches its culmination in the music of Beethoven’s late style.53 By linking
Beethoven and Hölderlin, Spitzer follows a historical model conceived in the terms of
Hegelian dialectic. Hegel’s dialectic is however inimical to the philosophy of history
undergirding the early romantics’ understanding of the tragic, particularly so in the
theoretical works of Hölderlin and Schlegel. Hölderlin’s conception of the tragic as well
as Schlegel’s theory of irony can in no way be subsumed under the logic of Hegel’s
dialectic.54 The early romantics, as I argued elsewhere, explicitly rejected the possibility
of ever achieving a sublimating synthesis of opposite principles. Furthermore, Hölderlin’s
theoretical reframing of the tragic actually disenfranchised philosophy and privileged
aesthetic experience as the most effective way of approximating the inaccessible essence
of being. As a matter of fact, Hölderlin sees in the structure of the tragic a form of
presentation that best signifies the material impossibility of ever achieving a synthetic
unity.55 This conception of the tragic shares thus the metaphysical skepticism at the
foundations of romantic irony, uniting Hölderlin and Schlegel in an epistemological
stance that opposes Hegel’s thesis on the end of art. According to Jay Bernstein,
Hölderlin wrenches “being from the grip of philosophy” in order to claim that “being, or
unity, has no other way of being manifest except through art.”56 Schlegel and his
52
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companions in Jena had fully committed to this thesis when proclaiming that the task of
romantic poesy was to unite poetry and philosophy in an infinite progression towards
retrieving the lost unity of being. In the light of this thesis, my interpretation of the
“Tempest” links the concept of caesura to the tragic negativity of romantic irony in order
to argue that the form coheres by producing an absence that bears witness to the
impossibility of ever attaining the synthetic unity of being.57
The early romantics’ philosophical recasting of the tragic may even allow us to
shed new light on the anecdote that has given to this sonata its popular nickname,
understanding Beethoven’s response in a structural rather than literal sense. According to
Schindler, when responding to a question of his about the interpretive key to perform the
sonata Op. 31 no. 2, Beethoven recommended to read Shakespeare’s The Tempest.58
Much has been written at the expense of this question and of Schindler himself, who
seems to hold the dubious honor of being the favorite target of derision among Beethoven
scholars. Schindler’s comments have been dismissed on the grounds that no plausible
connection can be established between the fantastic narrative of Shakespeare’s Tempest
Fichte,” The Philosophical Foundations, 113-26; David Farrell Krell, “Three Ends of the Absolute:
Schelling, Hölderlin, Novalis,” in Idealism Without Absolutes: Philosophy and Romantic Culture,
Tilottama Rajan and Arkady Plotnitksy, eds. (Albany: State University of New York Press, 2004), 135-59;
and Henrich, “The Place of Hölderlin’s ‘Judgment and Being’,” in Between Kant and Hegel: Lectures on
German Idealism (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2003), 279-95.
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This metaphysical connection between romantic irony and tragedy originated the concept of “tragic
irony,” which alludes to the manifestation of an ironic consciousness in the structure of the tragic. For an
authoritative essay that discusses the negative aspects of romantic irony and pays special attention to the
significance of “tragic irony” in early romantic theory, see Ernst Behler, “The Theory of Irony in German
Romanticism,” in Frederick Garber, ed., Romantic Irony (Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1988), 43-81.
Behler points out that Schlegel’s radical conception of irony, adamantly criticized by Hegel, rejected the
possibility of an overcoming of antinomies and/or contradictions, a position therefore inimical to the
Hegelian dialectic. As Behler writes, “what appears to be most important in this dialectical and antithetical
exploration of the human mind [as articulated in his theory of irony] is Schlegel’s unwillingness to resolve
this basic conflict in a final synthesis and his insistence upon the recognition of tension, contradiction, and
oscillation as the very core of life.” Ibid., 63.
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Schindler’s question in fact involved not only Op. 31 no. 2, but also Op. 57, the “Appasionata.” The fact
that Beethoven’s answer was meant to give clues for both sonatas gives further credence to the thesis that
he was thinking on a more abstract, structural level, and not in a literal/narrative sense: “One day when I
was telling the master of the great impression that Carl Czerny’s playing of the D minor and F minor
sonatas Opp. 31 and 57 had made upon the audience, and he was in a cheerful mode, I asked him to give
me the key to these sonatas. He replied, ‘Just read Shakespeare’s “Tempest”.’ It is, therefore, to be found in
that play. But where? Questioner, it is for you to read, to ponder, and to guess.” Anton Schindler,
Beethoven As I Knew Him, ed. Donald W. MacArdle, trans. Constance S. Jolly (Mineola, NY: Dover
Publications, 1996), 406.
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and the first movement of this sonata.59 However, one should at least entertain the
possibility that Beethoven’s answer went far deeper than initially thought, alluding from
a compositional standpoint to that meta-discursive dimension the early romantics had
extrapolated from the structure of Shakespeare’s plays in their critique of literary form. 60
If Beethoven’s music is any indication of his extraordinary talent to conceive dramatic
form as a self-reflexive manipulation of temporal experience, one might be wise in
contemplating that Beethoven understood well what was at stake in matters of tragic
structure when invoking Shakespeare’s play. 61
The tragic import that pervades the form is suggested from the outset with the
introduction of two clashing characters. Beethoven sets the stage for the drama that soon
unfolds with an expansive arpeggio of V6—the tempo is Largo—and prolongs it with a
fermata, creating a fleeting moment of repose that is nothing but a prelude to imminent
turmoil. The pregnant stillness of the arpeggio is immediately dispelled by a fast and
furious descent in scalar motion, which brings about a violent change in mood and sets
off the central conflict that shapes the music’s temporal structure (mm. 3-6, see example
11). Adding a detail that acquires new meaning in the melodic turn of mm. 23-4,
Beethoven closes this consequent phrase by embellishing it with a gruppetto (m.6),
slowing down the tempo to adagio before ceremoniously reaching the final A major
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Within this line of thought, the laurels go to Charles Rosen, who dismisses both Schindler and
Beethoven: “Beethoven is supposed to have claimed that this work came from Shakespeare’s The Tempest;
if so, he cannot have read anything beyond the title, but it gave this work its name,” Rosen, A Short
Companion, 169.
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In alluding to the relationship between Shakespeare’s Tempest and Beethoven’s advice regarding the
interpretive key to this sonata, Donald Francis Tovey, wrote that “the two works have not a single course of
events on any parallel lines and though each contains much that would be violently out of place in the
other. But there is a mood that is common to both. Beethoven would never have posed as a Shakespearescholar; but neither would he have been misled by the fairy-tale element in Shakespeare’s last plays into
regarding them as consisting only of mellow sunset and milk of human kindness.” Tovey, A Companion to
Beethoven’s Pianoforte Sonatas, 128.
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According to Czerny the first movement of the “Tempest” is a musical tragedy whose expressive power
stems from its idiosyncratic structure. “The unity of the ideas and of the tragic character, the artistic form,
which is disturbed by no episode, and the romantic and picturesque nature of the whole, will never fail to
produce the greatest effect, when the fancy of the player is on a par with his facility.” Czerny, On the
Proper Performance, 53.
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Example 11. Beethoven, Piano Sonata Op. 31 no. 2/1, mm. 1-6.

Dahlhaus, this phrase sums up from the outset the dialectic that drives the entire form and
“contains the thematic material of the movement in a rudimentary form.”62 This thematic
configuration is repeated and significantly expanded in mm. 7-20, unleashing the
nomadic force contained in the scalar motion of mm. 3-6. An arpeggio of C major
launches in m. 7 this varied sequential repetition of the first phrase, eliciting new
uncertainties as to the harmonic path that lies ahead (see example 12). With a more
conventional composer the flattened leading tone (the subtonic) would foreshadow a
modulation to the relative major, the “natural” choice for a sonata form in a minor key.
However, Beethoven will never follow that path in this movement. Starting in the upbeat
of m. 9, the consequent phrase initiates an irresistible ascent that culminates in the
cadential six-four tonic of m. 13. The bass moves chromatically, ascending from E to A
within the dominant-tonic sequence that propels the unrelenting activity of the right hand.
After reaching f 6, which actually is the climactic note of the whole movement, the right
hand changes direction to begin a vertiginous descent from the sonata’s melodic heights
(m. 13) that leads, through swerving ups and downs, to the first authentic cadence in D
minor (m. 21). The expansion of the consequent phrase of mm. 3-6 is impressive not only
in its length, now lasting twelve measures (mm. 8-20), but also in the gripping intensity it
has now gained. Yet, the first clear utterance of the tonic in m. 21 constitutes by no
means a safe haven: the music keeps forging ahead without pause and we are given no
time to catch our breath.
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Dahlhaus, Ludwig van Beethoven, 171.
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Example 12. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 2/1, mm. 7-26.

After the opening’s exuberant fantasia, Beethoven introduces in m. 21 a powerful,
assertive theme firmly established in the home key that, on first impression, seems to
confirm retroactively that everything we heard before has been introductory material. For
the listener expecting a conventional sonata form, the textural configuration of mm. 21ff.
sounds indeed like the main theme of the movement: a stable, regular structure with a
poignant melodic profile appropriately set up by the preceding forward-driven activity.
This theme also comprises two distinct segments of contrasting character that alternate
around a continuous texture of arpeggios in triplets (mm. 21-40). The theme’s antecedent,
played by the left hand in the low register (attacking d2), is a plain but forceful arpeggio
of tonic in staccato that imprints itself vividly in the listener’s memory (mm. 21-2). Its
assertive tone is counterbalanced by the plaintive response that the right hand plays in the
central register, a chromatic turn neighboring the dominant (a4) that lends itself to be
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uttered bocca chiusa, as emanating from an inner voice. Yet, as soon as its first statement
is completed (mm. 21-24), there comes a sequence that starts a move away from tonic
and culminates in a modulation to the minor V (m. 41). The entire exposition, however,
seems to hinge on the authentic cadence that leads to the theme of mm. 21ff. However,
the fact that this theme never settles in the tonic and eventually takes us to the minor
dominant contradicts its experiential interpretation as the main theme of the exposition.
At the same time, the obvious modulatory, transitional nature of mm. 21ff. makes us also
reconsider the initial introductory role assigned to mm. 1-20. Here lies the formal
paradox that sets apart the “Tempest” and made it a favorite object of inquiry in the
history of musical analysis, particularly so in the twentieth century.63 The burning
question that has haunted every analyst is, what section of the exposition actually
contains the sonata’s main theme? From a methodological standpoint a second question
immediately follows: how to determine the structural function of the different themes in
compliance with the standards set by theories of sonata form?
Offering compelling answers to these questions, Carl Dahlhaus and Janet
Schmalfeldt have written two compelling interpretations of the “Tempest.”64 In arguing
that the first movement circumvents the stable schemes designed for sonata form,
Dahlhaus makes a strong case in demonstrating that Beethoven’s “neue Manier” meant a
qualitatively new understanding of musical structure that embraced the processual nature
of subjective experience. In doing so, Dahlhaus dismisses any attempt to determine in
fixed terms the function and boundaries of thematic sections, emphasizing that the
multiple uncertainties engendered by the form mark a turning point in Beethoven’s
formal approach to instrumental music. According to Dahlhaus,
Beethoven does not expect his implied listener to resolve the paradoxes,
but to recognize them as the formal idea of the movement.
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Vande Moortele shows that this formal paradox became a central preoccupation in the Formenlehre
tradition because it conflicts with the concept of sonata form that is the foundational construal of this
analytic discourse. The theorists discussed by Vande Moortele include Hugo Leichtentritt, August Halm,
Hugo Riemann, Arnold Schmitz, Ludwig Misch, Erwin Ratz, Carl Dahlhaus, and Janet Schmalfeldt. Steve
Vande Moortele, “The First Movement of Beethoven’s ‘Tempest’ Sonata and the Tradition of TwentiethCentury Formenlehre,” in Beethoven’s “Tempest” Sonata, ed. Bergé, 293-314.
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Dahlhaus, “The New Path,” in Ludwig van Beethoven: Approaches to his Music, 164-80; Janet
Schmalfeldt, “Form as the Process of Becoming: The Beethoven-Hegelian Tradition and the ‘Tempest’
Sonata,” Beethoven Forum 4 (1995), 37-71.
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Anyone who feels confused by the sonata should not try to impose on it an
unambiguous solution, which would be incorrect by virtue of being
imposed; rather, the ambiguity should be perceived as an artistic factor—
an attribute of the thing itself, not a failure of analysis.65
Dahlhaus approaches the formal paradox of the exposition lending an ear to the
phenomenological perspective of the listener while upholding the notion that musical
form is inherently an experiential, hence subjective process. Beethoven designed for this
movement a sonata form that is purposefully conceived to elicit the feeling that the music
proceeds in time as if creating itself “in the moment,” actualizing an auto-poietic process.
Framing the thematic contrasts in the exposition in the terms of Hegelian dialectic,
Dahlhaus dwells on the mutual interdependence of the antithetic units presented in mm.
1-20 and the “developmental section” of mm. 21ff.66 Through this thematic
configuration of thesis and antithesis Dahlhaus describes how the functional relationship
between the sections fluctuates as the form unfolds in the temporal dimension it itself
creates. In the end, Dahlhaus seems lenient toward the idea that mm. 1-2 do function as
the exposition’s main theme given the modulatory character of mm. 21 ff.67 Still,
Dahlhaus contends that there is no point in formulating any definitive answer because “to
plump for either of the alternatives would not do justice to the formal idea of the work.”68
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Dahlhaus follows a long tradition of Hegelian interpretations in the history of Formenlehre. In viewing
the “Tempest” from this perspective, Dahlhaus’s most notorious precursor is August Halm. Halm discusses
the “Tempest” as one of the exemplary sonata forms—from the very few musical works he uses—in his
book Von zwei Kulturen der Musik (On Two Cultures of Music). August Halm, Von zwei Kulturen der
Musik (Stuttgart: E. Klett, 1947). For a perceptive study of Halm’s theory of form and its epistemological
underpinnings that focuses on the role played by the “Tempest” sonata as the paradigmatic case for Halm’s
conception of sonata form, all in the context of a Hegelian philosophy of music history, see Alexander
Rehding, “August Halm’s Two Cultures as Nature,” in Music Theory and Natural Order from the
Renaissance to the Early Twentieth Century, ed. Suzannah Clark and Alexander Rehding (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2001), 142-60. According to Rehding, “Beethoven’s Tempest is no less than a
microcosm of Halm’s conception of music,” 157.
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In another article from Dahlhaus’s book on Beethoven quoted above, he is more prone to emphasize the
significance of mm. 1-2 as main theme in detriment of mm. 21ff. arguing that “bars 1-2 ought to be seen as
providing access to a paradoxical structure that gives the form its artistic character by virtue of its very
contradictions. Bars 1-2 ‘are’ not either prelude, or anticipation, or thematic exposition; they fulfil the
function of prompting an activity and setting in motion a dialectic process, in which earlier meanings
continue to coexist on an equal footing with later ones.” See Dahlhaus, “Issues in Sonata Form,” in Ludwig
van Beethoven, 116-8.
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Therefore, he concludes that both views should inform the listener’s experience in order
to fully appreciate the formal complexity of the music. His theoretical attitude,
inadvertently in alignment with ironic critique, presupposes an understanding of musical
form as a process that thrives in its own contradictions. Dahlhaus sums up his view on the
“Tempest” formal paradox by asserting that “the beginning of the movement [mm. 1-2] is
not yet a subject, the evolutionary episode [mm. 21 ff.] is one no longer.”69
Elaborating on Dahlhaus’s insights, Janet Schmalfeldt gives us another lucid
analysis of this movement that stays within the tradition of Hegelian readings of form and
adds new interpretive layers that further illuminate the music’s processual condition.
Drawing on a remarkable diversity of concepts taken from Dahlhaus, Adorno,
Schoenberg, and Schenker, she addresses the problematic posed by the “Tempest”
paradox by arguing that the structural function of the themes gradually emerges through a
“process of becoming” that, as the movement progresses, recasts and transforms their
musical roles. Schmalfedlt’s interpretation centers on the philosophical notion of
“becoming” that constitutes one of the main categories not only of Hegelian thought but
of German idealism as a whole. The concept of becoming, also “the” key concept of
romantic poesy, is a felicitous choice because it aptly describes how the thematic
materials of the “Tempest” imprint, collide, and merge in the listener’s memory in ways
that challenge preconceptions of sonata form. Needless to say, this understanding of form
as a “process of becoming” also presupposes a retroactive way of “structural listening”
that Schmalfeldt invokes in her essay with the concept of Fernhören (distance-hearing),
a term first made famous by Wilhelm Furtwängler.70 In proposing a retroactive
reinterpretation of the form Schmalfeldt takes Dahlhaus’s insights a step beyond to assert
that mm. 1-21 represent indeed the sonata’s main theme. In a rather curious turn of events
the concept of becoming ultimately erases the ambiguities that destabilize the form and
supplies us with a definitive answer.71 Although the music remains framed as a dynamic
process, the final theoretical interpretation dispels any lingering uncertainty.
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Parsing the different tendencies in approaches concerned with the formal paradox in the “Tempest,”
Steven Vande Moortele concludes that, in the history of twentieth-century Formenlehre, there are “…two
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Notwithstanding the elucidatory power of modern analytic paraphernalia, it
remains undeniable that from the listener’s phenomenological perspective mm. 1-20 are
initially perceived as an introduction to the vigorous configuration brought forth in mm.
21ff. One is thus tempted to search for an alternative interpretation that could integrate
rather than efface a sensible intuition nurtured by the music’s temporal structure.
Ruminating on the expressive power of the theme bursting out at m. 21, Scott Burnham
has pointed out that “despite Dahlhausian debates about thematic identity in this
movement, most everyone hears this passage as the movement’s primary dramatic theme
or process.”72 As a matter of fact, A. B. Marx and Riemann, perhaps the two most
influential theorists of the nineteenth century, did not see any problem in casting the
opening as an introduction.73 It is rather a peculiarity attesting to the scientific
preoccupations of modern music theory that contemporary analysts—as diverse as
Schmalfeldt herself, William Caplin, James Hepokoski, and Lawrence Kramer to name a
few— persist in providing empirical and hermeneutical evidence to corroborate that what
might “feel like” an introduction is immanently the main theme.74 These preoccupations
largely parallel traditions. The first tradition may be described as normalization, more specifically a
normalization of the syntactic organization of bars 1-21. Several analysts have searched for deeper-level
elements in bars 1-21 that resolve the ambiguity, demonstrating this passage to be a more or less ‘normal’
main theme after all.” Among these “normalizing approaches” Moortele includes the analyses of Hugo
Riemann, Ludwig Misch, and Janet Schmalfeldt. The second tradition, according to Moortele is “…that of
problematization… Authors working within this second tradition insist that neither bars 1-20 nor bars 21ff.
constitute an incontestable main theme. Often, this position is combined with an emphasis on the dynamic
and processual nature of musical form.” Moortele includes in this tradition Arnold Schmitz, August Halm,
Erwin Ratz, and Carl Dahlhaus. One might add, however, that to consider Schmalfeldt’s approach as part
of the “normalizing” tradition at the very least misrepresents the epistemic scope of her interpretation. See
Vande Moortele, “Twentieth-Century Formenlehre,” 296-306.
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Although approaching the music from very different perspectives, Hepokoski, Caplin and Kramer all
analyze the “Tempest” based on the premise that the opening section of mm. 1-20 constitutes the sonata’s
first theme at the structural level. Caplin’s argument is particularly interesting in the context of this
discussion because he directly engages with Schmalfeldt’s “in-the-process-of-becoming” interpretation.
Caplin disputes that mm. 1-20 can ever be perceived as an introduction, arguing that such a perception is in
fact the result of a “general misunderstanding of the nature of a main theme in the classical repertory.”
Following this line of reasoning, Caplin contends that main themes that are hesitant in character and made
up of inchoate materials are not that unusual in the classical style. As examples Caplin offers the first
themes of Beethoven’s sonata forms in the piano sonatas Op. 2 no. 3 and Op. 10 no. 1, to argue that “the
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speak, at the same time, of a heightened methodological sensibility towards adequately
rendering the semantic indeterminacy of music in analytical practice. In any case, as
Dahlhaus cogently contended, the form of this first movement does inherently admit
multiple possibilities of interpretation. After more than two hundred years of
hermeneutical exegesis, Beethoven’s “Tempest” still remains an open form in its capacity
to proliferate unstable, ever-evolving processes of signification. Such an openness is
perhaps the essential attribute of this music. The “Tempest” is in this sense romantic
irony materialized as musical form. The alternative interpretation I suggest below is
informed by the intuitions the form fosters in listening experience and seeks to remain
faithful to the open-ended nature of the form by reading it from the ironic perspective of
early romantic critique. I argue that the early romantics’ understanding of the tragic
allows us to articulate a plausible, however inescapably provisional answer to the formal
paradox posed by the first movement of the “Tempest.” Early romantic theory will also
make it possible to reconcile the bodily responses the music stimulates with the abstract
values legitimized in the discourse of the literary. Furthermore, facilitated by the
technological progress in the fortepianos whose technique he revolutionized, Beethoven’s
formal approach represents a historical instance whereby the very abstract and the very
concrete collided and fused to produce an experience that validated on phenomenological
grounds the literary notion of subjectivity.
As intimated above, the formal paradox of the exposition is greatly complicated
by the events taking place in the recapitulation. The discrepancies between what
Beethoven does in the recapitulation and what sonata form conventions dictate constitute
another challenging problem for analysts concerned with structural function. Sonata form
is supposed to cohere and achieve tonal closure by way of a return of the exposition’s

organization of the statistical parameters in both cases looks forward to what we find in the more complex
situation of the Tempest.” Although one might concede that on the level of “statistical parameters” there are
certain similarities of detail, the opening section of the “Tempest”—in its structural interrelationship with
mm. 21ff.—creates a type of experiential temporality that is qualitatively different from anything we might
perceive in any previous sonatas. See William E. Caplin, “Beethoven’s Tempest Exposition: A Springboard
for Form-Functional Considerations,” in Beethoven’s “Tempest” Sonata, ed. Bergé, 87-125. For James
Hepokoski’s analysis of the “Tempest” see in the same volume, “Approaching the First Movement of
Beethoven’s Tempest Sonata Through Sonata Theory,” 181-212. For Kramer’s hermeneutical interpretation
see Lawrence Kramer, “Primitive Encounters: Beethoven’s ‘Tempest’ Sonata, Musical Meaning, and
Enlightenment Anthropology,” Beethoven Forum 6 (1998): 31-65.
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thematic and harmonic materials in the recapitulation. Hence, when it comes to the
structural function of themes, a comparative analysis between exposition and
recapitulation is usually the most conclusive strategy of elucidation. However, in the
sonata form of Op. 31 no. 2 “the beginning of the recapitulation has the effect of
obfuscating rather than clarifying the design at the beginning of the exposition.”75 Indeed,
the recapitulation hardly clarifies anything when trying to determine the “true” function
of the theme presented in mm. 21 ff. For the purposes of my interpretation, this
obfuscation not only reinforces the tragic intensity of the music but also gives us a
hermeneutical clue to elucidate Beethoven’s romantic conception of the tragic. So, what
kind of solution did Beethoven contrive in the recapitulation to address the exposition’s
formal paradox?
The recapitulation begins in m. 143 with the return of the arpeggio of V6, leading
within the same breath to the ascetic, bare monody of an instrumental recitative (see
example 13). The recitativo greatly expands the antecedent phrase and, more importantly,
momentarily halts goal-oriented time. In this sense, it represents the most striking
structural difference introduced so far (mm. 143-48).76 After a fermata placed on a
quarter-note rest—measured silence prolonged by incommensurable silence—the
consequent from mm. 2-6 returns without alteration, making the contrast between
stillness and agitation, the infinite and the temporal, much more pronounced than in the
exposition (the phrase structure is now 6 mm. vs. 4mm.; in the exposition’s opening was
2 vs. 4). The second Largo, which brings back the C major arpeggio of m. 7, is also
prolonged with a recitative that gravitates around D♭, the flattened tonic, which through
the magic of enharmonic slippage will turn into the dominant of F♯ minor in mm. 155-8.
The recitative’s sonorities linger in the listener’s consciousness adding metaphysical
resonances to the musical drama. To further bring out the ethereal allusions of the
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For a study that discusses the importance of the instrumental recitative in Beethoven’s music, traces their
hermeneutical interpretations in the musicological scholarship, and analyzes its function in representative
works, including Op. 31 no. 2, see Jurgen Thym, “The Instrumental Recitative in Beethoven’s
Compositions,” in Essays on Music for Charles Warren Fox, ed. Jerald C. Graue (Rochester, NY: Eastman
School of Music Press, 1979), 230-40. Thym shows that the instrumental recitative have represented a
problem for methodologies of analysis concerned with issues of organic coherence and concludes that it
can be considered a genre of its own without the need for mimetic associations with the vocal recitative.
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monodic interludes, Beethoven asks the pianist to hold the damper pedal all throughout
the recitatives, an effect aimed at creating a spectral atmosphere worthy of a pensive
soliloquy a la Hamlet. In Karol Berger’s compelling interpretation, the opening arpeggios
that in the “Tempest’s exposition are “pure sound, beyond space and time,” acquire by
Example 13. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 2/1, mm. 137-58.

virtue of these recitatives “a human voice” through which “the world beyond” invoked at
the beginning “turns out to be the world within,” the expression of the subject’s inner
voice, one might add.77 The recitatives indeed open a space beyond time to induce
introspective reflection, a wrinkle in the temporal fabric of the music to pause and
explore the unfathomable world that lies within the hollow form of literary subjectivity.
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Karol Berger, Bach’s Cycle, Mozart’s Arrow: An Essay on the Origins of Musical Modernity (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 2007), 310. Berger uses the opening and the recitatives from the “Tempest”
as additional examples to illustrate Beethoven’s use of “spells of absentmindedness,” a characteristic of his
formal approach he traces back to slow and final movements in the early piano sonatas (Op. 2 no. 3/2 and
4, Op. 2 no. 2/2 and 4, Op. 7/4, and Op. 14/2). According to Berger, these spells wrench the “discourse for
a moment to a different ontological level,” and breaks the illusion of musical representation by suddenly
revealing the face of Beethoven’s persona “behind the mask” of the performer, who otherwise has been “a
transparent medium, invisible and inaudible behind the impersonated character” (pp. 294-5).
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For a few instants, the unyielding skepticism of the ironist is held in check as we plunge
into ghostly sounds in the naïve hope of crossing the threshold to enter the arcane
territories of being. As time seems to stop, we are on the verge of retrieving the
primordial form of consciousness, the lost unity of subjectivity the romantics mourned. In
fact, the recitatives expose the subjective condition of music’s temporality, creating the
illusion that time stands still right at the moment when the drama is about to reach its
zenith.78 Here is the moment that announces and prepares the musical epiphany that will
end up transfiguring our perceptions of the form. Hanging on the final A♭ that concludes
the second recitative (m. 158), we are now confronted with an absolute uncertainty of
what lies ahead, submersed in one of those timeless instants of uncanny stillness
occurring right before tragedy strikes.
At this precise point, when we expect the triumphant homecoming of the theme
introduced in m. 21, Beethoven interrupts by inserting a sequence of harmonic outbursts
that lack thematic identity and bring the formal process to its highest peak of tension
(mm. 159-71, see example14). These arpeggios run up and down in a breathtaking
concatenation that surely shook up the fortepianos existing at the time of the “neue
Manier.” This wildest section seem to further defer the revelation insinuated by the
recitatives and prepare us for a final epiphany right at the architectonic crux of the
movement. But the grandiose return never occurs, and Beethoven presents instead the
second thematic group, which will now be stated as convention dictates in the tonic (mm.
171-217). The outbursts of mm. 159 ff. utterly fail to deliver what they seemed to
promise, deceiving any expectations of resolving the contradictions instigated in the
exposition. The tragic intensity of the passage, aggrandized by the abyssal contrast with
the recitatives that preceded it, makes painfully evident the non-return of the “main
theme” and exacerbates the feeling that something essential is absent at the moment when
it is most needed. It is as if the main theme fails to fulfill its destiny, and unable to garner
enough energy to materialize, it consumes itself in the heat of its preparatory episode.
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The historical time of modernity, as understood in romantic critique, complicates the neoclassical notion
of a linear time advancing uniformly based on the Aristotelian theory of poetic genres. After the Kantian
revolution the cognitive form of time, as we discussed in chapter 4, becomes an inner condition of
possibility that makes possible for the subject to function as a unity in the processing of empirical
information.
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Example 14. Beethoven, Op. 31 no. 2/1, mm. 159-74.

The feelings of anticipation for the theme’s failed return are bolstered by a
concrete series of harmonic and stylistic elements that surface in mm. 159-70. Although
at first hearing this passage seems made up of new material, there exist some important
connections with the opening of the exposition. The alternation between staccato chords
in pianissimo and fierce arpeggios in crescendo retrieves in its abstract principle the
dialectic Dahlhaus saw between the two opening phrases of the movement. More
significantly, the bass line replicates the chromatic ascent from E to A that sustained the
passage leading towards the D minor theme in the exposition (mm. 7-13). The crucial
difference is that the bass remains here in the dominant (A) without properly resolving to
the tonic D minor almost until the end of the recapitulation (m. 215-17), an extreme case
of tonal deferral that greatly contributes to heighten and prolong the drama.79 Another
telling detail indicating that we are at the movement’s climax is that the last arpeggio
79
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(V7/V in mm. 169-70) reaches f 6 for the last time, the highest note that was first struck in
m. 13. However, despite all these anticipatory clues, mm. 21ff. are conspicuous in the
recapitulation only in their flagrant absence, as Beethoven erases any vestige of it. For
Schmalfeldt, it is at this moment, when what we thought to be the main theme fails to
materialize, that the form’s “process of becoming” completes itself and the themes’
functions switch: the main theme turned out to be a transition, and the introduction now
becomes the main theme.80 My interpretation however will suggest that mm. 21 ff.
constitute the main theme precisely because they have been vanished from the
recapitulation.
It is absolutely clear that Beethoven deliberately carves out a void at the heart of
the form by staging so palpable an absence. This anomaly defines the recapitulation and
further amplifies what is perceived as the almost improvisatory quality of the music. At
the same time, the recapitulation evinces that the form’s dynamic condition is the result
of a calculated calibration of the musical materials. Beethoven works out these materials
to create a “charming symmetry of contradictions” with the goal of producing the sort of
epiphany yearned in romantic poesy. Set in relief by the Dionysian rapture that seems to
herald the theme’s homecoming, the non-return is so sharply perceived that it becomes,
in truly romantic fashion, a powerful albeit intangible presence within the mental map
elicited in the listener’s imagination. Recalling Hölderlin’s critique of the tragic, the
cathartic section yielding the absence of our concern represents the counter- rhythmic
interruption of the tragic aimed at suffusing the form with a philosophical content that
seeks to overcome the ephemerality of aesthetic experience. This structural caesura,
whose cleavage resides in the temporal interstice between mm. 158 and 159, delivers the
moment of revelation in which the negative irony that saturates the tragic brings about the
destruction of the musical protagonist. Such absences enact the romantic imperative
proclaiming that under the conditions of modernity no adequate semblance can be given
80
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to subjectivity’s substance. As Hölderlin put it, the subject’s reconciliation with nature,
through which the one and the other become unified, inexorably entails the annihilation
of sensuous form and subjective experience, the moment of death that fulfills the tragic
destiny of the finite. The structure of the tragic signifies this painful realization that
determines the genealogy of the modern consciousness. In an exemplary tragic drama,
everything hinges on the excruciating moment when that fatal revelation occurs, the point
of highest tension that precipitates the hero’s annihilation. According to Hölderlin,
The presentation of the tragic rests primarily upon [the notion] that the
wondrous, [that is,] how the divine and the human mate and how without
limit the power of nature and the innermost of man become one in fury, is
conceived through a limitless Becoming-One [that occurs] in the limitless
division of itself that purifies.81
This limitless division “that purifies” through the “becoming-one” of the human and the
divine, destroys subjective consciousness and brings about death. Hölderlin made this
point clearer in his Remarks on Antigone:
…the tragic representation has as its premise that the immediate god is all
at one with man..., that the infinite enthusiasm conceives of itself
infinitely, that is, in consciousness which cancels consciousness,
separating itself in sacred manner, and that the god is present in the figure
of death.82
The separation “in sacred manner” represented in the figure of death is also the
result of what Schlegel framed as the destructive tendencies thriving in Dyonisian
ecstasy, the “infinite enthusiasm” that is however a necessary condition for the incessant
process of becoming entailed by romantic poesy. These negative forces, immanent to the
poetic, can be harnessed through the self-reflexive distance of irony, by way of a
81
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“hovering” between the creative and the destructive that produces the singular forms of
literary modernity. Only through ironic forms can the modern consciousness hint at the
fusion of the finite and the infinite, of practice and theory, thus managing to save itself
from its own destruction. Perhaps the greatest irony of all is that the consolation the
forms of the literary offer never fail to remind that we are vanishing subjects, always
already absorbed in a march towards “Becoming-One.” In the first movement of the
“Tempest” Beethoven construes a form that assimilates the tragic side of romantic irony
through its structural difference, merging in electrifying manner the ironic with the tragic.
Hence, the absence that haunts the recapitulation ultimately substantiates our first
intuitions and turns out to be the conclusive evidence to assert that the theme of mm.
21ff. is indeed the main theme. The evaporation of the main theme symbolizes the
protagonist’s immolation that brings this Greek tragedy for one instrument to its cathartic
resolution. By turning a vacuum into the structural core of the sonata form, Beethoven
gave us in the “Tempest” a musical allegory that instantiates the supreme tragedy of
modern subjectivity: that of a form that has been emptied of its substance.
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EPILOGUE

I’ve already been forced to admit indirectly
that the Athenäum is incomprehensible, and
because it happened in the heat of irony, I
can hardly take it back without in the
process doing violence to that irony. But is
incomprehensibility really something so
unmitigatedly contemptible and evil?
Methinks the salvation of families and
nations rests upon it.
Friedrich Schlegel, On Incomprehensibility

Through the previous five chapters I examined from a wide-ranging perspective
the relationship between the discourse of the literary as articulated in the critique of the
Jena romantics, and Beethoven’s self-conscious beginning of a revolutionary approach to
musical form as manifested in the piano sonatas Op. 31, representative instances of his
“neue Manier.” Discerning an underlying congruity, I argued that in the sonata forms of
Op. 31 surface with renewed vigor a self-reflexive approach to musical composition that
complicates the relationship between theory and practice—the generic and the
particular—in ways that structurally reflect the premises of early romantic critique. The
theory of irony, considered the romantics’ greatest contribution to the history of Western
thought, functioned as a methodological point of entry to establish unsuspected
connections between compositional practice, aesthetic discourse, and socio-cultural
transformations at the turn of the nineteenth century. In light of the thoroughgoing
reexamination of early romanticism initiated in the 1980s, romantic irony also allowed
me to show a picture significantly different from the traditional view of romanticism as a
monolithic idealist movement removed from the material conditions that shaped
European modernity. These conditions played in fact such a crucial role that recent
intellectual histories have portrayed early romanticism as the philosophical avatar of the
“media revolution” effected with the consolidation of print culture.1 My use of the
1
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concept of the literary, as a way to allude to the discursive network that reframed and
transfigured the relationship between modern subjectivity and aesthetic experience, is
aimed at integrating the practices and technologies inextricably tied to early romantic
critique. In this context the new forms of instrumental music were perceived as an
aesthetic medium substantially different from the linguistic sign, and became by the same
token irresistibly enticing to the romantic mind. As I first stated in the introductory
chapter, the discourse of the literary bestowed a privileged status on instrumental music
on the grounds that its semantic indeterminacy made it the ideal medium to convey the
substance-less condition of the modern subject. By way of this epistemic maneuver,
music was simultaneously legitimized and assimilated into the economy of the literary.
The early romantics formulated their literary critique from a historicized vantage
point that understood the forms of modern art as contingent manifestations of the
fundamental difference that set modernity apart from classical antiquity, and gave to the
former its identity as a distinct social formation. This difference constituted nothing less
than the epistemological foundation of the literary. From this perspective I suggested in
Chapter 4 a structural homology between sonata form and the novel insofar as they
represented a set of formal strategies through which the modernist paradigm of aesthetic
form emerged in compositional practice. This paradigm was driven by a principle of
openness that problematized the relationship between universal genres and singular forms
and incited the undoing of conventions for the sake of authorial originality. In embodying
this principle, the hybrid forms of literary modernity were seen as fragments that wrested
a moment from the incessant process of producing difference entailed by romantic poesy.
The theory of irony was the romantics’ way of rendering in the discourse of post-Kantian
critique the irreducible tension between the generic and the particular that was fleshed out
in the exemplary works of modern art. Poetic form thus became the instantiation of
difference.
The model of form instituted in the literary remained however riven by an
insidious anxiety over the material condition of artworks. This anxiety manifested itself
in the open-ended dialectic of romantic irony, which as we discussed in Chapters 2 and 5
implied an endless oscillation between the creative and destructive forces at play in
poiesis. Latent in this fluctuation was the possibility of veering towards a skeptical stance
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that radicalizes the negative side of irony. Friedrich Schlegel enunciates this position in
his controversial essay On Incomprehensibility, published in the last issue of the
Athenäum (1800).2 In closing the journal Schlegel comes to doubt that any finite form
could ever succeed in achieving objective beauty.3 Given that neither truth nor beauty
could be adequately rendered in finite forms, Schlegel embraces ironic critique in its
condition of an unrelenting destabilizing process, arguing that everything in modern
times is “only a tendency.” Therefore, Schlegel concludes, the most plausible way to
approximate the essence of subjectivity resides in losing oneself in an endless “irony of
ironies” that ends up signifying anything and nothing, obliterating meaning itself in its
wake. According to Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, this extreme form of critique represents
the “madness of self-consciousness,” which Hölderlin saw enacted in the tragic downfall
of Oedipus.4 This is why, wary of its anti-systematic thrust, Hegel repeatedly attacked
Schlegel’s theory of irony and condemned it as a form of annihilating skepticism inimical
to the programmatic system Hegel had designed for modern philosophy.5
The negative tendencies of early romantic thought towards the immaterial and
abstract led to dogmatic forms of romanticism that eventually turned art into a sort of
secular religion.6 As discussed elsewhere, E. T. A. Hoffmann eloquently presented this
mystical side of romanticism in his review of Beethoven’s Fifth Symphony.7 In this text,
2
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the semantic indeterminacy of instrumental music becomes not so much the provisional
representation of an open-ended dialectic but rather a sacralized art form that captures the
infinite in its terrifying might. Hoffmann voices with remarkable poetic verve the
romantic anxieties to overcome the burden of art’s material condition when declaring that
Beethoven’s music actualizes the impossible desire of being “consumed without being
destroyed.” This allegorical image empowers musical form—as a sensuous signifier—
with the capacity to dissolve in the heat of the illumination it provokes while managing
however to subsist in its material form even after the glow of the poetic experience has
vanished. We witness here the utopian desire of romantic subjectivity to come into
contact with the infinite without having to undergo annihilation, a desire we saw
articulated in very different terms in Hölderlin’s analysis of the tragic. In discovering a
way out of this material impossibility, Hoffmann turns Beethoven’s instrumental music
into the exemplary exception. This line of interpretive criticism echoed a view, already
popularized in literary writing, that idealized music as locus of “the ineffable.” As I
argued in Chapter 2, instrumental music acquired as a consequence an unstable epistemic
status that I called the materiality of the literary. This status fostered a naturalized view
of musical form and experience that had a lasting impact in philosophical and literary
discourses, and has remained ever since ingrained in the social imaginary of Western
modernity. I suggest that this elusive material condition defines modernist conceptions of
musical form, and that Beethoven’s music acted as its paradigm.
The notion of the materiality of the literary and the issues at stake therein open
lines of inquiry for my next research project. My analysis of the first movements of the
sonatas Op. 31 used romantic irony to show how Beethoven negotiated tensions between
the particular and the generic through a formal process aimed at undoing the
conventional. This methodological perspective casts Beethoven’s formal approach in a
new light and projects itself onto the trajectory of his stylistic evolution after 1802. In my
view, what surfaces most cogently at the time of the “neue Manier” is a modernist
principle of openness towards difference that identifies the formalist thought of the
literary. Formulating a preliminary hypothesis, I argue that Beethoven increasingly
integrates this structural principle in ways that led him to the fragmentary forms that
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epitomize the late style. It seems as if Beethoven also undertakes, although moving not in
a steady progression but rather by leaps and bounds, the radicalization of irony
anticipated by Schlegel. In Beethoven’s late piano sonatas, most conspicuously in Opp.
106 and 111, each movement shuns the generic on several syntactic and morphological
levels to produce an extreme form of difference that at the time of their composition
effectively verged on the musically incomprehensible.
This is one of the reasons why Beethoven’s oeuvre vividly incarnated the
subjective values of aesthetic modernism. The contradictions inherent in the materiality
of the literary represented in that sense a necessary condition to legitimize the unyielding
search for innovation that propelled compositional practice in self-reflexive modes of
modernism. The exemplary works of modernist art are thus crisscrossed by a built-in
tension with preexisting notions of genre and style. More significantly, modernist art and
criticism eventually turned the very notion of genre into a relic of the neoclassical past.8
The urge to undo the conventional was in fact another way of turning against material
aspects of artistic practice that had been codified and transmitted through notions of
genre. As we discussed in Chapter 3, also in this sense early romantic music and
literature can be considered the pioneers of modernism. Walter Benjamin, the proud heir
of Jena romanticism in the twentieth century, summed up this genealogical tension of
modernist forms when stating that “all great works of literature [either] establish a genre
or dissolve one.”9 The first movement of Beethoven’s “Tempest” sonata represents an
exemplary case of a form that becomes singular by actualizing those tensions against the
generic and the concrete. On a generic level, the movement creates its own formal kind
by drastically transgressing contemporaneous conventions for sonata form; on a concrete
level, the form’s singularity arises from a dramatic process that turns against itself and
culminates in the dematerialization of the main theme.

8
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These anxieties over the material condition of art forms, which became
predominant after the “failure” of Jena romanticism, instigated a process of
“epistemological purification” that rendered irrelevant the multiple contingencies
intervening in the performance of music.10 This discursive operation led to a highly
abstract notion of musical form, epitomized in the codified versions of sonata form, that
made transparent the technologies involved in the production of music, neglecting their
crucial role in the genealogy of the romantic musical experience. These purified notions
of musical form and experience remained however inextricably linked to the problematic
relationship between art and technology at work within the discourse of the literary. For
the romantics, technology represented the “other” of art in the context of an industrialized
society that had alienated “man” from his true poetic essence. Yet, romantic critique,
together with the aesthetic practices it reframed, would not have been possible without
the industrial technologies that facilitated the widespread dissemination of the book and
the piano, emblematic instruments of the literary that are themselves sophisticated
technological objects. It was through the integration of such objects into quotidian life
that individuals living in the Europe of 1800 could experience in first person the abstract
notions of the literary in ways that form their identities as modern subjects. In the
particular case of music, its status as a materiality of the literary concealed the fact that
musical form is also a complex form of technology. Music was in this sense a blind spot
of romantic critique, invoked in literary discourse as an embodiment of the intangible
aspects of subjectivity that were irreducible to language. In another paradox of
modernity, the technologies of the literary—either visible, like the piano, or invisible, like
sonata form—interacted to produce a luminous experience that was deemed ineffable.
Turning Beethoven’s works into archetypical sources of that experience, romantic
critique perceived in music a possibility of redemption for the modern self.

10
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